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CHAPTER 5 THE LICK OBSERVATORY STUDIES THE SOLAR CORONA AND
PARADIGM SHIFTS IN SOLAR PHYSICS
5.1

Introduction

This chapter reviews coronal studies at the Lick Observatory which began with the first eclipse
expedition and continued through to the last expedition. The LO accumulated the world’s finest
archive of direct photographic eclipse plates over their expedition time-frame. The fine quality
and large image scale of plates made coronal structure, form and motion analysis possible at a
more complex level.
The year 1889 was when the Lick Observatory initiated its eclipse expeditions. It was a year
of several firsts in the quest for knowledge about the solar corona. The Observatory contributed
significantly to the breadth of knowledge and new ideas gained during this first year. It was the
first eclipse that the nation’s astronomical community produced an abundance of fine quality
eclipse images (Clerke 1908: 185). The LO and the Harvard College Observatory, accounted for
a majority of the images. Just the Harvard plates alone, numbered more than had ever been
produced at previous solar eclipses on an international basis (Turner 1889b: 108).
Previously, photography could not record the furthest coronal streamers as could be produced
by skilled drawers who managed to visually observe and show a wealth of detail in their
drawings. Using photography, comparison of the coronal images from three different eclipse
stations clearly demonstrated for the first time, that major coronal features coincided. This was
the first definitive photographic proof that the corona was not an artifact of the Earth’s
atmosphere. Pritchett and Bigelow both remarked that the coronal extensions looked as though
electrical or magnetic forces could be present. As the year of 1889 ended, Schaeberle produced
his Mechanical Theory of the solar corona (Bigelow 1891: 50-52; Pritchett 1891: 158-160).
Interest in the use of photography in all aspects of an observer’s work to record and reveal
coronal secrets was rapidly gaining favor as the first Lick expeditions were in progress in 1889.
Solar investigator H.S. Pritchett (1891: 161) brought to the table a couple of his ideas regarding
coronal photography:
1. The desirability of obtaining photographs of the outer coronal streamers, whose delineation
would go far towards a real knowledge of the structure of the corona. This involved the
problem of designing the photographic outfit especially for this work.
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2. The desirability of photographing the corona from points as widely separated as possible.
The progress of the use of spectrographic instruments in the advancement of coronal science
during the expeditions by the LO scientists was of paramount importance as will be witnessed by
the discussion of Menzel’s chromospheric research that resulted in a paradigm shift in
astrophysics. Because the thesis is focused on the direct photographic work, especially from the
40 foot Camera, the spectrographic work will be referenced to only on an occasional basis.
The testing of the Einstein’s general Theory of Relativity was the primary focus of the three
Lick Observatory expeditions sent out in 1914, 1918, and 1922. A brief discussion of the testing
and results is presented showing how the LO came close to being first to secure the definitive star
deflection measurements called for by the Theory. Additional information on the Einstein
cameras is included in Appendix 2.

5.2

The Constitution of the Solar Corona

The brightness of the corona was figured to be 10-6 as bright as the Sun and nearly as bright as the
full Moon, yet the corona could not be detected by the unaided eye outside of a total eclipse. This
was due to its faintness, fainter than the overall daylight. However, early experienced eclipse
viewers, some using small telescopes, such as F. Arago in 1842, G.P. Bond in 1851, M.F. Petit
in1860, N. Lockyer and A.R. Dawson in 1871, and S.M. Baird Gemmill in 1905, reported seeing
the corona moments before and after totality (O’Meara 2005: 75-76).
5.2.1

Coronal Structure and Form

The appearance of the solar corona was broken down into general structural elements and
boundary conditions by the Lick staff, who used terms that were in common use by earlier
investigators. By the eclipse of 1893, the Lick Observatory had adopted a couple of new terms
with two new coronal features being defined by Schaeberle – the ‘arch’ and ‘streamer.’ Several
of the features are discussed in more detail in Schaeberle’s Mechanical Theory of the solar
corona; see Section 5.4 (Schaeberle 1895: 99-102).
1. Streamers – If an arch disappears, before reaching its aphelion point, it is called a ‘streamer.’
Streamers are subject to a variety of descriptive terms; heavy, stubby, parallel, rectilinear,
curved, radial, well or sharply-defined.
2. Arches – An ‘arch’ is a visible streamer made of ejected particles traced beyond its aphelion.
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3. Rays – A ‘ray’ is defined as the visual apparition caused by the overlapping of streamers seen
in projection. Rays can take the appearance of ‘false’ streamers.
4. Beams – The term ‘beam’ was commonly found in the nineteenth century eclipse reports.
The mid- to late-nineteenth century drawings and woodcuts for publication images gave the
clear impression of large ‘beams’ of bright coronal light radiating from the surface of the
Sun. It was replaced with the term ‘streamer’ or even by a well defined ‘ray.’
5. Polar Rays – Polar rays, if they exist, were considered by Schaeberle to be caused by
unknown forces within the solar surface. There are few rays or originating streamers in the
pole regions because of the lack of sunspots. They may be just intersections of overlapping
equatorial streamers viewed from a viewer’s perspective of above and below the poles.
6. Rifts – Dark areas among the rays are known as ‘rifts,’ which result from inactivity on the
surface of the Sun. Rifts were commonly observed in the polar regions of the corona.
7. Gaps – ‘Gaps’ are the darker areas between the wings.
8. The coronal ‘Wings’ and the ‘Trumpets’ describing the ‘great wings’ extend to several lunar
diameters.
9. Polar Gaps or Rifts – The rays are brightest near the poles and the apparent extinction of the
polar rays occurs at increasing polar distances appearing as polar gaps or rifts.
10. A ‘Boundary’ describes several observed conditions – The border between two regions of
unequal density – A number of different streamers having slightly different inclinations, but
tangential to each other at various distances from the Sun – Osculating streamers appearing as
a single streamer – A darker area marking the shape of a wing – Or in a general way,
describes an area between close groupings of structure.
5.2.2

The ‘Inner’ – ‘Middle’ – ‘Outer’ Corona

Basic terminology was used by Schaeberle after the 1893 eclipse to describe what appeared in the
‘inner’ corona. Found in the inner corona were streamers, arches, boundaries, and gaps.
The area of the ‘middle’ corona contains extensions of the structures originating at, near or
within the surface of the chromosphere. It is not uncommon for some of the large structures such
as the rays to seem to originate within the ‘middle’ corona.
In describing the outer corona, Schaeberle included the extensions of the features in the
‘inner’ corona. He found no characteristic differences between the ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ coronal
forms other than they became fainter, more diffused and lose their sharp boundaries with
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increasing distance from the solar limb. The wings formed whenever the streamers were most
numerous in projection. Many of these streamers crossed one another. The mostly parallel wing
boundaries tended to converge at a point. The diverging areas of rays would become too faint to
distinguish against the background sky at their furthest extensions (ibid.).
5.2.3

Coronal Matter

Coronal matter existed in a gaseous state, incandescent particle state, solid particle state, and at
the atomic and ionized atomic level. Coronal matter was believed to contain unknown elements
not found in laboratories though spectroscopy by the end of the LO expeditions.
When the Lick Observatory expeditions began in 1889, the corona was believed to consist of
hot and cold solid particles. Some attributed these particles to incoming swarms of meteorites or
meteoritic clouds in orbit about the Sun. The nature of the coronal particles during the
expeditions, is presented in Section 5.11.
5.2.4

Chromospheric Surface Features

In the last half of the nineteenth century, the chromosphere was thought of as a thin layer
separated by a small boundary area (reversing layer) from the photosphere. Airy labeled this
layer ‘sierra’ in 1842. Some likened it to ‘stuff that dreams are made of’ or referred to
chromosphere as a ‘coronal atmosphere.’ Frankland and Lockyer coined the term chromosphere
in 1869. At the base of the chromosphere was a very bright region that appeared in what Langley
referred to as ‘like a prairie on fire’ (Young 1910: 192). The red color was attributed to large
concentrations of hydrogen flames.
1. Protuberances and Prominences – Large cloud-like masses that appeared above and from the
surface of the chromosphere were labeled in 1842 as ‘protuberances’ and ‘prominences’ with
no apparent differences noted between the terms. Within the corona, these features were
described as being like floating clouds being ‘torn to pieces.’ It was believed that
prominences were the result of the splash up of photospheric material from matter falling into
the Sun. The eclipse photography by Secchi and De La Rue finally proved that the two
features were indeed real and belonged to the Sun (ibid. 192-197). Herschel, Tennant, N.R.
Pogson, George A.P. Rayet and Janssen all used their spectroscopic investigations to show
that these features were enormous amounts of extremely hot gaseous matter that was mainly
hydrogen. By 1880, observers like Young were seeing the sodium D lines as well as C, F, H,
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and K lines as doubly reversed within the features indicating a vapor at very high density.
After the 1880s Young had adopted the term prominence in place of protuberance but others
would continue to use both for decades. Observers then classified prominences into two
groups – ‘quiescent’ and ‘eruptive’. Quiescent Prominences can appear in the forms shown
in a series of drawings (see Figure 95 by Young (ibid. 219). The eruptive prominences (see
Figure 96) were found to be more brilliant according to Young (ibid. 222):
… more vivacious and interesting … consist usually of brilliant spikes or jets, which
change their form and brightness very rapidly … occasionally they rise far higher
than even the largest of the clouds of the preceding class.

Figure 95 (Left) Examples of ‘quiescent’ prominences from drawings (Young 1910: 219).
Figure 96 (Right) Examples of ‘eruptive’ prominences from drawings (Young 1910: 223).

At the eclipse of 9 September 1885, two especially bright and towering prominences were
assigned the term ‘white’ prominence. This designation was used occasionally by other observers
at future eclipses. White prominences were only observed during totality at an eclipse (Clerke
1903a: 110).
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2. Sunspots – Sunspots were ascribed by Secchi to be due to great amounts of cooler matter
falling to the hot surface of the Sun. Schaeberle, Bigelow and Lockyer subscribed to Secchi’s
line of reasoning. Herschel mentioned that sunspots might be due to incoming giant iron
meteorites. The sunspots were considered cooler than the surrounding surface regions.
Young (1910; 186-190) suggested that sunspots were depressions in the photospheric level
caused by pressures from regions below.
3. Sunspot Zone – Sunspots were found to be contained within a region + 30º N and – 30º S of
the solar equator. Sunspots were not observed on the surface of the Sun’s polar regions.
4. Faculae – Young (ibid.) suggested that faculae described areas of highly disturbed regions of
metallic vapors found in the vicinities near sunspots. Then Secchi found that various
disturbances appeared in the locale where a sunspot would emerge.
5.2.5

Coronal Form Variations

Dyson, Woolley, Mitchell, Ludendorff, and others found that the appearance of streamers
changed over a relatively short period of just weeks. However the shape of general coronal form
followed sunspot and prominence activity within the sunspot cycle. In 1903, W.J.S. Lockyer
(1903: 481-483) slightly modified the coronal classification system set up by Hansky in 1887
(Dyson and Woolley 1937: 105-108). The corona was divided into three groups:
1. The ‘polar group’ – coronas have no regular form with streamers appearing near the poles.
Polar rifts were absent having been replaced by streamers in very close proximity to the
poles. Streamers were numerous at all solar latitudes with no large extensions present at the
equatorial zones. This class of corona was observed during the years: 1860, 1870, 1871,
1882, 1883, and 1893 and is typically seen at a sunspot maxima eclipse (see Figure 97).

Figure 97 (Right) Typical coronal form at sunspot maxima (Abbot 1911: Plate XIII).
Figure 98 (Left) Typical coronal form at sunspot minima (Abbot 1911: Plate XII).
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2. The ‘intermediate’ (formerly the ‘equatorial’) group – This range of streamers is observed
half-way between the Sun’s equatorial zone and the polar regions. Fewer ‘polar rifts’ are
seen. The streamers are closer to the polar regions than the equatorial zone. The equatorial
streamers are not highly pronounced. The form of corona appears due to a large streamer in
each quadrant forming a ‘square corona’. This class of corona included the years: 1858,
1869, 1874, 1875, 1886, 1887, 1896, and 1898.
3. The ‘equatorial’ group – Coronal form is regular. Well defined polar rifts are widely spread
in latitude. The largest streamers appear closest to the equator and have the greatest
equatorial extensions. This class of corona appeared in: 1867, 1868, 1878, Jan. 1889, Dec.
1889, 1900, and 1901 and has the form of a sunspot minima eclipse (see Figure 98).
5.2.6

Predicting Coronal Form Variation by Sunspot and Prominence Activity

In 1903, W.J.S. Lockyer (1903: 484-488) described ways of predicting coronal form at upcoming
eclipses. He predicted coronal form by the sunspot cycles and by the prominence activity cycle.
Lockyer found as had been suspected that coronal form was tied to sunspot activity and that
sunspot activity occurred only within a restricted zone near the equator. This meant that the wide
range of coronal disturbance was not solely due to this activity alone. He concluded that there
was not a direct connection with sunspot activity to the number and type of coronal streamers.
It was accepted by 1903 that streamers originated from prominences and played an important
part in shaping coronal form. Prominences resulted from large amounts of incandescent matter
being pushed upwards. The sum total of activity from the prominences produced streamers that
changed slowly over time (ibid. 485). Lockyer hypothesized that cyclic prominence activity
more accurately predicted form and could
be used for form prediction of future
eclipses. Lockyer plotted curves for the
sunspot cycle versus time and on the same
chart, plotted coronal form type over the
same time period (Figure 99).
Figure 99 Sunspots and coronal forms
plotted over time. The cyclic nature of
sunspot cycles corresponds closely with the
cyclic nature of coronal form (Lockyer
1903: Plate 17).
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5.2.7

The ‘Reversing Layer’ of the Sun

What was then called the reversing layer is a thin layer then thought to be cool and at a low
pressure that separated the photosphere from the chromosphere. At the brief points of 2nd and 3rd
contacts during totality, this layer can be viewed, isolated from the photosphere by the lunar disk.
The layer’s bright line spectrum was photographed for the first time in 1870 (Young 1910: 8282). Previously the intensely dark line spectrum from the photosphere had obscured it.

5.3

Hypotheses Generated by the Two 1889 Lick Eclipse Expeditions

With the first 1889 Lick Observatory expedition having passed, the Lick astronomers considered
E.E. Barnard’s images as decisive proof that the corona was entirely an appendage of the Sun.
Holden found that the plates, without doubt showed that the coronal wings and their extensions
were present to far more than one lunar diameter. Staff Astronomer J.E. Keeler (1889b: 50-54)
listed the Observatory’s official views of the corona leading into the December 1889 eclipse.
A. It was no longer accepted that rifts, beams, and other observable structures within the corona
were mere shadows and forms surrounded by a fog or mist.
B. Due to the appearance of coronal form and structure, it can be deduced that there are great
differences of illumination on the Sun’s surface. Light from the Sun’s photosphere is subject
to obstructions that produce the beams, rifts, rays and other structures.
C. Keeler proposed that the coronal rays were not ejected matter. This was proven by the
observation of many straight and highly inclined beams that extended to great heights.
D. There might be ‘electrical’ action influencing the effects observed in F.
E. A large accumulation of matter in the ecliptic plane accounted for the more complex coronal
structures seen near the equator that were not observed near the polar regions of the Sun.
F.

The Sun was not observed to be surrounded by a gaseous atmosphere of great depth.
After the January 1889 eclipse, Holden (1889b: 8-9) still gave weight to the idea that the

corona consisted of incoming meteoric swarms but identified problems with this hypothesis:
1. The corona appeared to vary in form at epochs of maxima and minima sunspot frequency.
2.

Internal collisions among the swarms of meteors and the light reflected from constituent
particles would necessarily be independent of changes within the Sun.

3. The Sun’s light and heat could not produce the observed periodic changes in the corona.
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5.4

Schaeberle’s Mechanical Theory of the Solar Corona

From late 1889 to 1895 Schaeberle’s Mechanical Theory of the Solar Corona was given weight
by Director Holden and other members of his staff.
5.4.1

Introduction to the Theory

Schaeberle was intrigued with the initial Lick coronal brightness studies and the making of the
coronal brightness contour and index maps from composite photographs and drawings from the
January 1889 eclipse. He wondered about the forces necessary to create the visual apparition of
the solar corona with its complex internal structure. Schaeberle’s original intention, over time,
was to work up a hypothesis that would become the basis of a coronal theory. Meanwhile he
would become familiar with solar fundamentals and the ongoing solar studies of his national and
international colleagues. This leisurely study was not to be as he found himself immersed in the
plans for the next total eclipse just months away (ibid.)! Furthermore, early in 1889 Holden had
encouraged him to think his ideas through and to see what he could come up with in a timely
basis.
Homebound from the December 1889 eclipse, Schaeberle laid the groundwork for a new
theory to explain the intricate coronal details and broad forms that he observed from the
numerous composite drawings and photographs from the January 1889 eclipse. These were now
supplemented by his latest results – good photographs of a larger image scale made with his 18inch Newtonian telescope. He came up with an idea that the observed coronal form was the result
of streams of matter being ejected away from the lower regions of the solar atmosphere in the
areas of active sunspots. According to Schaeberle (1891b: 47-48), the forces that governed the
paths of this ejected matter, acted along lines normal to the surface of the Sun. The resultant
forces were most active near the centers of sunspots. Light from this ejected material could be
both emitted and reflected. The reflected light indicated the existence of a solid particle state and
the emitted light suggested material in an incandescent state. Most of the incandescent material
was seen near the region of ejection. No magnetic, radiative pressure influences, or unknown
mechanical forces were suggested in the analysis of paths of ejected coronal material.
As his theory progressed in development, he saw the need for even larger scale coronal
images that would permit the resolution of finer coronal structure. As a direct result of this need
he erected his 40 foot Camera for the eclipse of 1893. Schaeberle initiated tests of his theory
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using eight of the large plates. For the first test of its validity, he searched for evidence to support
the statement (ibid.): “Having given the structural form of the corona, to determine the location of
the disturbed areas, on the sun’s surface, at which the coronal matter is ejected.”
Schaeberle (ibid.) selected several of the most prominent streamers and traced them onto a
glass plate. Then he continued the traced streamers along an elliptical path with the Sun’s center
as one focus. As predicted by theory, the features traced back to six documented eruptive areas
on the surface of the Sun. In a similar manner, he found that the wings traced back to a series of
eruptions. He then used the east-west equatorial extensions to predict activity on the Sun’s
surface which he did find in the proper locations. Verifying disturbed areas with observations
took place by Hale at the Yerkes Observatory in Chicago, where Schaeberle then proclaimed that
the coincidence of his observations were too close to mere chance.
This presentation and discussion of the Mechanical Theory is constrained to those
phenomenon that described the form and structure of the solar corona. It will not consider the
effects of the corona on the Earth’s atmosphere. Schaeberle’s theory is theoretical in nature and
does not differentiate between real or theoretical coronal form and structure.
The three fundamental theorems of the Theory are (Holden 1891a; Schaeberle 1891a, b):
1. The eruptions on the Sun’s surface were most active and numerous in the sunspot zones.
2. The Sun rotates about an axis passing through its center.
3. This axis is inclined to the plane of the Earth’s orbit at an angle of 82.75º.
According to Schaeberle (ibid), the following conditions were true upon describing the form
of the trajectory of a particle and individual streams of particles ejected to at least one or more
solar diameters – Coronal Streamers were the result of trajectories of material ejected from
sunspots under the influence of known mechanical laws. Because the Sun rotates on its own axis,
ejected streams of matter do not lie along normals to the Sun’s surface. The angular velocity for
any section of a stream, will decrease as the distance from the Sun’s surface increases. The
inclination of the ejected matter must be the same as the latitude of the Sun from where it was
ejected under the basic assumption that the forces are uniformly distributed due the Sun’s
rotation. The velocity of ejected matter is proportional to its mass and is expressed in the simple
relationship: V = F/M. The theoretical orbit of ejected matter will always be a very elongated
ellipse, the perihelion point being near the Sun’s Center. Each individual particle describes a
portion of a conical section subject to the condition that the initial velocity is less than 383 miles
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sec-1 (escape velocity). Because the Sun rotates on its axis, the angular velocity of each particle
as it leaves the Sun’s surface is that of the Sun. The nearer portions of the stream will have a
greater angular velocity than the more distant parts, resulting in a stream of double curvature,
each individual particle of the stream, however, describing the same conic section, which for
velocities less than 383 miles sec-1 is a very eccentric ellipse. As the radius vector of the particle
increases, the angular velocity decreases. The curve, formed by the stream follows a parabolic
motion and as long as the latitude is not zero, will form a helix and be of double curvature.
Schaeberle (1891b: 68-69) used a physical model (a sphere with wires bent to represent
streamers) to demonstrate a graphic and three dimensional representation of the theory.
Schaeberle’s model demonstrated certain physical phenomena while predicting what might be
seen at different total eclipses (Holden 1891a; Schaeberle 1891b). The wires represented ejected
material and were placed within the sunspot zones 30º N and 30º S of the equator. Using a
parallel light source he projected the image of the model onto a plane surface. He rotated the
sphere on its axis and changed its inclination as an observer might experience from Earth during
different seasons, while noting the variations in the projected form. He made 8 photographs of
the results (see Plate VI, Figure 100). He observed that the slightest change in position of the
model produced an entirely new image. Certain orientations of the model and a slight shift in his
position produced very rapid changes in the appearance of the curved rays which he also referred
to as concentric arches. Beyond certain
distances only could those optical rays
be seen, the real luminous lines were
lost in the rays. He established the
hypothesis: The variations in the type
of coronal form, observed from eclipse
to eclipse, are due to the change in
position of the observer with reference
to the plane of the Sun’s equator. He
then applied his theory to the features.
Figure 100 Plate VI, projections, from a
parallel light source, of a model with wire
pins shaped to represent solar streamers.
Fig. 1-8 are 8 photographs to show the
result of a viewer in different positions in
regard to the Sun’s equator and polar
zones as would occur at different eclipses
(Schaeberle 1891b).
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5.4.2

Coronal Structure Components

1. Streamers – The appearance of a stream of
particles depended on the Earth’s angular
distance above or below the Sun’s equator
as well as the Sun’s rotation. Variations of
a single streamer were studied from
Schaeberle’s model (see Figure 101).
Figure 101 The variations in projection of the
appearance of a single wire pinned on the sphere
(Schaeberle 1891b).

The wire was shaped for a streamer ejected
at latitude of 15º. Drawing (1) of Plate VIII
represents inclination = 0, drawing (2)
represents when the Earth is near its
maximum distance below the plane of the
Sun’s equator. Drawing (3) represents
when the Earth is near its maximum
distance above the same plane.
For streamers from different latitudes within the sunspot zones, the appearance of coronal
forms appeared and represented in plate VI (see Figure 100). It can be seen from
photographs number 1 through 3 that the streamers are highly shortened in the Sun’s polar
regions as streamers head away or come in a direction towards the viewer on Earth.
Schaeberle (ibid.; his italics) described the appearance of the streamers as being related to
overall coronal form in this hypothesis:
In a typical corona the mean latitude of the zone from which the streamers issue will
always be the same as the latitude of the densest and most extended portion of the
coronal outlines. A necessary consequence of the perspective overlapping of these
streamers is the production of luminous rays which, in a typical corona, incline away
from the adjacent poles.
2. Rays – A ray is defined as the visual apparition caused by the overlapping of streamers seen
in projection. Rays can take the appearance of ‘false’ streamers and are observed near the
poles where the inclination to the normal is near zero and density is at a maximum.
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3. Polar Rays – Polar rays, if they exist, are due to unknown forces within the solar surface.
There are few rays or originating streamers because of the lack of sunspots in the polar
regions. Or they may be, as suggested by the above hypothesis, not real at all. They may be
just intersections of overlapping equatorial streamers viewed from a viewer’s perspective of
above and below the poles.
4. Rifts – Dark areas among the rays known as ‘rifts’ are a result of inactivity on the surface of
the Sun. Rifts are commonly observed in the polar regions of the corona.
5. The Coronal Wings and the Trumpets, the ‘great wings’, often extended to several lunar
diameters – The four great curves which bound the outer portions of the wings outlines, are
the envelopes of the outer portions of the streamers where the density at points on the
envelopes being such that they are just filled out. The
positions of the envelopes are largely determined by the
projection of the more depressed set of streamers
against the more elevated set as illustrated in Plate VI
(Figure 102) from the sunspot zones. The closing of the
wings (‘fish tails’) and the decrease in density of the
exterior boundaries are the direct result from a gradual
increase in the angle of particle trajectory.
6. Polar Gaps or Rifts – The rays are brightest near the
poles and the apparent extinction of the polar rays
occurs at increasing polar distances.
Figure 102 (Plate VII) Symbols I, II, III, IV, VIII, X, XI, XV, a and c illustrate the many forms
produced by streamers of different latitudes but same longitude. Forms V, VI, VII, IX, XI, XII, XIII,
b, d, and e, represent coronal appearances projected when streamers facing the viewer on Earth are
projected against the streamers on the far side of the Sun (Schaeberle 1891b).

5.4.3
1.

Attributes of the Appearance of Streamers and Rays

Observer Location on Earth – According to Schaeberle (ibid.; his italics), variations in the
appearance of coronal form is explained in a simple manner as related to an observer’s
position:
According as the observer is above, below, or in the plane of the Sun’s equator, the
perspective over-lapping and interlacing of the streamers cause the observed
apparent variations in the type of the corona.
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When observed from a specific location, a set of equally-bright radial streamers of indefinite
extent will not appear equally bright to the eye for a simple reason. The lines which have the
smallest inclination from the visual rays will always be brighter than those with maximum
inclination. This is due to the density of the luminous particles which make up the line increases
for decreasing inclinations. A streamer appears brightest when it is projected at the poles.
2. Absorption of ray and streamer light by the Earth’s atmosphere – According to Schaeberle
(1891b), “… it is evident that the condition of the Earth’s atmosphere at the place and time of
observation, determines, in a very great degree, the form of the visible corona.”
Plate VII (Figure 102) shows that the number of rays increased with the inclination.
Date

Medium: V-visual,

Corona

Mechanical Theory Reconciliation

Light about moon
Zodiacal light?
Inner, faint wing borders

No comparison.
No comparison.
Agrees-axis of inner corona & wings
inclined E.
Agrees when Earth is near node.

D-drawing, P -photo

16 June 1806
08 July 1842
28 July 1851

D = Mere diagram
Imperfect record
P – daguerreotype

30 Nov. 1853

O – Ranyard

07 Sept. 1858

D

18 July 1860

D, P – Monserrat

18 Aug.1867

D, V

18 Aug.1868

D

07 Aug.1869

D, P

22 Dec.1870

D, P (poor)

Drawings discordant

12 Dec.1871

D – Dawson
P – Baikul,
Dodabetta
D – Stone

Quadrilateral outline of
outer corona

Polar rays and axis not
shown.
Fine structure at the poles.

06 May1883

P – Lockyer,
Schuster
P, discordant D
(Best P, D to date)
Discordant D
D – Abney,
Schuster
P, D

29 Aug.1886

P

01 Jan. 1889

P – LO, Barnard

Some fine polar detail
noted.
Most coronal detail yet.
Great seeing conditions.

21 Dec.1889

P – Schaeberle

16 April1874
06 April1875
29 July 1878
11 Jan. 1880
17 May1882

Agrees when B is large.
Inner most corona-faint
Wing bound.

Only one drawing

Coronal outline only
Inner/outer corona
P does not agree with D.

High detail in the inner
and outer corona.

Agrees – coronal axis inclined east.
Temple 1860 drawing agrees.
No comparison – drawings did not agree
with V.
Agrees – great inclination of Sun’s axis,
Axis of inner coronal inclined E.
Agrees – extension in equatorial region
greatest at equator.
Agrees – negative B – coronal axis
inclined W.
Agrees – Earth near plane of Sun’s
equator, structure at poles of intersecting
streamers, wing boundaries to poles.
Agrees? – Coronal axis inclined W.
No reconciliation – Sun’s axis highly
inclined by wing boundary.
Agrees – Large B value, coronal poles
east of Sun’s poles but nearly parallel.
No reconciliation.
Agrees – No polar rays, circular corona,
retarded Sunspot activity in mid latitudes.
Agrees – coronal axis inclined to the W,
subject to complex analysis.
Roughly agrees – irregular streamer
distribution, poles inclined E.
Agrees – great equatorial extension with
trumpet-shaped outlines formed from low
latitude streamers.
Agrees – Boundaries of the wings turned
towards the poles, inner axis inclined W.
Earth below equator.

Table 6 Schaeberle reconciles his theory with previous eclipses.
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Schaeberle reconciled his theory to past eclipses (see Table 6). At the earliest of the eclipses,
Schaeberle faced scant, non-descriptive and incoherent records. The individual results of pure
drawings were often highly discordant among themselves. According to Schaeberle (1891b: 72,
88), many of the observed details of the corona, which if regarded as the projections of real forms
in space, would be contrary to known laws of motion. By the theory they and even the most
grotesque structures are demonstrated to be accordance with rigorous laws.
5.4.4 Physical Phenomena Seen on the Surface of the Sun and Within the Corona as Predicted
by the Mechanical Theory
According to Schaeberle (1891b; 1895, his italics), the following physical interactions of matter
will appear:
1. The force of ejection produces a parabolic velocity to the streams. “All parts of a given
unperturbed stream will be in a heliocentric latitude nearly equal to the latitude of the point
of ejection.” Shorter duration streamers of just a few hours may follow an elliptical orbit
causing the returning streams to produce a periodic variation in the surface features.
2. The brightness of the inner corona might result from the leading particles of an ejected
stream, upon returning to the solar surface, to encounter and collide with either the same
stream or other streams. The chance of collision of a returning with an outgoing stream
varies inversely as the square of the distance of the point of collision, from the sun. These
collisions near the Sun would result in a retardation of the affected streams and would appear
as brightening and temporary increase of heat in this area. As a direct result, coronal detail
would be more confused in these regions. This heat will tend to be largely dissipated before
such masses fall back into the Sun, where they will then arrive with a comparatively small
velocity and low temperature. Non-retarded returning streams on striking the Sun will
greatly increase the temperature at the impact points. Unperturbed returning streams would
always fall within the limits of the sunspot zones.
3. For all streamers, the collisions are most frequent during peaks of sunspot cycles, when the
number of returning streamers are the greatest. Long period streamers can reach outer planets
over a period ranging upwards to 120 years resulting in changes in coronal brightness.
Schaeberle (ibid.; his italics) ends his theory, “There seems to be no feature of the coronal
structure which cannot be accounted for in a satisfactory manner by this new theory of the solar
corona.”
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5.4.5

Problems with the Theory

Schaeberle made little attempt to reconcile his theory with the electrical or magnetic solar
hypotheses put forward by other colleagues. At the 1893 eclipse, Schaeberle (1895: 117)
observed a family of streamers that seemed to behave in a manner that an electrical theory would
suggest, but he overruled the idea as it ran counter to what would have been suggested for a
polarized sphere. From his analysis of the plates from the December 1889 eclipse, Schaeberle
(1891: 86) concluded:
Numerous streamers, of such a length and form as to preclude the idea that they
coincide with magnetic lines of force, are seen radiating from parts of the Sun’s limb,
which indicate that the origins are in the low latitudes. Here, again, the model need
only be compared with the photographs to test the agreement of the theory with
observation.
The position and varying inclination of the theoretical rays (which do not, as a rule, coincide
with the streamers) are shown to coincide with the observed positions of the rays, thus doing
away with the necessity of introducing forces of a magnetic character to account for certain
phenomena. Schaeberle (1895: 123, his italics) stated:
We have no direct evidence that the sun is an electrified body. We have direct
evidence that the sun is continually ejecting enormous quantities of material particles
of matter with very great velocity.
Schaeberle (ibid. 109-116) discovered upon intense scrutiny of the 40 foot Camera plates that
the complex coronal structural appearances were beyond his theory’s simple form analysis. Any
attempt to derive these complex forms and their interactions would be enormously difficult. The
theory only addressed the behavior of the simplest forms of coronal structure not involved in
interactions among themselves. He stated a series of beliefs concerning the behavior of ejected
matter – that the ejected matter was not of uniform density, that prominences and streams of
matter could both originate from an eruption, so that the composition of prominences was far
denser per unit volume than that of common streams, and that the force needed to eject a large
prominence to a great height, would in turn drive the matter of a coronal stream to an infinite
distance. As an example of the problems encountered in separating actual individual streamers,
Schaeberle was faced with the difficulty of observing individual streamers in the active lower
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latitudes because of the extreme overlapping and general confusion that resulted from many
streamers occupying the same areas on projection. Of all his observations to date, he had not
been able to track a single occurring prominence from the polar region, which would have been
rare.
Samuel A. Mitchell (1932: 408) found that Schaeberle’s theory was flawed in that the
ejection forces necessary to describe the longest rays and streamers at velocities to or beyond 388
miles sec-1 had never been observed among the disturbances within the chromosphere.
Schaeberle’s idea, that the changing appearance of coronal form was caused by the
overlapping streamers viewed from below or above the Sun’s equatorial zone, could not be
reconciled with the 11 year sunspot cycle (ibid.).
5.5

Coronal Feature-Form Studies at the Lick Observatory

This section is organized in chronological order of the total eclipses.
5.5.1

Post-January 1889 Eclipse

Coronal form was described by Holden to contain at least three superposed appearances. The
first appearance of a bright ring surrounding the lunar limb was explained as an effect due to the
diffraction of the Sun’s light by the lunar limb, or possibly due to the chromosphere. The second
coronal form consisted of the polar rays at the Sun’s poles. The third coronal forms were the
large equatorial wings or extensions. The inner prominences were referred to as ‘hydrogen
flames’ and ‘protuberances’. The features noted were ‘wings,’ ‘rays,’ ‘polar rifts,’ coronal
‘beams,’ ‘trumpet shaped extensions,’ ‘divergent’ and ‘convergent’ rays or forms. The final
indexed map, coronal outline drawing and coronal contour brightness diagrams, see section 6.3,
Chapter 6, and a number of observations and conclusions were added to the final published report
(Holden 1889f: 344; 1889b: 3). The main parts of the analysis included:
1. The finding that the corona belonged to the Sun. The drawings of large extensions, referred
to as coronal beams, were backed-up and verified by the photographic plates.
2. Large extensions were divergent or convergent rays. The existence of the large trumpetshaped extensions was verified.
3. An estimation of the maximum extensions was expressed in terms of solar radii.
4. The existence is real, of form edges which previously had been thought to be non-existent.
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5. There is no evidence of a connection between the prominences and the streamers. It is
concluded that a connection is unlikely.
6. There are a few types of recurring streamers of which the Polar rays are the most easily
observed as having radial motion outwards from the poles. The brightest of these are seen as
doubles. An analogy can be found between the polar rays and the Aurora beams on Earth.
7. The dark rifts are straight in appearance.
8. The polar rays appear to have no connection to the wing shaped extensions. They seem to
exist at all latitudes on the surface of the Sun and are best observed near the poles.
9. The wing extensions cannot for certain be connected to zones of maxima sunspot activity.
10. The branching forms appear to be largely due to the streams of meteorites being drawn into
the Sun and are a permanent ‘feature of the system’.
The Lick Observatory (ibid.; his italics) claimed its first major finding on the general coronal
form at the January 1889 eclipse. ‘The characteristic coronal forms vary periodically as the Sunspots (and the Auroras) vary in frequency.’ The 1889 forms were typical of those eclipses of
1867 and 1878 at or near an epoch of minima spots.
5.5.2

Post-December 1889 Eclipse

The stated goal of the expedition was to secure photographic images of the corona in the
following manner (Holden 1889e):
1. Make two or more negatives of the inner corona which will show all of the detail possible
from the Moon’s limb outwards to 40ʹ, 50ʹ, or 60ʹ, from the Sun’s center or further.
2.

Make two or more negatives which will show the forms of the outer corona from 80ʹ
outwards as far as possible.
The investigators faced overexposed negatives from all cameras for their analysis which

limited the amount of inner coronal detail recorded (Holden 1891a: 15). Many coronal features
appeared similar as reported for the January 1889 eclipse. The longest extent of the equatorial
rays was measured to 3 radii from the Sun’s center (Burnham and Schaeberle 1891: 39).
5.5.3

Post-1893 Eclipse

Schaeberle (1895: 100, 106) used his Theory as a basis to describe the coronal features and form.
The corona presented a great number of highly complex, intertwined, features and groups of
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features, including what turned out to be a comet. The comet was studied decades later as a
possible ‘disconnected coronal mass ejection’ (Cliver 1989: 319-333).
Schaeberle, though out his discussion, referred to coronal features as consisting of
incandescent or solid particles that were acted on and responded to forces described in his
mechanical theory. The matter composing the prominences and protuberances of the corona was
in orbital motion and that all remaining visible coronal matter was an ‘atmosphere of the Sun’,
and was of the same composition and was less dense than prominences and the protuberances.
As a direct consequence of this lesser density, there was little resistance to the heavier streams of
ejected material (Schaeberle 1895: 109-116). Schaeberle (ibid.) hypothesized:
… that the structural outlines of the corona are due, almost wholly, to matter ejected
from the nearer hemisphere of the sun … that projected at the poles coming, as a rule,
from near the central meridian, while the matter forming the equatorial extensions
comes more from those areas which are projected nearer to the borders of the disk.
5.5.4

Post-1898 Eclipse

There are no published reports that coronal structure analysis was conducted, even though a full
range of cameras were employed. In the spectrographic report there was mention of enclosed
‘hoods’ around the principal prominences. A strange series of 5303 λ line masses existed in the
equatorial region on the Sun’s sides. The masses were uniformly distributed on the equator. No
correlation with the 40 foot Camera plates were found between the 5303 λ ring masses with the
prominences and curved streamers. Campbell wondered (1900b: 229-232) what forces might be
at work but brought to the table the idea that radiant pressure might be present .
5.5.5

Post-1900 Eclipse

This was the first eclipse that would see a significant universal plan for American eclipse
observers. A broad all-inclusive program was released in a circular on 29 March 1900 prepared
by the Eclipse Committee of the Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of America. The four
members of the committee were S. Newcomb, G.E. Hale, E.E. Barnard and W.W. Campbell. The
Committee served as a clearinghouse of resources and instruction (NA 1900: 314-317).
In a manner consistent with the AASA guidelines, the Observatory photographed the corona
with its broad range of cameras. The resultant plates showed clearly the structure of
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prominences, a thick chromospheric stratum and the vast streamers extending as far out as the
visual observers could see. Not found on the plates, except in the case of one prominence, was
the hoods of streamers that had encased prominences that had been so numerous at the 1898
eclipse. Attempts to establish a true connection of streamers to their host prominences failed,
although Campbell’s report read before the Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of America,
pointed out on the projected large image that all should see some connection between the
prominences and streamers (Campbell and Perrine 1900: 180-181; Comstock 1900: 174).
Medium-field cameras were specifically assigned the task of recording the streamers with
emphasis on revealing intricate detail within the medium brightness levels of the corona. The
wide-field camera’s film emulsion was carefully chosen and exposures adjusted to record the
faintest of the outer corona form. Streamers out to four solar diameters were recorded on the
western side of the Sun (ibid.; Keeler 1900b).
5.5.6

Post-1901 Eclipse

The direct-photographic goal was to secure photographs with a broad range of focal length
cameras to record the full range of inner and outer coronal structure and form (Perrine 1901b:
58). There was a near absence of sunspots and the corona was listed as a minima type. The 40
foot Camera plates revealed unusual activity within the corona. The activity consisted of a
highly visible set of large hoods surrounding a single prominence and a nearby large disturbed
area of the corona. The disturbed area seemed to originate from an apex that was located below
the chromospheric layer. This disturbed area was described by C.D. Perrine (ibid.):
From the apparent position of the apex a number of irregular streamers and masses of
matter radiate as if thrown out by an explosion … region is composed of broken,
irregular masses, much like those seen in photographs of the Orion and other similar
nebulae. So far as I am aware, no such disturbance in the corona proper has been
observed before.
A compact prominence had a notable feature above it resembling an inverted cone. Finally,
they were able to directly connect major coronal structure to a series of events on the surface.
C.G. Christie, the Astronomer Royal, England, at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, forwarded
to Perrine a series of large-scale plates covering a nine day period beginning with the day of the
eclipse. Campbell (1902) reported to Christie that the plates revealed the very same features that
were in view at totality. They were described as a sunspot followed by additional spots
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surrounded by a large area of faculae. The plates indicated an ‘intimate’ connection between the
disturbed areas on the Sun’s surface and sunspots, prominences and faculae. The latitude of the
recorded coronal distribution was exactly the same as the sunspots and faculae on the Royal
Observatory’s plates (Perrine 1902a: 151-152).
Photometric observations of eclipses back to 1898 were compared and the consensus was that
it was uncertain whether the maxima or minima coronas were the brightest. English expeditions
showed each succeeding eclipse corona as being brighter. The opposite was found from
photometric measurements from the 40 foot Camera plates. Variations in photo processing and
different plate emulsions were ruled out as a source of the discrepancy (Perrine 1904: 334-335).
5.5.7

Post-1905 Eclipse

W.J. Hussey, in command of the Egyptian 1905 eclipse station, described the corona in simple
terms as a sunspot maxima type, and referred to the southern streamer as quite long, slender and
curving in shape. Prominences were impressive leaving out any mention of specifics (Hussey
1906: 43). Nineteen plates were to be studied back at Mt. Hamilton. Campbell and Perrine
(1906: 23) observing the eclipse from the Spanish station noted the longest coronal streamers
extending to one solar diameter. There were great prominences on the eastern limb and a few
smaller prominences that were located beneath coronal arches.
Upon inspection of the 40 foot camera plates, obtained from the Spanish and Egyptian
stations, an extensive disturbed area was discovered and prominent streamers appeared to radiate
from a common point. The overall appearance seemed conical in nature and similar, but not as
bright as the one recorded at the 1901 eclipse. The apex of the conical form was believed to have
originated near the photosphere. A series of images made on Mt. Hamilton for several days over
the eclipse period indicated a sunspot-disturbed apex time-interval disagreement that suggested a
possible eruption had occurred prior to the eclipse (Campbell and Perrine 1905b: 122). The
coronal form of this eclipse appeared as long, slightly curved streamers and flocculent masses.
5.5.8

Post-1908 Eclipse

A great number of short narrow streamers were recorded within the inner-middle corona, mostly
in the Sun’s polar regions. Thirty long streamers extended to 1½ lunar diameter. The middle and
outer corona were both visually and photographically, to be fainter than at other eclipses
(Campbell et. al. 1908: 9). A great number of streamers appeared to radiate from a common
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vertex in or near the Sun’s photosphere. A set of plates were received from Hale at the Mt.
Wilson station that was taken on the same date that directly correlated the largest sunspot group
with the radiating streamers that had been observed during the eclipse. This finding, along with
similar events observed from the 1893, 1901, and 1905 eclipses led Campbell (1908) to
hypothesize:
There is no doubt left in my mind that there is an extremely close connection between
the sunspot disturbances in the photosphere and the disturbances in the overlying
coronal structure. Whether these are related as cause and effect or are both the
effects of other underlying causes is uncertain.
Campbell (1908c: 232) assigned importance to the observations of streamers forming a
common vertex near sunspots. This idea was further bolstered by Hale’s discovery of cyclonic
motion or vortices in sunspots and the surrounding regions. Campbell (1908b: 80) regarded the
four spectrograms from the moving-plate spectrographs as being of the utmost significance:
The photograph contains a mine of information as to the structure and composition
of the Sun’s higher atmosphere. The series of four photographs may be said to
constitute the basis for a study of the stratification of the Sun’s atmosphere.
5.5.9

Post-1918 Eclipse

By 1918 Campbell (1918e) had solidified his views on the corona somewhat. He described the
sunspots, faculae, flocculi, and prominences as being a part of the outer strata of the
chromosphere in a state of great activity and movement. While the coronal and polar coronal
streamers were predictable according to the sunspot cycle, he found it a great mystery that the
equatorial streamers were observed to be longer at sunspot minima. Additionally, the outer
coronal form was not always predictable according to the sunspot cycle. He found no satisfactory
hypothesis to account for the undoubted relationship of coronal form and sunspot phase (ibid.).
The seeing at totality was ‘magnificent’ and the plates revealed that nearly all of the larger
prominences and some of the smaller ones were enclosed by strong and well-defined hoods as in
the 1898 eclipse (ibid). Campbell believed that there was a close relationship between
prominences and the sharply curved streamers forming the hoods. He found that all of the
structures to the right of the Sun appeared to be divided into three main areas with a prominence
at the central point of contact with the solar limb. The central prominences appeared to be
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controlling the appearance of the streamers. The Mt. Wilson station provided a set of solar
images taken over the eclipse period. On comparison with the 40 Foot Camera’s plates, it was
discovered that the hoods and prominences did not correspond to the faculae, sunspots or sunspot
groups. In a likewise manner, a large vacancy in the coronal structure could not be correlated
with any disturbance. Campbell (1918c: 229) concluded that any relationships between coronal
structure and other solar phenomena needed further study. He added a personal opinion:
… it seems impossible to question that the forces in the Sun responsible for the
prominences are the forces which are responsible for the coronal streamers situated
near the prominences.
Two cameras of medium and wide-field were used to photograph the general form of the
corona and streamers out to approximately three solar diameters (ibid.). A series of coronal
photographs was made through a set of colored filters covering a wide spectral bandwidth.
At past eclipses, some observers had claimed to have seen more intricate inner coronal detail
by direct observation with a telescope than through photography. As a test, Campbell had two
capable observers, J.A. Brashear and Swasey, view the inner corona with a 2 inch aperture
telescope. Brashear saw little detail and Swasey observed no detail because of the overall inner
coronal brightness. A detailed review of the photographic reports was intended but did not occur
as the Lick astronomers were caught up with war duties (ibid.).
5.5.10

Post-1930 Eclipse

With less than one second of totality at stake, three different stations were set up across the path
of totality. Two cameras of wide and medium focal length were set up at each station. Detail
within the inner corona was lost on the plates in the overexposed glare from a series of Bailey’s
beads and the background sky’s intensity. A beautiful eruptive prominence was captured on the
plates with a height estimated to be over 100,000 miles from the Sun’s limb (Moore 1930b: 136).
In the general area of the prominence, a disturbed area was visible. A comparison of the images
from the three stations failed to reveal any differences in structure and form. The plates were
then compared with the spectrograms obtained from the two moving-plate spectrographs, in the
search for any relationship between prominences and the coronal green line.
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5.5.11

Post-1932 Eclipse

The general corona was visible to nearly one solar diameter with streamers extending to two solar
diameters. Coronal form was typical for a minima sunspot eclipse and was especially brilliant
with several large prominences arranged in groups situated among highly disturbed
chromospheric areas. Intricate detail from the innermost bright ring of the corona to the far outer
corona was recorded. Color filters for one camera were spectrum specific to record between the
violet and infra-red regions of the spectrum. H.W. Wright, the expedition leader, discovered that
when compared to the light of an incandescent lamp, the corona was intense in the shorter wavelengths. This was as might be expected, due to an outer corona that principally reflected and
scattered sunlight, much as in the case of the Earth’s atmosphere (Moore 1932: 356).
5.6

Polarigraphic Studies of the Corona at the Lick Observatory

The non-photographic instrument, the polariscope was used by French astronomer M. Liais at the
1858 eclipse who found the coronal light to be polarized. By the 1883 eclipse, Janssen and
Hastings had observed large quantities of solid particles in the corona. Numerous nineteenth
century astronomers like Schiaparelli, R.A. Proctor, C.A. Young, J.N. Lockyer and Holden
worked with the idea that these solid coronal particles were meteoric in nature (Lockyer 1887:
438; Proctor 1876: 376-383; Young 1895: 264). Polariscopes came into regular use on eclipse
expeditions after the early 1870s with polarigraphs being in use shortly thereafter. The
polarigraphs were able to map the solid particle density of the corona operating on the principle
that scattered sunlight from solid particles would appear polarized. In 1879, Arthur Schuster
(1897: 35-36) posed three questions to polarization of the corona investigators:
1.

In what way is the scattering matter distributed in the solar atmosphere?

2.

What part of the light sent out by the corona is due to scattering matter?

3.

Is the scattering matter projected outwards from the Sun, or is it falling into the Sun from the
outside?
Campbell initiated coronal polarization studies at the 1901 eclipse to address Schuster’s

questions and to attempt to obtain quantitative numbers for an analysis of the distribution of
coronal matter. Campbell (1901h) expressed his concerns to A. Fowler, Esq. at the Royal
College of Science in London:
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The polarization effects of the corona are bringing up questions of great importance
in eclipse work. In my opinion they have so far settled nothing, and given very slight
indication of the truth. Their result is simply to emphasize the necessity of more and
better observations on every point brought up. For my part, I do not see how we can
expect strongly marked planes of polarization in the corona to reveal them. Any point
on the corona must be receiving light from the whole visual photosphere, and hence
from widely different directions. Further, we do not observe a single point, but a
very long line of points lying in the visual ray. The difficulty of observing such
phenomena seems to me much greater than one would suspect from reading the many
papers on methods of observing polarization effects …
At the 1901 eclipse, a polarigraph of 1⅛ inch aperture and 20¾ inch focal length with a frontmounted rotatable double Nicol prism was applied in an attempt to determine percentage number
for the amounts of polarization within the corona. The prism was rotated over five positions each
22½º beginning with the principal plane of the Nicol set parallel to the Sun’s equator with two
exposures made at each setting (Perrine 1901b: 58-61; Perrine 1901c: 199). Polarized coronal
light was recorded to one lunar diameter with the strongest polarization recorded beyond 10ʹ from
the limb and in all coronal features. Only a small amount of polarization was recorded within the
inner corona. Due to the prism’s low dispersion and astigmatism, the small scale images made it
difficult to obtain reliable intensity values of the polarization (Campbell and Perrine 1906: 31).
In 1904 Campbell (1904e) corresponded with Arthur Schuster concerning his polarization
results from 1901. Campbell mentioned that it was unfortunate that no unpolarized images on the
same image scale and with the same exposures were available for comparison proposes. He
iterated that he had not found any satisfactory means of determining any constants from the
polarized images. He asked Schuster whether he knew of any other auxiliary observations that
could be produced in order to supply the constants of the instruments and plates for the reducing
and interpretation of the observational data in a quantitative fashion.
By the 1905 eclipse, to overcome the double prism aberration problems, Campbell assembled
4 polarigraphs (See Figure 103). One was the regular 1901 double prism polarigraph. Perrine
designed 2 new polarigraphs, based on Schuster’s ideas, that featured mirror reflectors set at right
angles to each other placed in front of the objectives (Campbell 1904f). An unpolarized camera
for standardization purposes completed the instrument package. The polarigraphs produced
image scales suitable for quantitative intensity measurements. Polarization was recorded on 4
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radii of the corona. The actual intensity numerical values were not obtained as a special
instrument was needed to make the measurements (ibid. 32).

Figure 103 The four polargraphic cameras used in 1905 Alhama, Spain. The top two are planemirror cameras and bottoms two are double Nicol prism cameras (Mary Lea Shane Archives).

The same four polarigraphic camera package was applied to the 1908 eclipse with even better
results. The image from one mirror polarigraph displayed a higher degree of polarization in the
north – south direction while the other mirror polarigraph with its analyzer set 90º to the first
camera, showed higher polarization in the east – west direction. The effects of polarization were
found to be extremely strong in the inner corona to the surface of the Sun. According to
Campbell (1908b: 83), “It is hoped to make accurate photometric measurements of the
polarization series of photographs.”
The long intended quantitative studies of the Lick Observatory’s polarigraphic plates from
the 1901, 1905 and 1908 eclipses were not completed until the year of 1911 and became part of a
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Ph.D. dissertation by R.K. Young. For his study, he selected three plates from 1901, three sets of
plates from the mirror polarigraphs and two plates from the Nicol polar graph from 1905. The
1908 plates were overexposed with only two sets of plates from the mirror polarigraphs being
measureable. The LO acquired a Hartmann microphotometer from the Rumford Committee of
the American Academy of Arts and Sciences for obtaining intensity values. The Schaeberle 40
foot Camera standardized plates from 1905 and 1908 were used to calibrate the microphotometer
(ibid: 173). Young published his cumulated results which are indicated in Table 7.

Table 7 Summary of coronal polarization numerical tabulations (Young 1911: 179).

Young used Schuster’s equations from his 1879 theory of polarization in his quantitative
derivations from the Lick plates (Dyson and Woolley 1937: 128: Schuster 1879: 35-55). Young
(1911: 180) summarized his results thusly:
1.

Polarization of the light in the corona is radial.

2. The percentage of observed polarized light increases rapidly from the limb of the Sun until it
reaches a maximum of about 37% at a distance of 5ʹ from the solar limb.
3. The corona is formed by matter which has been projected from the Sun.
4. The distribution of matter in the corona is dependent on high inverse powers of the distance
from the Sun’s center, probably the sixth or eighth or a combination of the two.
5. Two-thirds or even a greater percentage of the light emitted by the corona is due to scattering
by small particles.
Dyson and Woolley (1937: 130-131) found it somewhat problematic that the law of density he
used could vary as much as two powers.
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For the 1918 eclipse, E.C. Lewis of Berkeley’s Physics Department, joined the LO group and
made polarigraphic observations of the corona with two double-image cameras. Each instrument
covered a different region of the spectrum by the use of blue and green filters. He was unable to
obtain quantitative values of polarization due to unknown effects of polarization on the
surrounding sky and corona together. A law of the polarization strength, as a function of
increasing distance from the solar limb, was as of yet unknown (Mitchell 1923: 341).
As polarization studies progressed, Lyot with his diffraction polarimeter reported in 1929 that
he had measured coronal polarization at 6ʹ from the Sun’s limb increasing rapidly to within 3ʹ of
the limb. His detection ratio was 1 part in 1,000 (Dyson and Woolley 1937: 110).
5.7

Photometric Studies of the Corona at the Lick Observatory

Observations at the January 1889 eclipse were made to determine the actinic brightness of the
solar corona. Plates were standardized to permit coronal brightness measurements over the entire
four decades of the LO expeditions. A steady progression of more stable standard lamps,
improved films, and standardization procedures occurred as time progressed.
Two methods were used at the first eclipse for coronal brightness measurements (Holden
1889: 130-132). The first method compared the diffuse light output from the corona to that of a
wax candle and then expressing the result in terms of the Moon’s brightness. The second method
called for the comparison of the coronal light to a series of standard light squares exposed on the
plates either before or after the eclipse. A discussion of the two methods follows in Chapter 6.
Through the use of the candle, standard lamp and wheeled-photometer by Leuschner, the
following was determined – The visual brightness of the Moon in terms of a regular candle – The
visual brightness of the Moon in terms of a Standard lamp, and the visual brightness of the candle
in terms of a Standard lamp. Leuschner’s final number for the mean brightness of the corona
compared to the Moon was 0.4 or nearly half that of the full Moon (Holden 1889b).
5.7.1

Coronal Brightness Determinations by the Process of Standardization of Photographic
Plates in the Manner of Abbey and E.C. Pickering

Upon return home, the fine plates secured by E.E. Barnard with the water-reservoir telescope
were standardized by exposure to the Carcel oil standard lamp to enable the preparation of the
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plates for brightness contouring mapping of the corona. Refer to Chapter 6 for a discussion of the
techniques used for the generation of the contour and index maps of the corona.
A number of findings resulted from the photographic coronal brightness segment of the
January 1889 expedition (Holden 1889b: 15, 21):
a. The solar corona is many times fainter than the full Moon.
b. The corona was much fainter than the background sky outside of an eclipse.
c. Any attempts at coronal photography outside an eclipse would be futile.
d. The prominences had been thought to be cooler because of their red color. However they
recorded strongly on the photographic plates, indicating a high level of actinic energy.
Barnard concluded his report by finding that photography had advanced far enough to replace
the uncertainties commonly found in coronal drawings.
A broken Carcel oil lamp in January 1889 caused an initial delay in the issuing of the eclipse
reports (Holden 1889b: 22). Holden released the final report but noted that the results were
subject to a possible source of error (see a further discussion of the Carcel lamp in Chapter 6).
The year of 1889 was a memorable one for the Lick Observatory in terms of solar science.
Not only would two total solar eclipses occur, but also one of the staff members would produce a
major coronal theory that found a fair level of support in the astronomical community.
The December 1889 eclipse program was entirely photographic. A stated goal was to expose
standardized plates to acquire an image ‘in order that photometric measures can be made of the
brightness of various parts of the corona’ (Holden 1889f). The photometric observations would
be made in the same manner as at the January eclipse by securing a series of detailed coronal
images with several cameras of different plate scale. Holden’s wanted to determine a law that
described the distribution of coronal light. To accomplish this he needed to obtain a range of
numerical numbers for coronal brightness levels that could be used for comparison purposes with
those of several eclipses. Finally he wanted to determine a number for the total light output of the
corona (Holden 1891a: 5). Burnham visually observed the corona directly while making the
longer exposures. To him, the corona appeared to have a high level of brightness, so bright, that
it was brighter than the full Moon and it should photograph in daylight outside of an eclipse
(Burnham and Schaeberle 1891: 27).
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Holden noted a source of error in that the coronal spectrum differed from the standard lamp’s
spectra light output. He was unable to devise a solution to this problem and decided to continue
the photometric studies as planned, even though the December eclipse might not be directly
comparable to the January results.
Barnard expressed his results in the same units of brightness as Harvard Observatory did. He
found that the polar rays were 18 times as bright as their background. The brightest segments of
the corona were brighter than the square of longest exposure of 64 seconds, thus no value could
be assigned. He plotted a contour diagram of the corona and weighed the cut brightness elements
in the manner as for the January 1889 corona. Barnard’s actinic brightness measurements of the
corona yielded a result of 26.20 units (ibid.). Holden published his first comparisons of coronal
actinitic brightness for 1886 (Pickering), January 1889 and December 1889, see Table 8.

Table 8 Holden’s comparison of his
coronal brightness figures for the
1889 eclipses and Pickering’s
numbers for the 1886 eclipse (Holden
1891).

It was hard to apply significant
importance to the Lick Observatory
values as the measurements for the
1889 eclipses needed to be redone
with a repaired Carcel Lamp.
Additionally, sky background levels
were not adequately recorded.

Holden drew important conclusions as to the validity of the coronal brightness measurements
of the eclipses through 1893. His tests of Abney’s Law, showed that the Law was incorrect and
Abney’s most recent work did not confirm his earlier conclusions and according to Holden (1894:
248, his italics):
It is very possible that no data of great value can be obtained from comparisons of this
kind between the effects of two sources of light of different spectra on sensitive films
exposed for different times.
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Despite his findings, Holden remained committed to the same procedure of making coronal
brightness determinations at future eclipses, hoping to verify a law of coronal brightness versus
plate density.
Under Holden’s supervision, A.O. Leuschner was writing his Ph.D. thesis on photometry.
Leuschner had problems with the eclipse photometry which are discussed in Chapter 6, section
6.3.2.3.
According to Osterbrock (1990: 95):
Holden had never worked in it, nor had he ever done any significant creative
research … He was quite incapable of advising Leuschner, who soon recognized
his mentor’s weaknesses.
The 1898 eclipse plates were standardized in the normal fashion. With the LO in turmoil
leading to Holden’s resignation, there was no mention of any photometric measurements.
For the 1905 eclipse, an extra-focal photometer, consisting of a lensless camera using plates
with standardized light squares, was placed to be used for coronal brightness photometry.
Campbell had considered the plates of little value due to the presence of thin clouds. By 1914
there were two of these instruments that remained in use through the 1923 eclipse.
The structure of the middle corona and outer corona appeared much fainter at the 1908
eclipse than at preceding eclipses (Campbell 1908a). Plates had been standardized for
photometric measurement the night before the eclipse with the Hefner amyl-acetate lamp. The
experiment done in 1905 was repeated to determine an integrated value of lunar and coronal
brightness with the lensless cameras. This time there was a change in how the comparisons were
made. According to Perrine (1909b), instead of a direct comparison of the lunar and coronal
integrated light, the comparison was made through the Hefner lamp. Perrine found, by a high
percentage, the most light originated within 2ʹ of the limb. The total actinic brightness of the
corona was 6.0 lamp units. The actinic brightness of the sky surrounding the Sun was 3.0 lamp
units. The brightness of the full Moon was 54.1 lamp units. The abruptness of the penumbra
edges due to the inner coronal light provided nearly all of the effective light of the corona. There
was uncertainty in the dimensions of the inner area of brightness as the light in the two polar
regions was a fraction of that in the equatorial area. Prominences played an insignificant role in
light value determination.
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Refinements were published later (Perrine 1909: 98-99):
Total actinic light of the portion of the corona observed

222 units

Intrinsic actinic brilliancy of the corona

2.02

Intrinsic actinic brilliancy of sky near the corona

0.0027

Ratio of intrinsic actinic brilliancy of the brightest parts of corona to sky 744: 1
Total actinic light of full Moon

2002 units

Intrinsic actinic brilliancy of full Moon

2.58

Ratio of total coronal to full Moon light

0.111

Upon comparison of the above numbers with that of the 1886 and the two 1889 eclipses, the
1908 numbers were found to be significantly higher. Perrine (ibid.) concluded that the brightness
determinations from the earlier eclipses did not represent the inner coronal light that would have
severely overexposed the plates. However, with the lensless cameras, the coronal light from
photographs could be added to the overall inner coronal light. A report, issued in 1909
comparing the actinic corona from the 1905 and 1908 eclipses, found two results (Perrine 1909c:
98): first, the greater portion of the coronal light came from a narrow ring about the Moon’s disc;
second, a very large prominence, on the east limb of the Sun, showed a distinct effect estimated to
be equal to nearly 1/3 of the amount of light recorded from the corona proper. The intensities
from the 40 foot Camera plates followed the law: d = I t p, where d is the plate darkening, I is the
source intensity, t the exposure time, and constant p which varies with different results. The law
for the distribution of coronal light was calculated by Young (1911).
Table 9 Calibration numbers from the 40 foot
Schaeberle Camera plates (Young 1911: 173).

He found from the 40 foot Camera plates of
1905 and 1908 (see Table 9) to be A/r8 (A is
coronal area, r is the mean radius) compared
with Tuners Law: A/r6 and A/r7 which
depended on which plate emulsion was used
(Dyson and Woolley 1937: 112-113; Young
1911: 166-181).
Perrine found from the 1908 plates that effective photographic radiations of the corona
originated almost exclusively from the inner-most region within 1ʹ or 2ʹ of the Sun’s surface. The
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total actinic brightness of the corona was 6.0 lamp units and the Moon was 54.1 lamp units.
Further refinements were to be published later (Campbell 1908b: 83-84; Perrine 1909c: 98-99).
The inner-most coronal light varied greatly from eclipse to eclipse. This variation was caused
by the difference in lunar limb-inner corona coverage due to the Earth-Moon-Sun distances.
Campbell (1918b) was interested in photometry of the corona at the 1918 eclipse as a means
to correlate the sunspot phase with the laws of coronal brightness. A special emphasis was placed
on the consideration of the distribution of coronal radiations throughout the spectrum.
After Young’s report in 1911, the LO did not release further studies of the total actinic light
of the corona. Other investigators, by 1929, had found that the brightness of the corona could not
be expressed as a simple
relationship of the radial
distance from the Sun’s
center. Kluber’s chart (see
Table 10) published in 1929
bears only the LO law as
determined by Young from
the 1905 and 1908 large scale
plates (Dyson
and Woolley 1937: 116).
Table 10 Kluber’s table of coronal brightness laws by year, researcher, sunspot cycle level
and number of sunspots observed on the eclipse date (Dyson and Woolley 1937).
Dyson and Woolley (ibid. 125)
summarized (see Table 11) the
coronal surface values from 18861926.

Table 11 Coronal surface
brightness results for 1886
through 1926. Note Leuschner’s
1889 value for the LO (Dyson and
Woolley 1937: 125).
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5.8

The 40 Foot Camera Plates – Coronal Motion and Turbulence within the Solar
Corona

Schaeberle (1895: 125-126) predicted that the rapid motion of matter within the corona was being
governed by Newton’s gravitational laws. Although prominences appeared as stationary in form,
the matter within was in rapid motion with this material believed to be in orbital motion
(Schaeberle 1893b: 140). Deslandres, of the Paris Observatory, predicted that the corona was
rotating about the solar axis from west to east at the same rate as the Sun’s rotational rate
(Campbell 1893c: 180). Holden (1894b: 253), in his 1893 eclipse summary report, concluded
that “… all visible matter exterior to the Sun’s surface is apparently in rapid motion.”
As of the 1901 eclipse, radial motion of ejected coronal matter had not been directly
observed. Perrine hypothesized that evidence compiled from the photographic, spectrographic,
and polarigraphic observations called for great movement as would be more typical of clouds of
meteorites in orbit about the Sun (Perrine 1901b: 61). The changing appearance of the corona,
from eclipse to eclipse, indicated that coronal matter was in constant motion. The presence of
prominences and eruptive events on the Sun’s surface led to the hypothesis that coronal matter
was being driven outward from the Sun. At the same time, the existence of coronal hoods over
the prominences indicated matter moving slowly being drawn into the Sun. Perrine (1904: 331)
searched for motion within the highly disturbed area of the corona and found that coronal matter
was moving at a very slow rate perpendicular to the line of sight at a velocity of <32 km sec-1.
The LO made its first attempt at the 1905 eclipse to study the motion of detailed coronal
structure and short term changing of coronal form. They found that motion within the thin
gaseous stratum produced a bright line spectrum, which was in accord with Arrhenius’s theory.
Comparison of the 40 foot camera plates between two of the stations found that the streamers
were void of detail that would permit the detection of motion. For the flocculent masses, a
minimum radial velocity of 2.13 x 10-3 feet sec-1 was calculated. Campbell and Perrine (1905a:
121; 1907b: 160-161) estimated that the velocity of flocculent masses was < 1 mile sec-1.
Defined inner masses were seen east and west of the Sun that were in slow apparent motion <1
mile sec-1.
Campbell and Perrine (ibid.) made a spectrographic examination of the corona at the 1907
eclipse as done for the 1898 and 1901 eclipses. They concluded that the determination of
movement of individual coronal masses and streamers were not possible. The coronal structure
light was too feeble to record motion. It was later decided that apparent motion might have been
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represented by a change in brightness of coronal material over the time interval between the two
stations. It was concluded that changes did occur in a haphazardly way (Campbell 1918c).
By the year 1918, little was known about motion within the corona with one exception,
prominences. For the 1918 eclipse, Moore compared the 40 foot Camera plates with those
obtained by the Lowell Observatory expedition sited ½ hour away on the center line of totality.
Many changes of structure were found to be moving both inward and outward with no prevailing
direction. The possibility of rotation of the coronal form coinciding with the rotation of the Sun
on its axis remained uncertain. Doppler shifting of the coronal green line had been observed but
exact measurements of the actual shifting were difficult due to the non-monochromatic nature of
the green line. The line appeared lumpy representing a wide radial velocity difference.
For the 1922 eclipse, a 40 foot camera was loaned to the Adelaide Observatory expedition
located at Cordillo Downs. The 1922 corona appeared as if the Sun was in a quiescent state. The
corona appeared circular out to 2º from the Sun’s center. Prominences were small and coronal
structure was simple and relatively undisturbed (ibid.; Campbell and Trumpler 1928: 131). The
plates from the 40 foot cameras were compared in a search of coronal structure change and
motion however, the quiescent state of the Sun resulted in a lack of fine detail for the analysis
(Campbell 1923a: 38; Campbell 1922d: 189-190). Some evidence of radial motion in the outer
corona was determined by J.H. Moore (1923b: 334-336) utilizing two spectrographs. Estimates
yielded a mean east side velocity of 27 km sec-1 and west of 26 km sec-1.
Evidence of radial motion was found in the 1932 corona by spectrographic investigations.
The Fraunhofer lines were in recession at a velocity of 25 km sec-1, particles in the corona were
moving outwards between 20 to 30 km sec-1 (Moore 1933b: 147). Menzel proposed that the high
temperatures increasing outwards in the chromosphere were the direct result of turbulence.
Osterbrock (1988: 172) considered these findings one of the great advances for the future of
astrophysics. Menzel (1931) compared the 40 Foot Camera plates (see Figure 104) and
spectroheliograms for the eclipse years of 1893, 1898, 1900, 1901, 1905, 1908, 1918, and 1922.
In all eclipse years he found the chromosphere in a highly turbulent state. The difference
between the chromosphere and prominences is ‘merely one of degree’ and the two phenomena
were merged.
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Figure 104 The direct images of the turbulent chromospheres from the 40-foot Camera.
From top to bottom are the plates from 1898, 1900, 1905, 1918 (Menzel 1931b).
5.9

A Comparison of the Direct Photographic Scientific Program of Each LO Eclipse
Expedition to the Concurrent Expeditions of Other Major Institutions

This section will describe the direct photographic activities of the principle eclipse expeditions.
For the most part, the spectrographic experiments will be omitted. Major institutions not
mentioned were either clouded out or conducted entirely spectrographic programs. For all
eclipses refer to Table 4 for the LO instrument list.
5.9.1

The January 1889 Eclipse

There were three significant American parties (Lick Observatory, Harvard College Observatory,
and Washington University) equipped with equatorial cameras that followed the Sun’s diurnal
motion. These cameras made long exposures that revealed faint coronal structure and extensions
at great distances from the solar limb.
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The Lick Observatory’s first program was photographic and spectrographic in content.
According to Holden (1889f: 131), Barnard’s photographs were sharper and revealed finer detail
than did the Harvard plates. Keeler’s spectroscopic test of Hastings’s theory was considered
conclusive that Hastings coronal diffraction theory was wrong.
A ‘carefully’ equipped party operating on a ‘magnificent’ scale was sent by Harvard College
Observatory under Pickering. The cameras included a telescope of 13 inches aperture, 16 foot
focal length; a camera of 8 inches aperture, 11 foot focal length; cameras of 4 inches; and 5
inches aperture of short focal length. Plates were standardized for photometry. The coronal
plates were of excellent quality. According to Holden (1889b: 130), “They show an amazing
amount of detail in the inner and outer corona and faint streamers, and give a perfect
representation of the polar rays which were very remarkable.” The 13 inch refractor was the
largest aperture telescope used to date for coronal photography (Clerke 1908: 186, Turner 1889b:
106-109).
The Washington University and Jesuit College of St. Louis, under H.S. Pritchett with Father
Charroppin as expert photographer, stationed at Norman, OK. The U.S.N.O. loaned a Dallmeyer
portrait camera with a No. 8D lens of 6 inches aperture, 37.9 inches focal length. The coronal
images were considered fine but suffered from diffraction effects (Pritchett 1891: 154-158).
5.9.2

The December 1889 Eclipse

Holden followed the pathway of the Royal Astronomical Society in the belief that the eclipse
program should be fairly simple with no variance allowed. H.H. Turner (ibid.) said:
It is the unpractised observer who forgets it when the glorious spectacle of the corona
thrills pulses … the only way to make him efficient is to deprive him of the liberty of
action. He must be sent out with a simple programme, chosen for him perhaps by
someone else, and strictly forbidden to depart from it … thus to gain by successive
steps what will almost infallibly be lost by any more ambitious method.
Schaeberle of the LO, conducted large image-scale coronal photography with an 18 inch
Newtonian. A 6½ inch Clark refractor produced medium image scale coronal images. A 5 inch
aperture ‘portrait’ lens Dallmeyer camera, secured wide-field views. All images were
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overexposed but yielded useful results in revealing coronal detail. The fact that photography had
replaced the drawing of coronal images was considered a success in itself (Holden 1891: 5).
Todd of the U.S.N.O sited at Cape Ledo on the West African coast. The expedition was
clouded out, yet it is worth mentioning because of the large number of coronal cameras (Table
12). The cameras had automatic shutters, thus not requiring an operator. Lenses focused their
images in a dark room so individual camera boxes were unnecessary (Todd 1890a: 380-384).
Telescope - Camera

Aperture
(inches)

Focallength
(inches)

Plate

Clark doublet

8.0

150

12

Dallmeyer rapid rectilinear lens
Dallmeyer rapid rectilinear lens
Ross portrait lens
Gundlach aplanatic orthoscope
Brashear catoptric telescope
Brashear catoptric telescope
Dioptric telescope Clark-Mertz
Dioptric telescope Schroeder
Dioptric telescope Clark

6.0
6.0
5.0
3.75
8.0
8.0
6.4
6.0
5.0

38
25
44
22
33
72
96
22
72

16
4
18
1
25
25
25
100
4

49

25

36
-

18
-

Dioptric telescope Clark
Dioptric telescope Spencer
Two duplex cameras

3.5
[1.75]
-

Comments

#

Portrait type camera
Portrait type camera
Portrait type camera
Extreme outer corona
Prime focus plate holder
Off-axis plate holder
Reduce aperture-5 intervals
Triple element objective
Image multiplier to 4.5 solar
diameter
Replica of 1889 LO water
reservoir telescope
Aperture 1-4ʺ- 4 intervals
Polarization – W.H. Wright

Duplex camera
75
Photometry – F.H. Bigelow
Direct photoheliograph
40 foot
3
Bigelow’s sand clock
Reflector telescope
20.0
75 foot
Table 12 The U.S.N.O. range of coronal cameras for the December 1889 total eclipse of the Sun.

The Royal Astronomical Society sent expeditions to Africa and the Salut Islands in South
America. The primary goals of the expeditions were to detect any changes in the corona during
the 2½ hours that elapsed between totality at the respective stations, to photograph the furthest
extension of coronal rays and to determine the photometric coronal intensity (Turner 1889b: 3-4).
One test was to photograph the faint extensions of the corona to prove or disprove that they
originated from the Sun. Both parties used matching cameras with mirrors of 20 inches aperture
working at a reduced aperture of 15 inches and 45 inches focal length. This optical design was
considered the most capable for capturing faint light differences over short exposures to reveal
the furthest extensions of the corona (ibid.; Turner 1889c: 396).
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The South American party under Father S.J. Perry with J. Rooney, and Lieutenant J.F. Mills
established their station on Royal Island of the Salut Islands. A 4 inch aperture camera was
applied to coronal photography. The plates were delayed in processing due to the untimely death
of Father Perry. They had deteriorated significantly due to the hot-humid climate, poor
repacking, and late processing back in England. A dense corona with no structural detail was
recorded. A highly ill Father Perry was unable to attend to the 20 inch mirror camera until
moments before the eclipse and failed to notice the dewed mirror (Turner 1890: 52-54; Rooney
1890: 268-283). Upon making a positive from the original negative, what was believed to be a
double reversal was found that appeared as a very definite dark line next to the solar limb
(Wesley 1889: 105-107). The South-West Africa expedition under A. Taylor was completely
clouded out (ibid.).
The mirrored camera coronal extension comparison experiment failed; however, the Royal
Astronomical Eclipse Committee still refuted the LO findings of proof that the coronal extensions
(Clerke 1908: 187; Holden 1891a: 18-20). Their coronal motion searched failed as well.
5.9.3

April 1893 Eclipse

The Lick Observatory eclipse program consisted of direct photography. The finest images of
large scale photography to date were made of the inner corona with Schaeberle’s new 40 foot
Camera.
The Harvard College Observatory sent out a party under Pickering stationed at Vallenar,
Minasaris, Chile. One of the 20 inch mirror cameras first used in December 1889, borrowed from
Common, yielded excellent coronal images on a small scale. A conical structure surrounded by
many fine filaments was seen within the corona. Pickering concluded, upon reviewing his
photographs that the Sun was in a state of great disturbance (Everett 1893: 201).
The British Joint Solar Eclipse Committee of the Royal Society, the Royal Astronomical
Society and the Solar Physics Committee, sent two expeditions, one to Pará Curu, in the Province
of Ceará, Brazil and one to Fudium located on the Salum River in Senegambia, Africa. Coronal
photography was continued in the same manner as at the previous eclipse. The African party was
led by Thorpe assisted by Gay, Follow, Forbes and Sergeant Kearney. Images were made with an
‘Abney’ 4 inch aperture lens. A Dallmeyer enlarging lens camera, produced negatives rated as
having high value by Lockyer. A. Taylor assisted by Shackleton led the expedition to Pará Curu
in Brazil. Their cameras produced fine small scale images. The Committee came to realize that
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preparations for an eclipse expedition should be started well beforehand (Common 1893: 472473; Everett 1893: 200-201; Turner 1893: 289-290).
The French Paris Observatory and Bureau des Longitudes sent an expedition under M.
Deslandres and Bigourdan to Senegal. Successful spectrographic observations were obtained.
Very small coronal images were made with short focus cameras. Deslandres’s spectrographic
work was considered as being at the cutting edge. But his findings on coronal rotation were later
proven wrong when it was determined that calcium as well as hydrogen originates from the
chromosphere and not from the corona (Campbell 1893g: 180; Clerke 1908: 188).
5.9.4

The August 1898 Eclipse

The Lick Observatory added spectroscopic studies to their program. Campbell and N. Lockyer
independently found that the 5303 λ position was correct for the coronal green line, while the line
at 5317 λ belonged to the chromosphere (Young 1899: 306).
The British Astronomical Association sent expeditions to Talni, Buxar, and Jeur in India
(Maunder 1899). Twenty-eight coronal photographs were made with small cameras (Table 13).
S.D. Maunder’s exposures verified Wadsworth’s finding that the effectiveness in delineation by
slight contrasts of luminosity varied inversely with the aperture of the lens (Clerke 1908: 189).
Camera

Dallmeyer portrait lens
Dallmeyer telephoto combination
Dallmeyer stigmatic lens
Refractor telescope
Portrait type camera
Dallmeyer rapid rectilinear camera
Dallmeyer rapid rectilinear camera
Dallmeyer rapid rectilinear lens
Refractor telescope
Dallmeyer camera. Triple coated plates

Aperture
(inches)
2.5
1.5
4.1
2.4 [1.2]
2.2
1.0
0.8
4.25
1.5

Focal
length
(inches)
Effective
96.0
9.0
60.0
26.0
32.5
11.0
5.5
71.0
-

Operator

S. Walters, F.R.A.S.
S. Walters, F.R.A.S.
F. Bacon
Mrs. Bacon
H. Cousens
A.E. Oaks
F.L. Smith
C. Thwaites
Mrs. S.D. Maunder – Coronal
extension of 6 lunar diameters.

Table 13 The Coronal cameras and operators of the British Astronomical Association.

The Japanese from Tokyo University under Terao conducted a photographic program with their
largest camera, a bellows horizontal camera giving a 4 inch lunar disk (Maunder 1899: 53).
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5.9.5

The May 1900 Eclipse

Thousands of photographs were obtained with cameras of short to long focal lengths. Most
American parties located together near Wadesborough, North Carolina in what C.A. Young
claimed, ‘that no such equipment had ever been brought together at any one station to observe a
total solar eclipse’ with Langley (1900: 974) reporting, “… one of the largest company of eclipse
observers ever assembled for scientific purposes.” (Maunder 1901: 10).
The LO party’s program consisted of direct coronal photography and the making of
spectrograms. The plates of the 40 foot Camera were excellent and were equal in quality to those
from Langley’s long focal length camera (Campbell and Perrine 1900).
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory fielded an expedition of fourteen observers to
Wadesboro under the leadership of S.P. Langley, supervised by C.G. Abbot. Their program was
photographic and making visual observations of inner coronal structure. The largest camera,
loaned by Pickering, a 12 inch aperture horizontal coelostat of 135 foot focal length, was the
largest camera ever applied to coronal eclipse photography. Plate size was 30 x 30 inches,
producing a lunar disk size of 15 inches. C.A. Young, of Princeton University, loaned a tower
camera of 5 inch aperture, 38 foot focal length. Shorter focus cameras of 3 inch, 4.5 inch, and 6
inches aperture, were used for wide-field coronal imaging. Excellent photographs were obtained
by all cameras. The spectrographic work failed entirely. Abbot made heat observations of the
inner corona with a bolometer, finding the corona cooler than the heat reflected by the Earth’s
atmosphere (Abbot 1900: 69-76; Campbell 1900; Langley 1900: 974-980; Mitchell 1923: 165).
The Yerkes Observatory party under G.E. Hale established their station at Wadesboro. E.E.
Barnard set up a Brashear 6 inch aperture, 61½ foot focal length horizontal coelostat instrument.
The images were described as being ‘remarkably’ sharp, and producing inner coronal structure
that was perfectly defined. A 6 inch aperture and 3¼ inch aperture cameras were loaned by the
Washburn Observatory. A Brashear 4½ inch aperture camera and a Voightlander 4 inch aperture
camera produced excellent coronal images (Clerke 1908: 190; Hale 1900: 80-89; Mitchell 1923:
165). Hale’s own apparatus produced no results (Campbell 1900).
The U.S.N.O assembled two parties of invited observers at stations in Pinehurst, North
Carolina, under M. Updegraff, and at Barnsville, Georgia, under A.N. Skinner. Their coronal
program utilized cameras equipped with screens (see Table 14) that were specifically designed to
fill in for deficiencies found in other organization’s photographic programs. The camera’s
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screens ruined the definition of the Pinehurst images. At Barnsville, the screens cut down the sky
glare not affecting the image definition (Brown 1900: 58-69; Campbell 1900; Dick 2007: 198).
Coronal Cameras

Aperture

Focal
length

Comments

(inches)
(inches)
Tower photoheliographs
5.0
40 foot
One per station
14 x17 inch plates
9 plates each unit, 2, 5, 10, 35, 45, 2s
Dallmeyer camera
6.0
36.0
Pinehurst, wide-field coverage
Dallmeyer camera
6.0
36.0
Pinehurst, color screen of picarate
Voigtlander camera
4.0
8.0
Color screen for one exposure
Visual lens camera
6.0
102.0
Barnsville, color screen, sharp images
Dallmeyer camera
3.5
9.5
Barnsville, color screen
Brashear camera
6.0
90.0
Barnsville
General camera
4.0
17.0
Barnsville
Dallmeyer
6.0
33.0
Barnsville
Table 14 The coronal cameras of the U.S.N.O. stations at Barnsville and Pinehurst.

The Princeton Observatory party at Wadesboro’s largest coronal camera was of 12 foot focal
length, working at an aperture of 4 inches. Brackett’s negatives were sharp. Libby ran three
smaller 2¼ to 4 inch aperture cameras of short focal length. The coronal spectrographic
observations by C.A. Young and H.N. Russell failed to produce results (Young 1900: 78-79).
The Harvard College Observatory Expedition under Pickering assembled 19 cameras for
coronal photography and simultaneous intra-Mercurial planet searching. One camera failed
entirely over the operator’s mishandling. The rest of the plates and those standardized for coronal
brightness measurements were successful. Pickering concluded that photography produced
results close to what could be seen visually of the coronal structure (Pickering 1900: 94-95).
The British Astronomical Association, the Joint Permanent Eclipse Committee of the Royal
Society and the Royal Astronomical Society sent expeditions to Wadesborough in the U.S.,
locations at sea, Portugal, Spain, and Algiers. Their 19 ‘portrait’ lens and telescopic cameras
produced 49 coronal images with lunar disc sizes of .07 inches to .85 inches. A Kinematograph
camera produced 300 frames. In reporting their results, ‘The course of Total Eclipse Expeditions,
like that of true love, seems never to run smooth’ (Maunder 1901).
Norman Lockyer, W.J.S. Lockyer, A. Fowler, and H. Payn were situated at Santa Pola in
Spain. They used 6 inch and 20 foot focal length prismatic cameras. There largest image scale
camera was a horizontally mounted coelostat of 4 inch aperture, 16 foot focal length. The plates
possessed fine definition. Copeland of the Joint Eclipse Committee stationed in Santa Pola, used
a horizontal coelostat camera of 4 inch aperture, 40 foot focal length (Copeland 1900: 385-391).
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Frank W. Dyson, W.H.M. Christie, and C.R. Davidson of the Royal Observatory located at
Ovar in Portugal, obtained photographs of the corona on a large scale to reveal fine structure and
to obtain wide-field coronal images to record the greatest extensions of the streamers. Their
largest camera was a horizontal 16 inch coelostat camera. Its primary lens was of 9 inches
aperture, 8.6 foot focal length combined with a concave Dallmeyer lens of 4 inches aperture, 16
inches focal length. The effective focal length was 12 feet. Plates were standardized with Abney
squares for photometry. All plates produced fine images (Cristie and Dyson 1900: 392-399).
Turner of Oxford University and H.F. Newall of the University of Cambridge were stationed
at Bouzareach, near Algiers. W.H. Wesley, the Assistant Secretary of the RAS, joined as an
invited guest who made coronal drawings using the coudé telescope of the Algiers Observatory.
For coronal photography, they set up a double camera that was first used at eclipses in Fundium
in 1893 and then at Sahdol in 1898. One lens of the double camera was of 4 inches aperture and
5 feet focal length combined with a Dallmeyer secondary magnifier of 7½ inches focal length.
This combination produced a lunar disk of 1⅜ inches in diameter. The other tube contained two
polariscopic cameras. All cameras received their light from a 16 inch coelostat. Plates were
standardized using a candle (Lockyer 1900: 1; Turner and Dyson 1900: 13)
5.9.6

The May 17-18 1901 Eclipse

The Lick Observatory expedition’s coronal direct photography continued with the addition of
polarigraphic studies (Perrine 1901c: 194-197).
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology expedition led by A.E. Burton planned magnetic
studies outside of the regular photographic program. G.L. Hosmer was joined by G.H. Matthes of
the U.S. Coast Survey and H.W. Smith at Sawah Loento near one of the segments of the
U.S.N.O. expedition. There were 4 coronal and intra-Mercurial cameras with 3 inches aperture
lenses, 135 inches focal length and 3 inches aperture, 40 inches focal length. Good results were
obtained which recorded a fair amount of inner coronal structural detail (Smith 1902: 199).
The Eclipse Committee of the Royal Academy in Amsterdam sent a well-equipped party of
93 observers and volunteers to Karang Sago (Sumatra) under W.H. Julius, J.H. Wilterdink, and
A.A. Nijland. They erected a 40 foot horizontal coronagraph, a 10 inch aperture direct view
coronagraph and several small cameras mounted on a polar-axis. Nijland fell from the
scaffolding of the large coronagraph, breaking his right radius. Clouds, fogged plates, poor focus
and jarred cameras spoiled their results (van de Sande Bakhuyen 1901: 529-543).
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The U.S. Congress provided funding for a U.S.N.O. expedition comprised of astronomers
from several organizations. The principle astronomers were W.S. Eichelberger, A.N. Skinner,
F.B. Littell, G. Peters, L.E. Jewell and W.W. Dinwiddie. Invited astronomers were Dyson,
Barnard, Humphreys, Curtis and S.A. Mitchell. They split into three groups. At Solok, according
to H.D. Curtis (1901: 212), “… was perhaps the most powerful and representative array of
instruments ever set up in a single camp.” Barnard took 7 inch lunar diameter coronal images
with his 61½ foot focal length camera. Mitchell credited this instrument as having previously
produced the best coronal images to date. Unfortunately, only very meager results were obtained
due to clouds. At Fort de Koch, Eichelberger took photographs with a 40 foot heliograph
focusing on recording the polar streamers. Mitchell, in charge of the party at Sawah Loento,
conducted coronal photography with a horizontal coelostat camera of 6 inches aperture and 104
inches focal length. Associated with the U.S.N.O. party was the Smithsonian Institution party
with C.G. Abbot and P.A. Draper who conducted an intra-Mercurial planet search and measured
the heat of the corona with a bolometer (Curtis 1901: 205-213; Mitchell 1923: 169-175).
5.9.7

The August 1905 Eclipse

The Lick Observatory photographic program, to reveal changes in the corona, established 3
stations at two hour intervals in Labrador, Spain and Egypt (Campbell 1904a: 235-236). The
coronal motion experiment failed due to a very quiet Sun with little inner coronal detail.
The U.S. Government party was led by C.M. Chester of the U.S.N.O. It took 3 naval vessels,
‘Minneapolis’, ‘Dixie’ and the ‘Caesar’ to transport the group. The party split into segments; two
traveling to Spain and one to Africa. J.A. Norris led the Guelma, Africa segment with Gilbert,
Jewell and W.W. Dinwiddie. In Puerto Coeli, Spain, Hayden, F.B. Littell, Peters, Anderson and
Hill stationed. At Daroca, Spain, the party included W.S. Eichelberger, Yowell, Bigelow,
Hoxton, Olivier and Mitchell. At Daroca, a 40 foot focal length horizontal heliograph was
erected and the Porta Coeli station received a 65 foot focal length horizontal camera. The
Guelma station received a 40 foot focal length camera. Excellent coronal photographs were
obtained (Chester 1906: 128-140; Chester 1926: B11-13; Mitchell 1923: 188-195).
5.9.8

The January 1908 Eclipse

The Lick Observatory sent a well-equipped expedition to Flint Island where the astronomers
achieved fine results from all instruments.
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C.G. Abbot and A.F. Moore, representing the Astrophysical Observatory of the Smithsonian
Institution, shared expenses with the LO party. They measured the heat from the corona with a
bolometer and compared the amount of coronal radiation with that of the Sun and sky (Abbot
1908a: 15-20). E.P. Lewis conducted observations for the Carnegie Institution with his large
quartz spectrograph. He found the Sun to be much richer in ultra-violet radiation than the corona.
His findings supported Scheiner and Arrhenius who believed that the continuous spectrum of the
corona was due to the high temperature of coronal material (Campbell 1908b: 81-82; McClean
1908). Also attending, was the private English expedition of F.W. McLean, F.R.A.S. This party
included Mrs. McLean, Raymond, Brooks and Short from Sydney, Australia and Wiklemann and
Reverend Walker of Auckland, New Zealand (Campbell 1908b: 70).
5.9.9

The June 1918 Eclipse

The Einstein problem dominated the Lick Observatory agenda. The coronal photographs were
considered fine; however, the Einstein experiment’s results were short of being definitive.
The Lowell Observatory expedition under V.M. Slipher stationed near Syracuse in Kansas
and for cooperative reasons situated near Miller’s party from the Sproul Observatory. The party
included Mr. and Mrs. C.O. Lampland, S. Sykes, E.C. Mills, G.R. Agassiz and Mr. and Mrs.
Truman. Two direct cameras of 5 inches aperture, 38.7 foot focal length were the mainstay for
their coronal imaging. They brought a 12 inch reflector of 100 inches focal length and several
wide-field cameras. Good quality plates were obtained (Slipher 1918: 462-465; Slipher 1922:
83).
The William C. Sproul Eclipse Expedition of the Sproul Observatory, Swarthmore College
and Kirkwood Observatory, Indiana University, established their large station at Brandon,
Colorado. The party included J.A. Miller, W.A. Cogshall, Lieutenant L. Wheeler, Mrs. J.A.
Miller, Miss H.H. Brown, Miss E.T.R. Williams and Miss G.C. Jordan. Their largest instrument
was a tower camera of 9 inches aperture and 62½ foot focal length. Polar-axis mounts carried 8
cameras of up to 4 inches aperture with focal lengths ranging from 10½ inches to 11½ feet. No
results were issued (Miller 1918: 481-483).
Congress approved funding for the Smithsonian Observatory expedition which was stationed
between the cities of Lakin and Hartland in Kansas. Their small program included direct coronal
photography with two small cameras. Good results were obtained (Barnes 1923: 29-31).
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The Congressionally funded U.S.N.O. stationed at Baker in Oregon. The party included J.C.
Hammond, W.A. Conrad, C.C. Wylie, L.G. Hoxton and Director S.A. Mitchell of the McCormick
Observatory, University of Virginia. Instruments included; a horizontal camera of 7½ inches
aperture and 65 foot focal length, a camera of 6 inches aperture and 105 inches focal length, and a
Dallmeyer ‘portrait’ camera of 6½ inches aperture and 36 inches focal length. Results were good
despite thin clouds. Artist E.D. Adams was commissioned to make a precision colored
reproduction of the corona. This painting was respected as a great accomplishment, doing what
photography was unable to do (Hammond 1919: 1-6; Mitchell 1923: 196-212).
5.9.10

The September 1922 Eclipse

The focus of the Lick Observatory Expedition and other parties to Wallal was to make a
definitive test of the Einstein problem (Campbell 1922c: 121-125, Jeffery et. al. 1989).
The Royal Observatory, Greenwich expedition with Mr. and Mrs. Jones and Melotte located
their station on Christmas Island as did the expeditions from Germany and Holland with
Freundlich of Potsdam, Kopff of Heidelberg, Hopmann of Bonn, Kohlschütter of Germany and
Voute of Java. These stations were clouded out (Campbell 1923a: 19-20).
The Observatory at Perth expedition set up at Wallal with Nossiter in charge. The party filled
out with Director Curlewis, Nunn, Mathews, Dwyer and Yates. Curlewis determined the precise
coordinates of the LO station. Their instruments included a meridian telescope for the timing of
star transits and latitude pair timings. The Perth group assisted the LO with their time signals.
G.F. Dodwell led the Adelaide Observatory aka the South Australian expedition to Cordillo.
Their program included an Einstein test, and coronal photography. They received a 40 foot
Schaeberle type camera from the LO for the making of comparison plates to those LO plates in
the search for coronal motion. Grant, the Joint Secretary of the Eclipse Committee, joined the
party. All images were excellent (Dodwell and Davidson 1924: 150-162).
The Canadian University of Toronto expedition with C.A. Chant, and Mrs. and Miss Chant
set up next to the LO station. They set up the quadruplet lens camera of 11 foot focal length first
used in Tahiti by Trumpler for the making of the Einstein comparison plates.
Other Wallal parties included an Indian party under the direction of J. Evershed, Kodaikanal
Observatory; A.D. Ross, University of Western Australia; New Zealand Government Astronomer
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C.E. Adams, and J.B.O Hoskings, Melbourne Observatory. The Perth Observatory sent their 12
inch reflector and small cameras for coronal photography (Jeffrey et. al. 1988: 1344).
The Sydney Observatory expedition to Goondiwindi, Queensland, was led by Director Cooke
(Cooke 1923: 511-515; Sydney Observatory 1923: 1-13). Their program was to:
1.

Make observations to verify the ‘Einstein Effect’. The clock-drive failed after two plates had
been made and the final results were considered valueless.

2.

Conduct observations of time, latitude and longitude. The Reichenbach ‘repeating circle’ of
Sir Thomas Brisbane was used for the determinations by Mr. Cranney.

3. Time the partial phases and four contacts with a 6 inch aperture Grubb equatorial equipped
with a focal plane shutter for a series of exposures. Mr. Raymond accomplished the tasks.
4.

Observe shadow banding which was done by W.C. Graham of the Sydney Observatory and
C.B.E. Thomson of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia (Queensland).

5.9.11

The1930 Eclipse

The Lick Observatory situated their three stations across the predicted path of totality. Coronal
and spectrographic observations were successful.
Pomona College, California, led by F.P. Brackett, assisted by W.T. Whitney and S.B. Shaver,
were stationed at Ramm’s Ranch and near Camptonville at 75 miles distance apart. The ground
stations were clouded out. The air observations with motion picture cameras yielded meager
results in penumbra and umbra shadow detection (Brackett 1930: 149-151).
5.9.12

The1932 Eclipse

Nearly all of the stations in Quebec, Ontario, New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine were clouded
out (Aitken 1932a: 318). The Lick Observatory was stationed at the Fryeberg Academy in
Fryeberg, Maine. Excellent coronal images were obtained from the former Einstein cameras.
The University of Michigan expedition under H.D Curtis with 15 staff and volunteers placed
their site near the LO station on the campus of the Fryeberg Academy. The program of coronal
photography utilized the original Schaeberle 40 Foot Camera. The plates were rated excellent.
Observations of prominences and Baily’s Beads were made with 3 motion-picture cameras. They
secured 75% of their planned program.
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The Sproul Observatory of the Swarthmore College party chose Derby, Vermont, as their
station. The group included J.A. Miller, R.W. Marriott, J.H. Pitman, W.R. Wright and M.
Kovalenko. Their photographic lenses covered a full range of focal lengths of 63 feet, 15 feet, 84
inches, 72 inches, and 24 inches. The plate quality was good to excellent (Miller 1932; 477-478).
The Franklin Institute party at Conway, New Hampshire included C.H. Gingrich, editor of
Popular Astronomy, L. Ormerod, J. Stokeley, J.S. Allen, G. and Rosengarten. Their cameras
consisted of a horizontal 85 foot focal length coelostat and a 40 foot direct camera. Smaller
cameras had focal lengths of 60 inches, 30 inches and 23 inches. Clouds ruined their
observations.
The Adler Planetarium and Astronomical Museum expedition to Island Pond, Vermont,
joined the Yerkes Observatory, Elgin Observatory, Harvard University and Drake University.
The Adler Planetarium used a horizontal mounted camera with a 6 inch aperture lens, 20 foot
focal length. All plates were blank due to clouds (no author 1932: 460-461).
The Royal Observatory in Greenwich under C.R. Davidson and J. Jackson were stationed at
Parent near Hudson Bay. Slouka of Prague and W.M. Mitchell of the Royal Observatory were
volunteers. Their camera was a horizontal coelostat with a Clark 6 inch aperture, 45 feet focal
length lens. Their photographs revealed prominences (Davidson and Jackson 1932: 3-7).
The Harvard College Observatory expedition to Gray, Maine was led by Whipple and
Andrews. Annie, Cannon, Barnes, and Calder made coronal images over a wide spectral band
using color filters on cameras with apertures of 3 inches, f/1.8, UV region; 4½ inches, red and
green regions; 5½ inches, blue-violet region; 7½ inches, infra-red (Andrews and Whipple 1932:
530-531).
Stratton led the party of the Solar Physics Observatory in Cambridge for the British Joint
Permanent Eclipse Committee. Carroll, Redman and Butler used the Greenwich horizontal 19
foot coronagraph and 8 inch Dublin coelostat. Lockyer used a coronagraph of 4 inches aperture,
20 inches focal length. Imaging was executed by a Cooke lens of 5 inches aperture and 100
inches focal length and a Grubb coelostat. Clouds ruined the photography (Stratton 1932: 9-16).
The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada expedition under J.R. Collins located at
Louiseville, P.Q. The Eclipse Committee included members S.C. Brown, J.R. Collins, R.A.
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Gray, A.R. Hassard, E.J.A. Kennedy and H.L. Rogers. Only small cameras were used. A coronal
negative was enlarged 26 times retaining its fine detail (Collins 1932: 425-428).
5.9.13

Comparison Summary of the Large Image Scale Eclipse Cameras

Institution

Cameras

Lick Obs.
Lick Obs.
Harvard Obs.
U.S.N.O.
U.S.N.O.
U.S.N.O.
Smithsonian
Smithsonian
U.S.N.O.
BAA
BAA
Royal Obs.

Schaeberle Camera
Telescope
Telescope
Telescope/Coelostat
Photoheliograph
Clark doublet
Telescope/Coelostat
Telescope
Photoheliographs (2)
Telescope/Coelostat
Telescope/Coelostat
Lens combination

Aper

(ʺ)
5-6
18
13
20
5
8
12
5
5
4
4
9/4

F/L
(ʹ)
40.0
16.0
75.0
40.0
12.5
135.0
38.0
40.0
40.0
16.0
8.6/1.2

Configuration –
Optical Type
Direct-Hill-Tower
Direct-Newtonian
Direct-Refractor
Horizontal-Reflector
Direct-Tower
Direct-Refractor
Horizontal-Refractor
Direct-Tower
Direct-Tower
Horizontal-Refractor
Horizontal-Refractor
Horizontal-Refractor

Eclipse
Years
1893-1923
Dec. 1889
Jan. 1889
Dec. 1889
1889, 1901
Dec. 1889
1900
1900
1900,1905
1900
1900
1900

Amsterdam
Telescope/Coelostat
40.0
Horizontal-Refractor
1901
U.S.N.O.
Telescope/Coelostat
12
61.5
Horizontal-Refractor
1901
U.S.N.O.
Photoheliographs (2)
5
40.
Direct Tower
1905
U.S.N.O.
Telescope/Coelostat
65.
Horizontal-Refractor
1905,1918
Lowell Obs.
Telescope (2)
5
38.7
Direct Tower
1918
Sproul Obs.
Telescope
9
62.5
Direct Tower
1918, 1932
Royal Obs.
Telescope/Coelostat
7
5.5 m
Horizontal-Refractor
1922
AdelaideObs.
Telescope/Coelostat
6
40
LO spare-Tower
1922
U Michigan
Schaeberle Camera
5
40
Direct Tower/orig.
1932
Sproul Obs.
Telescope (2)
15
Direct
1932
Franklin Inst.
Telescope/Coelostat
85
Horizontal-Refractor
1932
Franklin Inst.
Telescope
40
Direct Tower
1932
AdlerPlanet.
Telescope/Coelostat
20
Horizontal-Refractor
1932
Royal Obs.
Telescope/Coelostat
6
45
Horizontal-Refractor
1932
Cambrid.
Telescope/Coelostat
19
Horizontal-Refractor
1932
Table 15 The large image scale cameras of the expeditions during the LO expedition period.

Table 15 represents a list of the medium to large image-plate scale eclipse cameras.
5.10 The State of National and International Cooperation of the Lick Observatory Staff and
Other Institution’s Eclipse Expeditions.
There is a fair amount of published and unpublished evidence to suggest a fair amount of
cooperative spirit at the LO in regards to its standing with levels of society and among their
astronomical peers. Regular correspondences were sent out regularly releasing research plans
and results in a timely manner to peer reviewed journals, observatory publications, circulars,
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participation on eclipse committees, public education, press releases and assistance to
government agencies. It was customary for the LO to mention those aiding the expeditions in the
published summaries of the expeditions that appeared in the Observatory’s publications and the
principal journals.
The competitive nature of astronomers can be seen in the correspondences that flowed back
and forth between institutions. The results of several of the eclipse expeditions were wired home
by secret code (see Appendix 2). This code was occasionally used to report the success or failure
of other eclipse expeditions in the vicinity.
5.10.1

Examples of Cooperation for the Individual Eclipses

Holden assisted national and international eclipse expeditions along with the Royal Astronomical
Society for the January 1889 eclipse by providing them with reports for observing sites, time
signals, and weather predictions issued by the U.S. Signal Service in Washington (Holden 1888:
302). Holden corresponded with the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, the Students’ Observatory
at UC Berkeley, the Chabot Observatory in nearby Oakland, and with the Harvard College
Observatory. Holden borrowed from the Chabot Observatory a spectroscope that was a replica of
the one Hastings used at the eclipse of 1883 (Burckhalter 1889: 134; Keeler 1889: 39-40).
After the January 1889 eclipse, Pickering sent Holden a coronal image and invited Holden to
view several fine plates (Holden 1889b: 130-133). The LO would receive over 200 negatives and
drawings from the amateur and professional eclipse parties (ibid.). The LO issued positives,
made from the original negatives, to all professional organizations requesting them.
Holden ensured that the works of smaller entities were published. He compiled the first
major publication of the LO, Reports of the Observations of the Total Eclipse of the Sun of
January 1, 1889 that summarized the LO observations; Amateur Photographic Association of the
Pacific Coast expedition and the observations of individuals (Holden 1889f: 343). A report was
published by the MNRAS in April 1889 describing the making of the LO coronal index-brightness
contour maps and the work from amateur-professional photographers.
No British or other European astronomers from the Continent visited the Observatory after
the eclipse. Tuner considered this a sad misfortune (Holden 1889b: 133).
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For the December 1889 eclipse, Holden forwarded his program to the U.S.N.O. and to the
Secretary of the Eclipse Committee of the Royal Astronomical Society (Holden 1891a: 1-2).
Turner of the Royal Astronomical Eclipse Committee sent Holden their plans for the upcoming
eclipse. Holden corresponded with E. Mouchez, Director of the National Observatory in Paris
concerning the eclipse. S.J. Perry, heading the British expedition, had been in frequent contact
regarding planning. L’Hote of Cayenne provided the LO with a negative from his simple camera.
The U.S.N.O. loaned their 6 inch aperture Dallmeyer ‘portrait lens’ camera (Holden 1891a: 2).
After the 1893 eclipse, Campbell published a report in the PASP of the French expedition’s
spectrographic work done in Senegal. M. Deslandres of the Paris Observatory reported the
discovery of 15 new chromospheric and coronal spectral lines. Campbell praised the French for
their ground-breaking spectrographic research (Campbell 1893: 180). Amateur astronomer
Pierson loaned his Dallmeyer ‘portrait’ lens camera (Schaeberle 1895: 4). Schaeberle (ibid. 17)
visited Director Obrrecht of the Valparaiso Observatory. He toured the university and an
observatory in Arequipa where Professor Bailey was conducting a photographic survey of
clusters.
Hale (1897) offered to take instruments for the LO for the 1898 eclipse and perform Holden’s
intended observations. Holden (1897a) corresponded with Maunder about his unfunded plans
and shared information on the making of copper plates for publication. The LO soon received
funding with plans relayed to R.S. Ball, President of the Royal Astronomical Society. Holden
(ibid.) requested for the Society to include the LO in receiving customs exemptions to enter the
British colony of India. Holden did not want customs workers to open the boxes for examination
due to risk of damage. Upon learning of the Chabot Observatory’s unsuccessful bid to mount an
expedition, Holden (1897c) offered Burchkhalter the opportunity to send his apparatus and
observing plan. Fortunately for Burchkhalter, Pierson privately funded his expedition. Campbell
congratulated Burchkhalter for his hard won success in his eclipse results (Burckhalter 1898: 203212; Campbell 1898a: 140; b). C.A. Young of Princeton University loaned the LO compound
prisms, 30º prisms, and lenses for spectrographic observations (Campbell 1987; Holden 1897e).
Holden (1897f) contacted Brashear about re-cementing the prisms whose joints had failed.
Hussey and L.C. Masten loaned the expedition their driving-clocks (Campbell 1898a: 129).
For the 1900 eclipse expedition, Campbell received time signals from the U.S.N.O. and
Western Union. In return, Campbell traveled to nearby Barnesville to help Updegraff prepare the
U.S.N.O. station where the staff was experiencing instrument problems (Brown 1900). Pickering,
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loaned 3 inch aperture single achromatic lenses for 2 of the 4 intra-Mercurial cameras (Perrine
1901c: 192). In preparation of the LO instruments, J.A. Miller and H.N. Russell provided
valuable assistance (Campbell and Perrine 1900: 183). Campbell received an urgent letter from
Professor Stone in South Carolina saying he did not know how to process his plates. According
to Campbell (1900), “… it was the appeal of a drowning man and I couldn’t refuse.” Stone’s
plates were triple coated which Campbell had no experience in dealing with, but he processed
them anyway. Despite inter-party cooperation, there was a high rate of failure in the
observations. Campbell and Perrine found out how badly the other expeditions had fared at the
Astronomical Astrophysical Society of America meeting in New York (Campbell 1900;
Osterbrock et. al. 1988: 160).
The LO borrowed a broad range of instruments for the three segments of the 1905 eclipse
expedition. Precision Elgin watches, loaned by F.H. McConnell, were sent in place of the
chronometers, which were too fragile to take (Campbell and Perrine 1905c: 19). Pickering
provided 4 intra-mercurial lenses. Princeton University lent a 5 inch aperture, 40 foot focal
length lens. The Yerkes Observatory gave a 16 inch coelostat. The Carnegie Institution lent a
thermograph. The U.S.N.O. lent a 5 inch lens, 40 foot focal length (Campbell and Perrine 1906:
33).
A former LO Fellow, J. Stebbins joined the Labrador segment. Princeton University
astronomer W.T. Reed operated the 40 foot camera (Curtis 1905: 172, 180). Campbell accepted
W. Macgregor, Governor-General of Newfoundland’s offer of time-keeping services (Campbell
1905a; Macgregor 1905b). Campbell (1905b) offered J. Barnes of the Johns Hopkins University
a position on the Spanish segment. Professor T.E. McKinney of Marietta College in Ohio stood
guard over the instruments from Madrid to Zaragoza. The Madrid Observatory prepared maps of
the path of totality. Director Iñiguez of the Madrid Observatory provided time services and the
meteorological data used to help locate the station (Campbell and Perrine 1905c: 14-19).
Olmsted, an American student at Bonn University in Germany, called the time signals. R.S.
Dugan of Princeton University and Lavilla operated a 40 foot camera. Cuyas and J. Casares of
Madrid manned the Pierson camera. Terradas and Gimeno operated the Floyd camera. Hussey
joined Turner and Professor West of Syria in selecting their stations (Hussey 1906: 40).
Three parties were intertwined in a spirit of cooperation at the 1908 Flint Island eclipse. The
celebrations included a dinner and contest to determine the Poet Laureate of Flint (Abbot 1908a).
C.G. Abbot of the Astrophysical Observatory, Smithsonian Institution and E.P. Lewis of UC
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Berkeley came as guests. Z.A. Merfield, Sydney Observatory, Australia assisted. A private party
included McLean from England; Raymond, Brooks, Short from Sydney, Australia and
Winklemann and Walker of New Zealand (Campbell 1908c: 70-81; Campbell et. al.1908: 1-5).
The 1914 expedition to Brovary in Russian received the aid of the Russian Government
acting with the Imperial Academy of Sciences of Petrograd (Campbell 1918g 356; 1918h: 171).
The members of the Kiev Circle of Amateur Astronomers in Kiev readily assisted the party.
Nicolas Zenchenko, President of the Society volunteered. Due to location requirements, site
offers were declined at the Kiev Observatory. The station was established at the estate of Judge
Lavrovskoy. Professor Vogel, Director of the Royal Observatory at Keiv provided time
comparisons for the chronometer. Director Backlund of the National Observatory at Poulkowa
stored the instruments until after the war. General Nicolskoy, himself an amateur astronomer,
aided in the transport of the instruments to the Poulkowa Observatory (Campbell 1918e: 172;
Campbell and Curtis 1914: 224-237).
By the1918 Eclipse, the Lick Observatory still had not received their instruments from Russia
so they borrowed liberally from other institutions. Leuschner, UC Berkeley and the Student’s
Observatory, provided a chronometer, chronograph, sextant, driving-clock, and spectrograph slits.
The Chabot Observatory sent 4 inch aperture Brashear lenses of 15 foot focal length. E.P. Lewis
of UC Berkeley joined as a guest researcher. The Morgan Family hosted in Goldendale,
Washington, providing all of the comforts of their residence. Miss L.B. Allen of Wellesley
College operated an 11 inch coronal camera. Miss E. Glancy of the Argentine National
Observatory in Cordoba, photographed with color screens for Director C.D. Perrine. S.L.
Boothroyd, University of Washington, Seattle, assisted Campbell with the 40 foot camera.
Instrument makers J.A. Brashear and A. Swasey observed the inner corona with a small telescope
in order to estimate the length of the coronal extensions. J.S. Plaskett, Director of the Dominion
Astrophysical Observatory, British Columbia, studied the coronal extensions. His Chief
Assistant, R. Young reported on the shadow-banding effect. D. Campbell, Stanford University,
sketched the coronal streamers. Philanthropists Mr. and Mrs. W.H. Crocker made visual
observations. Goldendale’s citizens accepted invitations to watch the astronomers practice at
their instruments. The LO staff gave them observing recommendations and then witnessed the
value of this effort. People sought out elevated viewpoints in order to witness the shadow bands
effect (Campbell 1918c: 219-240; Campbell et. al. 1919: 1-14; Klickitat Heritage 1918).
Campbell provided spectrographic instruments and advice to the Sproul Observatory expedition
(Slipher 1922: 83).
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The 1922 the Wallal eclipse expedition was the epitome of cooperation from the Australian
Government, astronomical institutions, and individual efforts. The feasibility of launching an
expedition to Wallal was determined by Father Pigot, Riverview Observatory in Sydney. The
Commonwealth Government arranged for the Australian Navy to transport expedition
instruments and personnel to Wallal (Jeffery et. al. 1988). The level of support from the
Commonwealth Government was so comprehensive that Campbell (1922a: 172) remarked, “The
generosity and hospitality of the various departments of the Commonwealth Government are on a
scale quite beyond expectations, and they set a new standard.” Of the Australian astronomers
themselves, Campbell (1923a: 14) spared few words of praise:
The Australian astronomers evinced great interest in the coming of our expedition,
and from the date of our first proposals we have been greatly indebted to them for
information and advice of high value.
Of all the volunteer help, Campbell remarked (ibid.), “The hospitality extended, the interest
shown, and the assistance afforded, were of a standard higher than I have ever observed in any
other part of the world ...”
Researchers and volunteers included Dr. and Mrs. C.E. Adams, Government Astronomer of
Wellington, New Zealand who were placed in charge of the 40 foot Camera; Baldwin and J.B.O.
Hosking of the Melbourne Observatory and W.F. Gale of Sydney took various assignments; T.
Lyle, University of Melbourne, and A.D. Ross, University of Western Australia in Perth, assisted
Moore with the spectrographs. Trumpler made reference plates for the Einstein experiment for
the Toronto expedition under C.A. Chant and R.K. Young. The LO loaned the Adelaide
Observatory party under Director Dodwell a 40 foot camera (Campbell 1922c: 121). H.B.
Curlewis from the Government Observatory at Perth housed the LO measuring engine where the
first Einstein measurements were intended. At Wallal, Curlewis and the Perth party determined
the precise LO station’s coordinates for use by Australian Professor Tucker with the meridian
instrument to accurately determine the Moon’s position (ibid.; Campbell 1923a: 11-44).
Many highly-qualified volunteers assisted the LO at the 1923 eclipse. E.P. Lewis, UC
Berkeley, brought his Quartz spectrograph. H.M. Jeffers, University of Iowa, set up the Repsold
alt-azimuth instrument. C.J. Merfield from Melbourne Observatory in Australia brought his
spectroscopic and polariscopic apparatus. W.J. Luyten, Harvard College Observatory, took
charge of the lensless cameras. Swasey adjusted the Ross cameras. A.H. Babcock coordinated
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time signals sent from the U.S.N. at Mare Island (Wright 1923: 278-285). Station location
assistance was provided by Sanchez and Gomez-Farias of the Bureau of Geography and
Meteorology of Mexico. Professor Gallo, Director of the National Observatory at Tacubaya,
assisted with program details.
The LO staff precisely located their three 1930 eclipse stations with support from Robertson,
Superintendent of the Bureau of the American ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. Brouwer of the
Yale University Observatory provided his deviations based on tidal effects on the Moon’s
position which were vital with just 1½ seconds totality (Moore 1929b: 340). Campbell, now
President of the University of California, requested an airplane for observations. General Van
Horn, Professor of Military Science and Tactics and the Curtiss-Wright Flying Service, selected a
suitable aircraft (Campbell 1930a; Galligan 1930; Van Horn 1930). G.B. Blair, University of
Nevada, took charge of the Floyd camera. W.F. Meyer, UC Berkeley, operated a pair of cameras.
C.D. Shane, UC Berkeley, coordinated time services with the U.S.N. at Mare Island (Moore
1930b).
The 1932 eclipse expedition was hosted by E.O. la Casce and the trustees of the Fryeburg
Academy. The Lick party interacted socially at a local pub with the University of Michigan
expedition under former LO astronomer H.D. Curtis. The Fryeburg Kiwanis assisted with the
expedition duties. Guests were C.D. Shane, UC Berkeley, E.A. Fath of the Goodsell Observatory
at Carleton College, C.E. Mulford an author, Mrs. E. Stephens from Washington University,
Miss R. Jones from Wheaton College and D. Campbell (Aitken 1932a: 317; Moore 1932).
5.10.2

The Lick Observatory and the Eclipse Committee of the Astronomical and
Astrophysical Society of America

The Eclipse Committee of the Astronomical and Astrophysical Society of America announced on
29 March 1900, comprehensive observational guidelines for American eclipse parties. They sent
out a circular asking what astronomers planned to accomplish on their respective expeditions and
asked for their cooperation with each other. The suggestions were then published in the
Astrophysical Journal. Recommendations were made for specific apertures and focal lengths for
recording detail in different parts of the corona. Plate processing techniques were discussed. A
section was created to make photometric coronal observations. All parties were recommended to
locate themselves along the path of totality at a significant distance apart for the photographic
search of motion within the corona. The guidelines contained a new survey asking for more
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specific information about site locations, observing plans and willingness to cooperate in specific
areas of investigation. The LO was well represented, with Campbell and Barnard (former LO
staff) as two of the four members. S. Newcomb, who was instrumental in the founding of the LO,
chaired the Committee, with G.E. Hale serving as the Secretary (Campbell 1900: 314-317).
5.11

The Termination of the Lick Observatory Eclipse Expeditions

The LO expeditions were discontinued after the 1932 eclipse even though Aitken (1932)
indicated that they were valuable. A good part of the program of the last expedition had been to
study Menzel’s atomic proposals. Upon Menzel’s departure to the Harvard College Observatory,
there was no astrophysicist to carry on his line of work, nor was this area of study encouraged by
Aitken. There was no priority within UC Berkeley to graduate astronomers capable of theoretical
solar analysis.
Lyot introduced the chronograph in 1930 and by 1932 was publishing results of his coronal
daylight photography. He used motion picture film to record the corona daily for durations of
many hours. Aitken (1933a, b) was aware of Lyot’s work and recognized it as a great advance in
observational astronomy. He saw the results that could be gained without expeditionary travel.
According to Hufbauer (1993: 94), English astronomer H.H. Plaskett praised Lyot’s recent work
producing coronal wavelengths of unparallel accuracy and ‘promised to reduce the need for
costly eclipse expeditions.’
A non-science related issue facing the financial health of the University of California and the
LO was the ‘Great Depression’ where the U.S. fell upon hard economic times beginning in 1929
and recovery not seen until World War II in 1942.
The expeditions ended on a positive note. H.N. Russell wrote Menzel that his work
“…justified all the observational efforts that had been expended on the Lick eclipse expeditions.”
(ibid.).
5.12

Part I The Lick Observatory and International Research Trends in Coronal Science

With the Lick Observatory set to begin their solar coronal investigations at the beginning of 1889,
international astronomers were gaining insight on the solar corona and for the most part agreed
that the corona did belong to the Sun. The science of astrophysics was in its early developmental
stage in the area of atomic analysis fueled by the chemistry of the Sun as studied by spectroscopy.
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Yet, new theories and hypotheses based on the science of gravity, thermodynamics, and
hydrostatics under equilibrium would persist into the early twentieth century. This section will
first look at coronal hypotheses and proposals over intervals of years with the LO thoughts
intermixed. Then the principal coronal theories will be presented according to their field of
physics governance.
5.12.1

1885 to 1900

This section will briefly survey the prevalent coronal theories beginning in 1885 with the ideas of
Huggins, Proctor, Bigelow, Schaeberle and others.
Huggins (1885b: 153-154) summarized six coronal hypotheses under consideration by solar
investigators:
1. That the corona consists of a gaseous atmosphere at the Sun’s surface.
2. That the corona consists of gaseous and finely divided matter ejected from the Sun, and is in
motion about the Sun from the forces of ejection, from the Sun’s rotation and gravity, as well
as a possible repulsion of some nature.
3. That the corona resembles the rings of Saturn, and consists of swarms of meteoric particles
revolving with sufficient velocity to prevent their falling into the Sun.
4. That coronal appearance is due to the unceasing falling into the Sun of meteoric matter and
the debris of comets’ tails.
5. That the coronal rays and streamers are meteoric streams strongly illuminated by their near
approach to the Sun, not falling into the Sun, but permanent in position and varying only in
richness of meteoric matter. Proctor agreed, on the ground that there must be such streams at
high density in the Sun’s neighborhood.
6. W. Siemens in his On the Conservation of Solar Energy called for the out flow of matter from
the cyclonic equatorial regions inflowing back to the Sun’s polar regions (Siemens 1883).
This matter, traveling through a resistive medium, had the long-term effect of slowing the
rotation of the Sun. He called for a photospheric surface temperature of 2,800 Cº which was
only a fraction of what others predicted in a range of 12,000º to 20,000 Cº. His (ibid. 22)
theory rests on conditions within the corona, that aqueous vapor and carbon compounds are
present in space. That these gaseous compounds, while in a state of extreme attenuation, are
capable of being dissociated by radiant solar energy. That dissociated vapors are compressed
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into the photosphere the process of interchange with an equal amount of re-associated vapors,
resulting in an interchange being affected by the centrifugal action of the Sun.
The Royal Astronomical Society eclipse committee doubted the existence of the outer corona
through the December 1889 eclipse or at least that it had been photographed (Taylor 1890a). The
committee’s own tests failed because of clouds and an improperly-operated instrument, yet they
did not sway on their position saying (Holden 1890d: 95-96; Holden 1891: 18; Holden 1891a):
… the failure of exposures of say three minutes to give a sensibly greater extension
than one minute, is adduced by Captain Abney as a reason for believing the evidence to
be, on the whole, against the reality of coronal streamers.
Holden used the photographic images obtained from the January 1889 eclipse and those taken
from 4 stations at the December 1889 eclipse to demonstrate the existence of the outer corona and
to firmly affix it to the Sun. He reasoned that the general form of the outer corona with its
trumpet shaped extensions appeared in the same manner in all images (Holden 1890c: 95; Holden
1891a: 17).
In 1889 there were two rival American coronal theories. Originating from the LO was
Schaeberle’s Mechanical Theory of the Solar Corona and from the Smithsonian Institution came
Frank H. Bigelow’s The Solar Corona, Discussed by Spherical Harmonics. Holden was aware of
Bigelow’s work, which he did not understand.
Upon inspection of the complex detail of the inner corona with a spectroscope at the 1898
eclipse, Campbell mentioned that a progression of radial movement might be normal for an aerial
envelope not in a state of equilibrium (Clerke 1902: 131).
Perrine (1901: 61-62) suggested, upon review of the 1901 40 foot Camera plates, that ejected
matter acted as if governed by forces that Schaeberle had predicted. Light emitted from the inner
corona came from incandescent material and was ejected with considerable force to form the
streamers and rays. He found that any gaseous state would not be visible on the direct camera
plates but could be detected by the spectrographs. The bright-line spectrum seen in the innermost corona indicated a gaseous constitution. The inner coronal matter that produces the bright
line spectrum was thought to be of unknown elements (Clerke 1908: 191; Perrine 1904: 331-333).
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Future observations were needed to verify several recent findings. The light of the innermost
corona was found to be continuous and originating from material in an incandescent or liquid
state. Abbot and Mendenhall in 1900 found the heat of the outer coronal rays to be less than that
of the full Moon. The lack of infra-red detection in the corona may be an indication of matter
glowing in a phosphorescent or luminescent state (Clerke 1903: 132). Still a mystery was
whether the corona rotated with the Sun and as a continuous body.
5.12.2

1901 to 1907

By 1901, it was known that the Sun contained outer envelopes that were not in a state of
equilibrium. The innermost layer was a thin layer that was reddened and darkened. Then there
was the reversing layer of incandescent vapor producing a Fraunhofer spectrum. The
chromosphere, thousands of miles thick, was thought of as an ‘ocean’ of hydrogen with its
surface prominences and disturbances simulating. The corona appeared to have little density
(Clerke 1903: 16).
Investigators had found 9 coronal emission lines indicating elements, in addition to that
producing the green ‘coronium’ line. The H and K lines were not found in the corona but
resulted from solar light scattering in the Earth’s atmosphere. Low coronal temperatures
measured in 1900 by Abbot and Mendenhall’s bolometer conflicted with values suggested by
Wien’s and Stefan’s laws resulting in the idea that there were unknown processes at work
(Meadows 1970: 50-65).
Campbell (1901h) projected that eclipse problems were being simplified by the realization
that they were confronted with connected phenomena, rather than with disconnected corona,
prominences, chromospheres, etc. Campbell (1901i) contacted Newcomb after reviewing the
polarigraphic results that:
Clearly the light of the outer corona is just wholly reflected sunlight, and the light of the
inner corona is very largely made up of light inherent in the coronal particles themselves.
Campbell (1901j) found the spectrum of the outer corona mirrored that of the general solar
spectrum, whereas the spectrum of the inner corona contained little trace of dark lines. “The
significance of these results is at once evident.”
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Perrine (1904: 331-337) summed up coronal investigative technique and knowledge to date
urging the cooperation of all parties to solve the corona’s mysteries:
1.

Outer coronal light is almost wholly reflected or diffracted photospheric light.

2.

Inner coronal light is chiefly inherent.

3.

Velocity of matter within the corona appeared to be less than 32 km sec-1.

4.

The motion of small particles is away from the Sun influenced by radiant pressure.

5.

Coronal structure is best photographed with forty foot and longer focal length cameras with
the longest focal lengths (>50ft) mounted horizontally.

6.

The presence of hoods over prominences and low velocity of coronal matter is evidence of
matter falling into the Sun as well as the outbound direction.

7.

Photographs of the corona needed to be made over time-periods of hours to detect outward
and movement at right-angles of streamer matter to observe movement characteristics.

8.

The general character of coronal light had been conclusively determined. The inner-most
corona displays a bright-line spectrum of matter in a gaseous state, yet the bright-line
spectrum did not match known terrestrial elements. No Fraunhofer lines are seen within
the inner corona which indicated incandescent matter in a solid or liquid state. The
spectrum of the outer corona is a continuous solar spectrum as shown by polarization
studies.

9.

Abbot’s bolometric low temperature readings within the inner corona were at odds with
number 8 but Arrhenius found the temperatures normal for incandescent matter. The low
radiated temperatures made accurate measurements impossible with presently used
methods.

10.

A study of the temperature of the corona from the position of maximum of intensity in its
continuous spectrum should be made and a study within the infra-red is necessary.

11.

The variable line of sight conditions within the corona made the determination of a law of
distribution of coronal matter difficult by polariscope.

12.

Photometric measurements over a period of eclipses are a test for coronal theories.

13.

Are maxima or minima coronas brightest? The 40 Foot Camera plates revealed a decrease
in brightness levels from the 1893 to 1900 eclipses, yet the English expeditions reported
increased brightness levels.

14.

Chromospheric, reversing-layer, and coronal spectra lines should be precisely determined
to permit identification of their terrestrial elements. The Sun’s layers should be searched
for newly-found gases in the Earth’s atmosphere (argon, krypton, neon, and xenon).
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15.

Campbell’s moving-plate spectrograph provided a continuous record of the spectrum of the
Sun’s edge yielding additional information on line height and line shifting that occurs as
the Sun’s layers were isolated by the Moon. Spectral line characteristics should be studied
over several eclipses to note differences versus sunspot cycles.

16.

The effects on the corona due to the rotation of the Sun should be examined in order to
determine a true law of rotation.

17.

Using the properties of polarized light, efforts need to be made to view the corona outside
of an eclipse. The LO attempts had failed.
In 1906, H.H. Turner (1906: 548-557) spoke before the Literary and Philosophical Society of

Manchester, England, on the importance of obtaining quantitative measures of the amount and
distribution of coronal polarization, a process initiated by A. Schuster (Schuster 1879: 35-57).
Schuster measured the distribution of coronal particles and addressed whether particle
incandescence was responsible for coronal light. Turner pointed out how dry-plate photography
had improved and plates were now of sufficient quality to permit more precise measurements.
According to Turner (1906: 549), this is what had been determined since Shuster’s work:
1.

Coronal brightness is inversely proportional to the sixth power of the distance from the Sun’s
center.

2.

Coronal particles must be distributed according to the inverse 4½ power of the distance.

3.

Issues avoided: the corona consists of complex structure, shows bright-line spectroscopic
evidence of gases and the unknown of coronium, possibly with matter in a liquid state.

4.

Polariscopic evidence points to coronal particle sizes that are as small as a wavelength of
light.

5.

Coronal particles are in motion, falling into and rising from the Sun’s surface.

6.

Poynting (1903a: 477-490; 1903b: 265-266; 1904: 535-539) and others had shown the effects
of light pressure on small particles. Poynting hypothesized that the force of light pressure on
a particle of a couple of wavelengths is so great as to counterbalance the Sun’s gravitational
attraction (Poynting 1907: 626-629, 1908: 55-77).

7. The findings in 6 can be the basis of stating that particles may be continually repelled from
the Sun, instead of attracted. Repulsion may be due to the Sun’s electrical action.
8.

If particles are repelled from the Sun, then coronal light distribution obeys the law of
brightness. As particles travel with increasing velocity from the limb their density
diminishes. Turner found the corona to be strongly polarized.
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In 1907, Campbell (1907b) updated his coronal beliefs in a PASP paper that had been
delivered orally before the Society on 28 January 1907. The light radiated by the corona is of
three types:
1.

A layer on top of the chromosphere, <1000,000 to 200,000 thick, produces a 10 to 12 line
bright-line spectrum from yet unknown gaseous matter giving off light by incandescence.
This light might be an electric glow in a cool atmosphere in the inner corona. It is a mystery
how masses of vapor can exist high above the surface against gravitational forces.

2.

Ninety-five percent of the inner coronal light gives a continuous spectrum. The inner corona
consists largely of minute particles at high temperature adjacent to the body of the Sun.

3. The light of the middle and outer corona gives a nearly general solar spectrum which
contains the Fraunhofer lines which some have not observed. The spectrum appears due to
the scattering of sunlight by minute cooler particles as seen in polarigraphic observations.
Campbell found that the observed polarized effects could result from the presence of
magnetic fields and seen as in the Zeeman effect.
In addressing the light-radiation pressure ideas of Arrenhius based on the findings of
Lebedew, and Nichols and Hull, Campbell (ibid.) mentioned “There can be little doubt that
matter exists at the Sun’s surface in a state capable of being acted upon effectively by this
radiative pressure.”
5.12.3

1908 to 1925

Abbot set conditions that coronal theory must address (Abbot 1908d: 519-520; Campbell 1907:
168; Campbell 1908b: 64):
1.

Coronal color is found to be unchanging over distance from the limb of the Sun.

2.

Its brightness is very small and falls off rapidly with increasing distance from the limb.

3. The coronal spectrum is continuous near the limb but the Fraunhofer lines increase in
strength over distance from the Sun’s limb.
4. The outer corona is strongly polarized, but polarization is weak near the Sun’s limb.
5.

Coronal brightness is less than the reflected light of the full Moon but more than the sky.

6.

Any matter nearest the Sun must be hot, reflect solar rays and be incandescent.

7. There is no evidence of high pressure in the corona.
8. There is no proof that the inner coronal particles are hot enough to exist in a liquid state.
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From his 1908 spectral observations, Campbell et al. (1908: 13-14), found that the proportion
of light directly radiating from coronal particles was very large compared to the light that was
diffused by the coronal particles themselves.
R.W. Wood (1908: 75-76) discussed his ‘fluorescence theory of the corona,’ viewed in light
of observations that Fraunhofer lines were absent in the inner corona. The dark lines needed to be
present to support findings that coronal light is radially polarized proving that sunlight is scattered
by small coronal particles. The supposition that coronal emission comes from hot incandescent
liquid or incandescent solid particles conflicted with Abbot’s bolometer readings that called for a
cold corona. Cool metallic vapors of sodium, potassium and iodine emitted strongly polarized
fluorescent light when subjected to a strong light. Wood found that the corona may exist as a
“great cloud of mixed metallic vapors … under the influence of the very intense illumination ...”
Wood suggested that the ‘coronium’ green line may be a fluorescent line of a known element.
By 1911 Abbot (1911: 257) suggested that the bright line spectra of prominences and
chromosphere are due to the low pressure, lacking the density necessary to emit a strong
continuous spectrum. The bright emission lines resulted from elements that produced sufficient
radiation. Coronal matter is rarefied, as indicated by comets passing though it unaffected. The
Fraunhofer spectrum of the outer corona indicated reflected photospheric light. Inner coronal
light exists in an incandescent state due to its proximity to a hot Sun. Coronal light may be an
auroral electrical luminescence producing a bright-line spectrum. Inner coronal light was due to
photospheric radiation, and the light of luminescence and reflection predominate over
incandescence.
Abbot’s low temperature bolometer readings had not swayed Campbell, Perrine, and Lewis’s
view, based on their spectrograms, that the inner corona shines by ordinary incandescence by the
heating of its particles from the absorption of photospheric radiation. Abbot agreed that his
bolometric measurements were all that stood between his acceptance of his colleagues’ position.
By late 1918, Campbell (1918c) had not assigned weight to any one coronal theory, although
the idea that magnetic forces are present dominated his thoughts. The forces carrying material
into the corona may be as Schaeberle had suggested, due to radiation pressure, or a combination
of forces, or even an unknown force. The arrangement of materials in the defined streamers may
be a result of the Sun’s magnetic properties, which Bigelow had predicted. The polar streamers
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were suggestive of control by the Sun’s general magnetic forces, but this influence did not seem
to be the prevailing one in the remaining coronal structure.
John A. Miller and R.W. Marriott (1925: 298-300) matched significant coronal arches from
the 10 September 1923 eclipse with images from the Mt. Wilson station, evidence that the
features were related to specific sunspots. Clouds of matter above the arches originating from
disturbed areas and were rising in a direction away from the center of the Sun and moving
towards the equator. A motion rate of the arch material was calculated at 4 mi. sec-1 and the outer
material set at 28 mi. sec-1. The corona was found to be rotating in the same direction and at the
same rate as the Sun.
Campbell (1923b) and Mitchell (1923) summarized coronal knowledge to date:
1.

Campbell considered the precise relationship of sunspot activity to coronal form is now
known but Mitchell (ibid. 349) was not convinced.

2. The coronal spectrum is continuous in the inner corona, with Fraunhofer lines present in the
middle and outer corona.
3.

Emission lines appear fainter at sunspot minima.

4. The reason for any dependence of sunspot activity upon coronal form is unknown.
5.

Large coronal streamers are not observed to originate in the sunspot zones but their bases
seem to originate near +45º and –45º from the equator.

6. There is no evidence that streamers, prominences and sunspots are closely related, yet some
connection may exist between the streamers and prominences whereas there seemed little
evidence of connections of the streamers and sunspots.
7.

Streamers are controlled by the general magnetic field of the Sun.

8.

Coronal matter close to the Sun is hot and is partially gaseous and in solid or liquid state,
shining as a result of being heated to incandescence.

9. The middle and outer coronas are composed of gas molecules, minute solid particles or both.
10. The total brightness of the corona is very small.
11. The internal motions in the corona are very small.
12. Coronal polarization increases with increasing distance from the surface of the Sun.
12. The spectrum of the middle and outer corona is the same as the Sun itself.
13. The spectrum of the corona contains the bright emission lines of coronium.
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On point 7, Campbell finds from the 40 foot Camera plates of the eclipses of 1898, 1900, 1901,
1905 and 1922 that this cannot be the case as the axis of polar streamer symmetry and the
position angles of the Sun’s magnetic axis appeared to be as great as 4º or 5º.
5.12.4

1925 to 1934

Mitchell (1932: 406-407) updated his list of facts that coronal theories must explain:
1. Total brightness of the corona is small, being only 1/5 that of the full Moon. Half of the light
comes from a narrow region 3ʹ from the surface.
2. The ‘coronium’ line extends 8ʹ and accounts for only a small fraction of coronal light.
3.

Polarization is maximum just 5ʹ from the solar limb.

4. The size of coronal particles appears to be the same throughout the corona, as suggested by a
lack of observable color change.
5.

Abbot’s bolometric findings still suggest a lack of heat in the middle-outer corona.

6.

Bergstrand finds that the intensity of the corona varies inversely as 10-2 of the distance from
the Sun’s surface conflicting with others of values 10-4 to even 10-8.
J.H. Moore (1933: 16), of the LO, had views which were gaining in acceptance, that the

corona consists of electrons and remnants of atoms. This matter was projected away from the
Sun by the pressure of radiation, magnetic forces, and possibly other unknown forces. The
curved streamers consisted of electrons and ionized atoms which were directed by magnetic or
electrical forces.
In 1934 Moore (1934: 298-299) reported on the work of Ludendorff and Grotrian that the
color and polarization of the corona were in accord with what was predicted by Schwarzschild’s
hypothesis that coronal light is scattered by free electrons. This would explain the broadening of
the Fraunhofer lines caused by the rapid motion of the scattering electrons but could not account
for the predicted resultant higher temperatures.
5.13

Part II Principal Theories Over the Period of the LO Eclipse Expeditions

5.13.1

Meteoric Theories and Hypothesis

Schneiner (1900: 25-29) of the Astrophysical Observatory, Potsdam, saw coronal particles as
being incandescent like ‘shooting stars’ and meteorites due to atmospheric friction. This belief
was flawed as the solar atmosphere was not thought to be of sufficient density. He based his
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finding on the fact that comet orbits are not observed to be affected by passing comets through
the corona. He considered that incandescent meteoric material was the result of solar radiation,
an idea which had “… not hitherto been expressed in the literature …” In making temperature
estimates, a body will become stationary in a short amount of time with its interior temperature
matching its surface temperature. As the body approaches that of an absolute black body, its own
emitted radiation and absorption power is independent of temperature. Schneiner demonstrated
that the quantities of radiation received at distances from the Sun vary with the square of the sine
of the Sun’s semi-diameter. Stefan’s Law was used to calculate the effective temperature of
particles.
William Huggins (1900: 279) questioned whether Schneiner’s ideas were original as he had
already presented them in his 1885 Bakerian talk, see Chapter 2 section 2.4.6 (Huggins 1885b:
153-159). Huggins found the low density corona to be an ‘incandescent fog’ (Clerke 1903: 138).
His electrical theory remained unverified and had not been laid to rest as of 1903, see Chapter 2,
Section 2.4.7.
5.13.2

Mechanical Theories

Schaeberle’s mechanical theory had a diverse following for it relied on basic properties
concerning coronal particles. Many astronomers adhered to the idea that coronal particles ranged
from hot to cold. These particles may not exist in a gaseous state but did exist in an incandescent
state.
John A. Miller (1911a: 303-329) of the Sproul Observatory conducted a study of the LO 40
foot Camera eclipse plates to support his ‘mechanical forces and radiation pressure studies’ of the
corona. His contribution was the addition of a radiant pressure coefficient to Schaeberle’s
calculations to explain the behavior of the coronal streamers.
Miller found the result of all forces of radiant pressure acting on a particle as normal to the
surface. The velocity of a particle after it left the surface varied inversely as the square of the
distance from the center of the Sun. Streamers were influenced by ejection forces, the rotation of
the Sun and the Sun’s radiant pressure. Miller found that for a set of 16 test streamers having
well-defined bases, 10 out of 13 streamers originated in the sunspot zones and the others
originated below the equator. His calculations followed Schaeberle’s theory that the streamers
grew in orbital eccentricity with increasing distance from the solar equator.
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He applied calculations to streamers to show that the reversal of curvature was as the theory
predicted. Considering radiating pressure variations, his plotted curves approximated an ellipse.
If only the Sun’s gravitational forces were considered, the streamers would not have appeared as
plotted (ibid.). With a radiant pressure component, he plotted hypothetical streamers like those
observed at the 1900 eclipse, generating a coronal form similar to that observed (ibid.). He
summarized his findings: that the outer part of long coronal streamers consisted of particles
governed by mechanical laws. Forces other than the Sun’s gravity acted on these particles (ibid).
In 1919, Miller (page 278) reported a problem. For the theory to have been valid, it should
have been possible to predict the entire path of a particle of streamers by plotting the path of each
individual particle. This procedure only worked for streamers on the sunward side of the
tangential point of origin. For great distances from the Sun, he calculated that streamers turn
back much more quickly than those on the plates.
5.13.3

Magnetic Theories

Brashear sent Holden a detailed coronal drawing from the January 1889 eclipse showing the
south polar rays. According to Holden (1889a, b: 133), “This careful drawing should be
compared with the curves of force present at the pole of a magnet in order to bring out all its
significance.” Holden did not pursue his magnetic thoughts as he appeared blindsided by
Schaeberle’s theory.
5.13.3.1

Bigelow’s Magnetic-Electric Coronal Theory

Frank H. Bigelow (1889) of the U.S Signal Services published his own Magnetic Theory of the
solar corona in 1889. It was the most plausible theory regarding electro-magnetic influences
within the corona of the minimum type. Bigelow backed his derivations of coronal form with
measurements of the plates from the July 1878 and the two 1889 eclipses. Holden and
Schaeberle communicated with Bigelow as to differences, and their arguments appeared in the
literature (Bigelow 1890; Bigelow 1891a: 50; Bigelow 1891b: 3, 34; Campbell 1907b; Clerke
1903: 139).
Bigelow hypothesized that the magnetic axis of the Sun did not correspond with the axis of
rotation. From his inspection of the LO January 1889 plates, Bigelow found that magnetic and
electric potential forces were at work. The Sun’s general magnetic field controlled the location
and direction of the streamers. The coronal streams appeared to behave like the aurora borealis,
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under the influence of the Earth’s magnetic fields. As the streamers rise from the Sun, their
material cools from an incandescent state and falls back forming the sunspots. The equatorial
wings lacked structure and consisted of cooling matter. He proposed that some of the structure
was the result of repulsive forces that followed the laws of electric potential. He suggested that
the large diverging rays were controlled by two opposing types of forces. The magnetic forces
cause the rays to bend from the poles to the equator, whereas electrostatic forces caused the rays
to spread due to the mutual repulsion of the particles in the wings. During a sunspot minima
cycle, magnetic polar forces dominated, and at maxima cycle, the electrostatic forces were the
major influence over the particles (Bigelow 1918: 273; Clerke 1908: 192; Young 1910: 272).
Bigelow never proposed the origin of the repulsive forces driving the ray and streamer matter.
Instead of the Newtonian equations used by Schaeberle, Bigelow used the equations that applied
to electromagnetic behavior. Bigelow failed to reconcile electrical behavior to measured solar
temperatures (Clerke 1903: 139; Clerke 1908: 192).
Mitchell believed that Bigelow’s theory adequately explained what was observable for a
minima type corona during a maxima sunspot period. At other times, the theory failed to follow
the observed coronal form, as in the case of the 1893 corona (Clerke 1903: 139; Mitchell 1932:
408).
Schaeberle (1890a, b, c) commented:
… that the exceptional phenomena which the magnetic theory apparently fails to
account for are the strongest proofs of the mechanical theory, while the phenomenon
of the polar rays, the strongest point in favor of the magnetic theory, is shown to be a
necessary consequence of the perspective over-lapping and interlacing of the
equatorial streamers projected at the poles.
When Miller attempted to apply Bigelow’s magnetic theory to streamers, he found that
electro-magnetic forces alone could not describe their observed paths.
In 1906 Bigelow (1906a: 37-42) updated his ideas. His updates included that: matter is really
made of atoms. A significant change from his earlier thinking was that matter consisted of atoms
with rotating electrical charges, balanced to all forces. All matter in rapid motion needed to be
thought of in electrical-magnetic terms. Atoms were considered non-electrical and non-magnetic
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in themselves resulting in a Sun where a magnetic field would find it difficult to exist at high
temperatures. The rotation of the Sun was enough to affect ionized matter. His updates included:
1. The polar rays conform to the normal lines of magnetic force on a sphere.
2. The ions in the solar atmosphere are luminous along rays of magnetic force.
3. The coronal poles are located asymmetrically with respect to the axis of rotation.
4. The rays indicate that there are other unknown forces in operation near the photosphere.
5. The great streamers spreading away from the ecliptic plane suggest electrostatic repulsion.
6. The streams of ions, under the mechanical pressure of light, move in curves determined by
the prevailing magnetic and electrostatic forces.
5.13.3.2

A Paradigm Shift – George E. Hale – Sunspot Vortices and the Zeeman Effect
Found in Sunspots

In a preliminary British Government 1900 expedition report, Turner and Newall (1900: 346-369)
referred to Clerke’s comments about the possibility that electrical or magnetic forces played a
significant role in solar phenomena. Clerke promoted looking within surface disturbances for the
Zeeman spectral line splitting effect caused by magnetic forces seen in laboratories by Zeeman in
Holland in 1896. Hale (1909a: 313) drew on the findings of Rowland in 1876 at the Helmholtz
Laboratory that a rapidly-rotating charged body will produce a magnetic field similar to that of a
bar magnet or by a coil of wire through which an electric current is passed.
It was Hale’s pioneering work at the Mt. Wilson station that proved Bigelow correct
concerning magnetic fields within sunspots. Bigelow placed a connection between the vortex and
solar vortices forming a complex vortex of matter falling inside the sunspot from the outer umbra.
Hale (1906: 61-62) considered the Zeeman effect and whether there could be a solar connection.
In 1908 Hale photographed a ‘whirl’ structure near a sunspot in Hα light and began to find other
such occurrences (Hale 1908e: 100-116). Hale (1908c: 7-14; 1908a: 1) noticed the separation of
spots he believed to be under the influence of the Sun’s magnetic fields. He photographed line
doubling as observed by Young in 1892 and Mitchell who referred to the doublets as ‘reversals’.
With a hypothesis of the existence of the Zeeman effect in sunspots in mind, he inspected
sunspots and found that the double lines were circularly polarized in opposite directions, and of
reversed polarity as the effect calls for. In December 1908, Hale (1908d: 287-288) indicated that
the sunspot field is produced by the motion of negative corpuscles in the direction of the
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revolution of electrified particles in a vortex. Hale found that the Sun, due to its axial rotation,
has a magnetic field as indicated by the polar rays of the corona.
Hale (1909a: 313-315) described the formation of a sunspot as a vortex on the surface
displaying properties of a bar magnet moving through the center of the sunspot. The vortex
carried large amounts of calcium and magnesium outwards and expanding outwards where it
cooled. He suggested that friction between unlike elements might result in the formation of
electrical charges which were carried around in the vortex thus generating the magnetic field lines
outwards from the sunspot. The stem of the vortex was the umbra of the sunspot while the
spreading matter at the top of the vortex was the penumbra. Hale found that sunspots often
appear as pairs with reversed polarity and that vortices of most sunspots in the southern regions of
the Sun travel in one direction while the northern region sunspots travel in the opposite direction
(Abbot 1911a: 267-268; Bigelow 1918: 254- 272; Duncan 1930: 181). Hale (1909b: 206)
mentioned that magnetic fields had been found on the solar disk entirely outside of sunspots. He
found no plausible cause known to explain the total magnetic field of the Sun.
Hale (1912: 226-227) proposed a sunspot hypothesis rehashing and clarifying current views
in order to guide researchers in a direction that would generate useful results:
As the result of an eruption … a gaseous column moves upward from within the Sun
toward the surface of the photosphere … The circulation in the vortex is vertically
upward and then outward along the photosphere … Expansion produces cooling at the
center of the vortex, and a comparatively dark cloud (the umbra) results … a rapid flow
of negative ions sets in towards the cooler gases at the center of the spot from the hotter
gases … The ions, whirled in the vortex, produce a magnetic field. The descending
gases in the higher atmosphere of the Sun are drawn in toward the pole of the magnet
along the lines of force … The typical spot-group originates through the development
of a second spot to the east (following) the primary spot … The polarities of the two
principal spots (smaller companions are usually present) are opposite, and the hydrogen
flocculi surrounding a bipolar group resemble the lines of force about a bar magnet.
Hale (1913: 29-30) referred to Schuster, who found that every rapidly-rotating body may
produce a magnetic field. The spinning electrons within a molecule would align themselves with
the axis of the Earth producing an overall field. Schuster’s (1912) view was:
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The evidence [whether the Sun is a magnet] rests entirely on the form of certain rays of
the corona, which – assuming that they indicate the path of projecting particles – seem
to be deflected as they would in a magnetic field, but this evidenced is not a all decisive.
Hale pointed out that the only direct method of measuring the Sun’s magnetic field was by
the study of the Zeeman effect. He concluded from his measurements that: the Sun possesses a
magnetic field of sufficient strength to produce the Zeeman effect in certain lines; all rotating
bodies may produce magnetic fields; the preliminary results indicate that the general magnetic
field decreases rapidly in intensity at higher levels in the solar atmosphere.
C. Stö rmerproduced a dynamic coronal theory on the foundation that the Sun’s general
magnetic field acted in the same manner as a magnet lying along the axis of rotation. This
resulted in charged particles being constantly expelled from the surface through a weak magnetic
field. The resultant ejected particles appeared like coronal rays at sunspot minima. Considering
the Zeeman effect, Stö rmer(1914: 208) calculated the magnetic field of a whirl of electrified gas
as typical for hydrogen flocculi surrounding sunspots. By 1916 he (1916: 347-363) had applied
his work to the findings of Brester in 1909 and Deslandres in 1910 that visible whirls were not
current-lines, but lines of magnetic force. His calculations supported Hale’s finding that the
Zeeman effect is due to a whirl of negatively-charged electric particles.
Hale et. al. (1918: 252-253, Hale 1919: 153-178) updated their solar magnetic research by
confirming: “… that the Sun behaves as a uniformly magnetized sphere, with the magnetic axis
only slightly inclined to the solar axis of rotation and a polarity corresponding to that of the
Earth.” Still unknown was the underlying causes of the Sun’s general magnetic field.
Hale and Nicholson (1925: 270) published their Law of Sunspot Polarity which explained the
polarity in connection with the 11½ year cycle and level of solar activity.
5.13.4

Electrical Theories

Holden (1889a: 9) referred to the work by Huggins in 1885 that his electrical theory could
account for a portion of observable coronal behavior.
Huggins (1900: 280) in his 1891 Presidential Address at the British Association for the
Advancement of Science summed up earlier findings from his 1885 Bakerian Lecture, suggesting
the possibility of the existence of electrical forces within the corona, see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.7.
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5.13.4.1

Pupin and Ebert’s Electrical-Auroral Solar Corona

Pupin recreated the appearance of the corona by controlling an electrical discharge between
conductors. He described the electrostatic discharges as ‘cronoidal discharges’ (Young 1910:
273). By 1895, Ebert had applied magnetic fields to electrical discharges and had come up with
an effect that agreed with Bigelow – Scattered rays responded to strong magnetic forces, aligning
themselves in the direction of the magnetic lines of force.
Ebert and Bigelow continued their experiments following Ebert’s line of work and found
opposing systems of forces. Magnetic forces caused the rays to diverge from the poles towards
the equator, while electrostatic forces caused their spread, through the mutual repulsion of the
particles in the ‘wings’, from the equator towards either pole (Clerke 1903: 139-140).
5.13.4.2

Langley and Abbot – Electric Discharge Theory

Abbot (1900: 72-75) published his findings of the heat radiation of the corona based on
measurements from the 1900 eclipse. His bolometer indicated only feeble temperatures where
higher ones were predicted by theory. The main source of heat in the corona was not that from
incandescent solid particles receiving their heat from the photosphere. Abbot and Langely
suggested that the principal source of coronal light radiation is due to that of an electrical
discharge resulting in an aurora that would yield a continuous spectrum.
R.W. Wood (1901: 68), found that Abbot’s idea of a cold corona similar to an aurora could
be reconciled with the views that the corona gives a continuous spectrum due to its high
temperature as argued by Scheiner (1900) and W. Huggins (1900). Wood considered that
Abbott’s failure to measure high radiant temperatures did not conflict with a theory based on a
corona consisting of solid particles. Wood, from his 1900 eclipse polariscopic observations,
discovered a large amount of polarization via Savart bands which indicated the existence of solid
particles. Wood (ibid.) claimed, “Under no conditions has an electrically excited gas been found
to emit polarized light.”
Abbot (1908) at the1908 eclipse conducted bolometric coronal measurements. Taking
another position from his earlier studies, that gave weight to a coronal electrical discharge theory
in 1904, he now assigned weight to a hypothesis that coronal light, is mainly due to the reflection
of solar rays, but diluted by radiation of incandescence and perhaps luminescence.
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5.13.5

Thermodynamic Theories

5.13.5.1

Svante Arrhenius and the Theory of Light and Pressure

Svante Arrhenius (1904: 188) held, “… the brightness and the heat effect of the corona are just
such as we might expect from dust-particles heated by the radiation from the photosphere of the
Sun.” Clerke referred to Arrhenius’s theory of light and heat-pressure effects within the corona,
that it might explain structural behavior (Turner et. al. 1900: 160). Arrhenius suggested that
comet tails point away from the center of the Sun due to solar radiation pressure on the tail
particles. Schwarzschild found that the maximum repulsive force for particles nearing the
wavelength of its emitted light in size, was 18.5 times that of gravity (Mitchell 1932: 410).
Arrhenius (1904: 224a) concluded that “… brightness and heat effect of the corona are just what
we might expect from dust-particles heated by the radiation from the photosphere of the Sun.”
Campbell (1902b) accepted Arrhenius’s and Maxwell’s theoretical requirements as working
hypotheses.
His argument refutes Langley and Abbot in that “Why should the coronal radiation, of equal
apparent brightness to that of the full Moon, be comparatively so feeble in heating effect?”
Abbot’s bolometer gave a coronal heat reading of 5 units of scale whereas, the black-body
readings of an ordinary room gives 18 units of scale. Arrhenius claims these temperatures are
what are expected from reflected light from solid particles.
Campbell and Perrine (1907d: 160) found, from their investigations at the 1898 to1905
eclipses, that their spectra did not support Langley and Abbot’s conclusions that inner coronal
matter existed in a phosphorescent state implying an electric discharge. They found that
Arrhenius’s (1904: 190) view of coronal origin was in line with their own reasoning:
It is very probable that those drops for which gravitation is just compensated by the
pressure of radiation will be the chief material of the inner corona. For drops of other
sizes are selected out, the heavier ones by falling back to the Sun, the lighter ones by
being driven away by the pressure of radiation ...
Campbell and Perrine’s measures of motion within the shallow gaseous region near the
chromosphere revealed a bright line spectrum in keeping with Arrhenius’s theory. Nicholson
(1910: 544) backed Arrhenius’s theory and the fundamental findings of Schwarzchild although he
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found the fall of radiant pressure from its maximum, as the size of a particle increases, are not
anywhere as rapid as Schwarzschild’s calculations showed.
5.13.6
5.13.6.1

Coronal Theories Based on Atomic Analysis
Karl Schwarzschild

K. Schwarzschild first hypothesized in 1905 that coronal matter existed at an atomic level. He
suggested that coronal light was the result of sunlight scattered by free electrons and unstable
nuclei that are driven outward from the Sun by radiation pressure and other forces in the corona.
5.13.6.2

Nicholson on Protofluorine, Quantum Theory

J.W. Nicholson’s studies indicated that the nebular spectrum is explained by the existence of a
hypothetical compound nebulium that exists in a state not yet observed on Earth. The possible
atomic states were responsible for the observed spectra. Nicholson (1911: 139-150) found that a
hypothetical substance, which he labeled Protofluorine, could in its various states of ionization
display lines that corresponded to 14 coronal lines. Protofluorine differed only slightly from
nebulium in its positive atomic charge of 5e where the latter is 4e.
Nicholson (1912a; 1912b) determined that the physical basis of the coronal spectrum can be
described according to the quantum or unit theory of radiation as predicted by Planck. He finds
that although quantum theory had not been previously used to describe a ‘series’ spectra of a
simple atom, it describes behavior of the same atom with different internal motions. For his tests,
he used coronal emission lines from tables made by Dyson and Campbell.
By 1920, investigators considered Mitchell’s problem in 1913 that the chromosphere
appeared to be hotter in the higher levels than in the reversing layer. Bohr in 1913 found that the
Pickering emission series was due to ionized atoms of helium which had not been seen in a
laboratory. The enhanced lines were thought of as ionized elements. Meg Nad Saha in 1920
discovered that pressure and temperature controlled the ionization process. The high ionization
in the chromosphere was due to a decrease in pressure in the chromosphere which compensated
for a drop in temperature in the chromosphere from the reversing layer. Low pressure resulted
from high chromosphere and inner coronal ionization (Dyson and Woolley 1937: 70).
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5.13.6.3

Paradigm Shift in Solar Astrophysics – Menzel’s Study of the Chromosphere

It was D.H. Menzel who discovered an actual link between the chromosphere and the corona and
was the first to use non-local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) calculations in his atomic
analysis of the chromosphere (Malville 2009).
Aitken directed Menzel in 1926 to conduct a study of Campbell’s moving-plate spectrograms
of the flash spectrum from the 1900, 1905, and 1908 eclipses, which involved in part matching
coronal features from the 40 Foot Camera plates with spectral lines (Osterbrock 2002a: 102).
Menzel comprehensively catalogued the wave-lengths, heights and intensities of the
chromospheric lines. He found that after classifying them into four groups over 4,000 lines,
according to their appearance, there was a definite physical meaning which should permit him to
identify the atoms of origination of the observed lines (Menzel 1928a: 601-602). The intense
lines had emission wings, as was expected for a large density of atoms. He hypothesized that the
blending of the emission wings might account for the continuous spectrum. He (1928b: 603)
believed that electrostatic fields were influencing some atoms more than radiation pressure.
Menzel measured the total emissions from all of the layers of the Sun using 700 lines for his
analysis and found the strength within each layer. Menzel discovered that the high temperatures
within the outer chromosphere could not be explained by the laws of thermodynamics based on
equilibrium. Menzel (1931: 284-302), at first, used the equations of gravitation and
thermodynamic equilibrium to describe the behavior of matter in an atomic state, finding that
turbulence must be considered in the levels of ionization and distribution of substances with
different atomic weights. He derived new generalized ionization equations that differed from
those for an atmosphere in LTE that were initiated by Schwarzschild and Williger (1906) and
Milne (1921a, b) as a first approximation to the true state of a gas and correctly predicting the
continuous solar spectrum. Menzel found his formulae gave more accurate results taking into
account the probable chemical composition of a stellar atmosphere and the relative proportion of
elements of different ionization potential. He (ibid.: 302-303) found a greater number of highlyexcited atoms in the chromosphere than had been suggested by Boltzmann’s law, which resulted
in the variation of an atmosphere from the rules of thermodynamic equilibrium. He found Milne’s
theories of a quiescent chromosphere in equilibrium inadequate. Menzel (ibid.; 1931: 287)
proposed that the high temperatures increasing outwards in the chromosphere were the direct
result of turbulence as viewed on the 40 Foot Camera plates.
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The less controversial part of his research was published in what Osterbrock (2002: 102)
referred to as ‘Menzel’s Opus’ – “… a masterful paper and the beginning of the true scientific
study of the chromosphere” – titled A Study of the Solar Chromosphere (Menzel 1931b). Menzel
was permitted by Aitken to publish the removed section which criticized Milne’s radiation
pressure in the chromosphere, in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.
Menzel’s former mentor H.N. Russell learned about his finding that the gases within the
chromosphere had an average atomic weight of 2 indicating a high abundance of hydrogen.
Russell incorporated Menzel’s work to establish hydrogen’s abundance in the solar atmosphere.
Russell, who had not been keen on Menzel’s abilities while his student, remarked that this paper
“… put the whole matter [chromosphere] on an entirely new basis, and you have just cause to be
proud of an excellent piece of work” (ibid.; Hufbauer 1993: 104).
From the 1932 40 Foot Camera plates and spectrograms, Menzel found the green line fainter
than the red emission line except for one section on the limb. Here the green line was highly
intense along with a fairly enhanced red line. Menzel referred to this feature as a green ‘ear’ of
the Sun. Then, according to Menzel (1959: 199):
I searched for a related phenomenon and found it. The chromosphere, just below the
green area, displayed an enormous intensification of the line of neutral and ionized
helium … first indication of some connection between chromosphere and corona.
Menzel found that unidentified coronal emission lines were from atoms at a high state of
ionization. Pasachoff and Golub considered Menzel’s work one of the great advances for the
future of astrophysics.
5.14 Summary of the Contributions of the 40 Foot Camera Plates in Coronal Investigations
Campbell never undertook a comprehensive analysis of the 40 Foot Camera’s plate archives.
There is little in the way of published discussion of coronal structure except in conjunction with
the spectrograms after Schaeberle had published his Mechanical Theory of the Corona in 1895.
Yet the plate collection saw a string of uses in connection with the research of others.
The 40 Foot Camera plates of 1893 to 1908 were, according to Miller (1911), excellent in
quality. They covered the range of sunspot minima and maxima over more than one cycle. The
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axis of the Sun was inclined at various angles to the line of sight. The large scale plates could be
compared to those of other image scales and those made at other institutions.
The list of projects large and small that utilized the 40 Foot Camera plates includes:
1.

Schaeberle’s Mechanical Theory of the Solar Corona.

2.

Coronal photometric studies for the eclipse of 1893 by Leuschner and Schaeberle.

3.

Perrine’s coronal observations for the eclipse reports of 1900 and 1901.

4.

Young’s (1911) Hartmann photometer calibrations for polarization studies for a Ph.D. thesis.

5.

Miller’s (1911) mechanical and radiative pressure studies (Figure 105).

6.

Coronal motion studies by the comparison of the large plates made at eclipse stations located
a large distance apart on the center line of totality. This line of study was attempted at the
eclipses of 1905 and 1922.

7.

H.D. Curtis used the plates from the 1900 eclipse in the Summer of 1919 for the Einstein
General Theory of Relativity star deflection test after failing to measure any deflection on
the 1918 eclipse plates from Goldendale (Crelinsten 2006: 133).

8.

Menzel’s (1931a) work on the chromospheres (Figure 106).

9.

In the 1970’s, J. Eddy and J. Goff (1971) produced an atlas of the white light corona using
plates from the Wallal 1922 eclipse.

Figure 105 (left) Miller inspecting one of the 40 foot Camera plates (Pitman Sky Magazine 1941).
Figure 106 (right) A combination of one of the 40 foot Camera plates and spectrogram to match
spectra with visible features in support of Menzel’s work, 1926 – 1932 (Menzel 1931).
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9.

Eddy (1973) published a paper, Observations of a Possible Neutral Sheet in the Corona,
based on findings from the 1922 eclipse plates.
10. Eclipse reports, press releases, slide lectures, public displays, etc.

11. Cliver’s (1989) finding of one of the three then-known coronal mass ejections on the large
plates of December 1889. It was originally believed to have been a comet.
5.15

The Lick Observatory Participates in a Paradigm Shift in Physics – A Test of
Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity

In 1914, Campbell switched the priority of the eclipse expeditions to the verification attempts of
Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity. As a consequence of the theory, a beam of light from
stars about the Sun should appear minutely deflected by the strong gravitational field of the Sun.
This followed then hypotheses that light radiations have mass, thus subject to the influences of a
gravitation field. A test was proposed to measure star deflections of the field of stars that could
be photographed only at the totality of a solar eclipse. At this point in time, it was the only
feasible physical observation that was known. Einstein was keen to have the test executed as
soon as possible (Campbell and Curtis 1914: 240-244; Crelinsten 2006: 132-143). The LO 1914
attempt in Russia failed because of clouds.
Campbell and Curtis conducted their test of the bending of starlight around the Sun at the
1918 eclipse. The quality of the star images was adversely affected by rifts of clouds present in
eastern and western ends of the field. Months prior to the eclipse date, it had been intended to
photograph the Einstein star field at night to secure the necessary plates for comparison with the
eclipse plates. This was impossible with the instruments still in Russia. The comparison plates
were not made until January 1919, 6 months after the eclipse (Campbell 1918c: 224-225, 230;
Campbell 1919b: 21-22). There was a delay of a year in measuring the plates due in part to
Curtis’ naval and Bureau of Standards war service duties. Curtis was under considerable pressure
from Campbell, who knew of the British 1919 eclipse expedition plans, to measure the plates,
whose star images suffered the effects of poor tracking and lack of guiding. Even though the star
images were flawed, Curtis found them suitable for the test. The British parties had already
departed when Curtis reported his finding of no deflection of starlight. Curtis tried measurements
of the 40 Foot Camera plates made by Perrine at the 1900 eclipse that possessed good stellar
images but of a highly different scale. Curtis listed his comparison results between the cameras
in Table 16. Because of the “regrettably” large error bars Campbell advised by telegram 16 July
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against publishing the results by telegram from London on hinting that a longer focal length
telescope would have been of value as would be the making of a new set of comparison plates for
the 40 Foot Camera plates of 1918. Campbell was hoping for a negative result, being a skeptic of
Einstein’s ideas, yet he was open-minded for the future test at the 1922 eclipse (Campbell 1923a:
19; Crelinsten 2006: 132-143).

Table 16 The top star deflection results are from the 40 foot Camera 1900 eclipse plates
which are similar to the results in lower section measured from the two Chabot lenses used
in 1918 in Goldendale (Crelinsten 2006: 136-137).

Astronomer Royal F. Dyson and Eddington prepared two British expeditions under
Greenwich and the Royal Society traveling to Principe and Sobral for the 29 May 1919 eclipse.
They secured plates from both expeditions showing real gravitational light bending with range of
0.9 to 1.8 seconds with theory calling for 1.7 seconds, certainly more than what Newtonian laws
called for. Eddington took credit for the first successful measurements supporting Einstein,
although with wide error bars for his measurements. The star images on the plates were
adversely affected by clouds during totality and the results were obtained by measurements from
just one plate (Douglas 1957: 39-40). With the plates from two of cameras and those from the
Sobral camera put aside, they finally obtained a value of 1.75 seconds, verifying Einstein.
Success was announced to the scientific community on 6 November 1919. Dyson conferred with
Hale over the successful results that December. Although Hale did not understand Einstein’s
work, it would be one of his astronomers, St. John at the Mt. Wilson Station, who would conduct
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another Einstein test. St. John measured the gravitational red shifting of selected solar spectral
lines.
Curtis continued his testing of the Lick plates but left his work unfinished upon accepting the
directorship of the Allegheny Observatory on 16 April 1920. Curtis left somewhat satisfied that
his negative results would stand the test of time, “When the Einstein theory goes into the discard,
as I prophesy it will go within ten years, these negative or indecisive results will be more highly
regarded than at present.” (Crelinsten 2006: 187).
This left Campbell still not willing to give a final definitive answer to the Einstein problem.
He would assign R. Trumpler, who was highly familiar with relativity, to continue where Curtis
left off (Crelinsten 2006: 183).
With numerous astronomers, including many prominent Americans, still not fully accepting
Eddington’s results, Trumpler and Campbell attacked the Einstein problem again at the 1922
eclipse at Wallal in Australia. The LO applied two pairs of purpose-built cameras substantially
mounted with near-perfect drives, described in Appendix 2. Meanwhile, Dyson led the British
party to Christmas Island and was clouded out. Trumpler departed for Tahiti to make the
comparison plates with the cameras under delightful conditions that were then taken directly to
Wallal.
Having withheld the 1918 LO results, Campbell was still upset over Eddington having
released his results, which contained equally as large error bars (Crelinsten 2006: 149-151).
Before the measuring of the 1922 plates had been completed, Campbell replied to the question of
what he hoped to find, “I hoped it would not be true.” (Douglas 1957: 44). Trumpler and
Campbell independently obtained more precise measurements supporting Einstein at the 1922
Australia eclipse. Trumpler’s first unpublished numbers gave an average deflection from 79 stars
of 1.38 seconds, and Campbell’s average for 72 stars was 1.28 seconds yielding a mean of 1.28
seconds with a probable error of 0.18 seconds. The first LO published results gave a mean light
deflection at the Sun’s limb of 1.74 seconds compared to the 1.75 seconds called for by Einstein’s
theory. The LO number was later adjusted to a mean value of 1.72 seconds plus or minus 0.11
seconds (Crelinsten 2006: 205-212). A brief time later, the LO was joined by Hale at Mt. Wilson
in the growing support of Einstein. Campbell and Trumpler (1928) published their findings from
the short focal length 5 foot 1922 eclipse cameras. The mean values between the earlier released
results of the15 foot cameras and the 5 foot instruments were in good agreement.
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As acceptance grew in the 1920’s supporting Einstein, Eddington commented, “The stars
have now said it three times to three separate expeditions, and I am convinced that their answer is
right …” and added,
Oh leave the Wise our measures to collate
One thing at least is certain, LIGHT has WEIGHT
One thing is certain, and rest debate –
Light-rays, when near the Sun, DO NOT GO STRAIGHT.
5.16

Chapter Summary

By the end of 1932 the outer corona was believed to consist of minute coronal particles that
scattered sunlight. The continuous spectrum of the inner corona either indicated an emission state
of coronal matter or was due to the extreme motion of agitated particles. The bright lines
indicated a gaseous content consisting of atoms of unknown elements. Coronium remained either
a mystery element or a known element in some unknown state. The density of coronal matter
was assumed to be very low as comets were observed to pass right through it at a high velocity
with no measurable change.
Astronomers believed that coronal matter may exist at an atomic level as was first
hypothesized by Schwarzschild – light is scattered by free electrons and unstable nuclei that are
driven outward from the Sun by radiation pressure and other forces. The streamers and rays,
made of atomic particles, were moving directed by magnetic or electrical forces. Comparisons of
coronal images from widely-separated eclipse stations along the path of totality revealed the
outward movement of matter. The role of the Sun’s gravitational forces in the behavior of
coronal matter is not as simple as expressed by Schaeberle’s mechanical theory. None of the
coronal theories, as of 1932, totally explained all observed phenomenon.
The principal coronal theories and hypotheses of the time are summarized in Chart 1. The
dotted-line boxes represent Menzel’s further refinement of his LTE calculation process, and
Edlén’s solving the 72 year problem of the identity of the “coronium’ green line.
On a final note, it was the brilliant research of Edlén in 1941 that finally identified the
mystery ‘coronium’ green line. This line resulted from a combination of elements that were so
highly ionized that temperatures of 106 degrees F were needed to strip off 10 to 15 electrons at
very high energy levels. This number of electrons was half of the number of electrons of a
neutral atom (Mitchell 1951: 217, 379).
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CHAPTER 6

LICK OBSERVATORY PHOTOGRAPHIC PRACTICE, OBSERVING

TECHNIQUES, LONG FOCAL LENGTH CAMERAS, AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUE

6.1

Introduction

The process of photography applied to the making of permanent records of the internal structure
and form of the corona and the making of images to enable the making of quantitative coronal
brightness measurements played an important role in the development of hypothesis and theory
regarding the constitution of the solar corona (See Bigelow 1891a, b; Taylor, 1890, 1893; Holden,
Burnham, and others). According to Pang (1997: 177):
… at the end of the nineteenth century, the introduction of photography was one of
the most notable events in the discipline in a period chock full of important
inventions and amazing discoveries.
The LO adoption of photography for the January 1889 eclipse came on the heels of an
argument between Huggins and W.H. Pickering over the ability of currently-available gelatin
plates to record faint light. While Pickering had referred to his futile attempts to photograph the
corona outside of an eclipse because of insensitive emulsions, he correlated his views to
photographing the Moon in daylight as ‘impossible.’ Huggins (1885a: 376-377) quoted Pickering
“The inferiority of the best gelatin plates to the human eye in this respect (small differences in
light) is very readily shown by an attempt to photograph distant mountains.” Pickering claimed
that the eye was more sensitive than the plate. Huggins (ibid.) replied that he had no problem in
recording the Moon mid day. Huggins pointed out a defect in Pickering’s camera that its shutter
was not spaced correctly from its objective lens, which resulted in spurious diffracted light to be
recorded spoiling the recording of coronal light. Huggins then referred to his Bakerian lecture
before the Royal Society which he had addressed photographic issues and then commented, “I
trust that Mr. Pickering will not think me wanting in courtesy if I should prefer not to take notice
of any further communications he may make on this subject.”
This chapter summarizes the Lick Observatory’s photographic practice as it applied to the
eclipse expeditions. This practice in a significant part had been developed for other projects at
the LO, but needed to be adjusted for field work due to conditions not present in a controlled
observatory environment. The merits and disadvantages of the types of long focal length eclipse
cameras will be discussed. Then the analytic techniques as applied to the determination of
coronal photometric values secured from the photographic eclipse plates will be surveyed.
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6.2

The Refinement of Photographic Equipment and Observing Techniques Used on the

Lick Observatory Eclipse Expeditions
Holden (1886: 461-468) brought with him to the Observatory preconceived views of the value of
photography to astronomy, which can be summarized as:
1. To date lunar photographs have not advanced our knowledge in any important degree.
2.

He was astonished at the amount of detail on the plates made of the Sun with an aperture of
just 6 inches and predicted advances in solar knowledge would be gained by photography.

3.

Solar eclipse photography looked promising after De la Rue’s 1860 images had added to
scientific knowledge that solar protuberances belonged to the Sun and not the Moon.

4.

Permanent solar spectrograms had been made by Schuster and Lockyer at the eclipses of
1882 and 1882 respectively which were of a good quality level.

5. Transit of Venus images made at the 1874 and 1882 were found to be of ‘extreme value’ and
would permit accurate measures of the solar parallax to be obtained.
6. Janssen, H. Draper and Common were obtaining images of the Nebula in Orion while stellar
photography was improving rapidly. Comet photography was successful by Gill in 1882.
7.

Many asteroids and possibly new planets would be discovered on star-field images.

8. The shrinkage of gelatin films would pose ‘grave’ difficulties in making precise
measurements of stellar images although a great advantage existed where a stellar image
would represent its mean position during times of atmospheric effects.
9.

Images could be made by less knowledgeable trained assistants.

10. Photographic emulsions increase the range of the eye by recording entire fields of view.
11. The permanence of photographic records is its greatest asset “… locked in a box.”
With early photographic successes in eclipse, Milky Way and lunar imaging being achieved,
Holden expanded the photographic program by making spectrograms with the 36 inch refractor.
When Campbell was hired by the Observatory in June 1891, Holden (1891c) instructed him:
“Your principle work at the L.O. will be in Photography & Spectroscopy ...” In a preemployment letter to Campbell in May 1891, Holden (1891d) instructed him to learn “… all
about …” enlarging lenses so that one could be ordered that summer.
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6.2.1 Three Gentlemen and the Beginning of Eclipse Photography at the Lick Observatory
It was the merging of the highly regarded talents of three men that successfully launched the
acclaimed direct photography program of the Lick Observatory eclipse expeditions – J.M.
Schaeberle, S.W. Burnham, and E.E. Barnard. These individuals were constantly improving
photographic procedures in the period of the earliest eclipse expeditions. Additional biographical
information on this trio is included in Chapter 7, and the appendices.
Burnham was a skilled photographic processing technician and an expert on emulsions. He
was knowledgeable about the characteristics of the processing chemistry and control of the
developer solutions to obtain maximum detail in the photographic images.
Barnard, previously was a professional photographer. His experience no doubt was
responsible for his fine coronal image in January 1889 made with an instrument intended to
monitor water levels in the reservoir that supplied water to raise and lower the floor in the dome
of the 36 inch refractor.
He was also to bring to the Lick Observatory his abilities to obtain significant scientific
results with old ‘wet’ plate era ‘portrait’ lenses (Metcalf 1914: 241-242). Barnard (1908: 291)
referred to these lenses:
I have often thought of the strange difference in the present use of these lenses and the
one for which they were originally made. Though it would be hardly fair to attribute their
origin to the purpose of human vanity, it was certainly vanity that had much to do with it,
for these large lenses were made purely for the taking of portraits.
Schaeberle and Barnard solved the problem of following guide stars in a finder telescope.
They mounted a simple wire cross, with the wires at right angles to each other, in the finder tube.
A suitable guide star was selected, thrown out of focus, and then centered in the cross-wires
providing the observer with an easy to see target (Barnard and Schaeberle 1890: 259).
6.2.2

Pre-eclipse Expedition Photographic Preparations

Holden initiated photographic ground rules for the first eclipse expedition and other eclipse
parties that directly affected the quality of the work they preformed. This was done to ensure the
production of results upon which useful scientific information was obtained.
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Staff Astronomer S.W. Burnham achieved a high level of published recognition for his
precise determinations and recommendations for the making of short photographic exposures by
the LO and other eclipse parties and photographic organizations. His guidelines were laid down,
according to Holden (1889b: 2), “… as far as I know, for the first time.” Burnham’s exposures
with the 40 foot horizontal heliograph of the partial eclipse progression yielded fine images that
were better suited for measurement than the over 1,000 photographs from the 1882 Transit of
Venus (Holden 1889d: 133). His short exposure recommendations for short focal length, large
aperture portrait lens cameras, resulted in what Holden referred to as “… capital pictures.”
According to Holden (1889b: 2), “The recommendation of extremely short times was founded on
sound theoretical ideas, checked by experiments, and resulted in undoubted success.”
Burnham’s specific recommendations built the foundation of general eclipse photographic
procedure to be used at the Observatory (Holden 1889b: 17-21):
6.2.2.1

The preparation of the camera

1. The camera should be equipped with the largest aperture and longest focal length lens
available to the photographer.
2. Sharp focus of the image must be done in the center region of a ground glass at full aperture.
3. Plate-holders should be loaded and placed ready at hand near the camera.
4. The camera must be mounted to point to higher altitudes than the typical tripods would allow.
5. The camera’s bellows, plate end, and the lens board with capped lens should be thoroughly
inspected for light-tightness by placing a black cloth over the operator while viewing through
a ground glass in strong sunlight, looking for any pinhole sized holes.
6. Final focus was achieved by targeting a far distant object and then fine adjusting the focus.
7. Replacing the ground glass and re-centering the eclipsed Sun’s image should be done before
each plate exposure due to the diurnal motion of the Sun. Using an auxiliary finder is an
alternative procedure to changing the ground glass repetitively.
8. Great care must be used to load and unload the plate-holders to prevent light fogging.
6.2.2.2

The selection of plate emulsion

1.

Use of most any dry-plate would be suitable.

2.

Preference should be given to emulsions that would produce an image of good intensity and
contrast. Specifically recommended were the Seed plates of Sensitometer Nos. 22 to 26.
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6.2.2.3

The selection of exposure times

Selection of exposure times was made for a range of lenses and plates using general guidelines
and leaving the specifics to the operator. This allowed for exposure timings that needed to be
altered to accommodate seeing conditions present at the eclipse station and eclipse time:
1.

Clouds should be photographed, with a range of exposure times and aperture stops, either
near sunset, away from the Sun or near the Sun in cloudy conditions. The best exposure and
stop setting giving the best range of detail within the clouds, was a good indication of the
proper starting point for coronal photography.

2.

For the typical portrait lens used at full aperture, the maximum exposure will be 5 seconds.
Timings of ½s (fastest possible) to 5s would be appropriate. Using an aperture stop for a
couple of the exposures increases the likelihood of revealing fine coronal detail.

3.

An exact plan for eclipse day should be in writing and well practiced. The plan must be
adhered to exactly at eclipse time, except for any adjustments made due to changing sky
conditions.

4. An assistant needs to log the exact camera settings and exposure times for each plate.
Information for each exposure should be marked on individual pieces of white cardboard.
6.2.2.4

Chemical processing of the plates

Proper developer strength was critical as all fine coronal detail could be lost if the developer was
too strong.
1.

Only a very dim red light should be used to inspect the plates during the beginning of the

development period.
2.

One plate at a time should be processed.

3.

For properly-exposed plates, the first developer time should be of a longer duration rather

than shorter (up to ½ hour per plate). After fixing, the plate can be examined with adjustments to
the strength of the developer being made if necessary, for the next plate.
6.2.2.5

Plate labeling

1.

All plates were to be numbered in the corner before removing them from the camera.

2.

Intended exposure time should be indicated on the slide with large white letters.
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3.

All plates should be labeled with lens specifications, exact exposure timing, and the stop
used.

4.

Directional markings to indicate the top of the negative should be clearly marked.

5. Type of plate should be indicated.
Photographers were warned not to be disappointed by the small size of the eclipsed Sun’s
disk and to look at the coronal image which will be several times this size.
The photographic plates, especially the large-scale plates, proved valuable for the following
reasons: short exposures captured features found in the bright inner corona which could be
compared with prominences that were present on the same day. Longer exposures recorded the
coronal rays and streamers which were inspected for any changes in appearance. Plates made by
cameras miles apart could be inspected for motion-related changes. Features on the plates were
compared with the unique appearances found on the spectrograms made at the same eclipse.
6.2.3

Photographic Practice on the LO Expeditions

6.2.3.1

Photography at the Eclipse of January 1889

Barnard conducted the photographic work, with a group of three cameras, making two to three
exposures with each. His assignment was to obtain the highest possible resolution images of the
corona, and to record the inner coronal detail and the extent and form of the outer corona.
He selected Seed No. 26 plates, known for their
relatively high speed and capability for yielding the
finest results. His images were to be compared with
those from other stations for a study of the uniformity of
the corona. Two cameras were wide-field cameras
equipped with ‘portrait’ lenses of which the 5 inch
aperture Dallmeyer lens produced very fine images. The
third camera was the 3 inch aperture Clark ‘water
reservoir’ telescope fitted with a plate-holder that
magnified the image significantly over the other

Figure 107 Barnard’s coronal image
from the Clark water reservoir
telescope (Lick Observatory
Contributions No. 1).

cameras. It was with the latter instrument that Barnard obtained the fine image, see Figure 107,
that he and the LO would become well-known for. Barnard described totality, “… excessive
disappointment and depression … clouds in the north, showed that they appeared of a sickly,
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greenish hue.” Barnard (1889: 57-70) made exposures of the partial phase to permit the precise
orientation of the images. The planet Mercury was recorded on all of the plates, making the
orientation of the plates a simple task.
Upon returning to the LO, there was a deliberate delay in plate processing. Barnard and
Burnham wanted to find out how the plates of other parties turned out. Upon inspection of the
images, the Lick staff determined that there was a serious risk of overexposure in the inner parts
of the corona that would obliterate fine detail near the Moon’s limb. The plates were processed
with a highly diluted developer adjusted to prevent overexposure and loss of the all important
inner coronal detail. All negatives were of fine quality, Barnard (1889: 59-61) remarking, that the
images were “… soft, rich, and full of details.” Five of the best images were standardized with
the Carcel oil standard lamp for brightness analysis of the corona.
Fewer photographic exposures and photometer readings were produced than planned. This
no doubt, was a direct result of the overwhelming impact and excitement to this new group who
were not yet seasoned solar eclipse viewers (Keeler 1889: 38). Barnard’s best image gave more
coronal detail than the best of the images produced by the well-equipped Harvard College
Observatory party under W.H. Pickering (Holden 1889b; 1889d: 130-131).
This was the first mention by the staff of the image scale used in the comparison of eclipse
images by different instruments. According to Holden (1889d: 131):
I am not an expert in the comparison of photographs, but it seems to me that the
details shown in this photograph of Mr. Barnard’s are even finer and more sharp that
those displayed by the splendid pictures of the Harvard College party. The great
diameter of the latter (1 4/5 inches to the Sun’s diameter) makes them peculiarly
impressive.
Drawings of the corona were made for the purpose of mapping and indexing individual
structural features and for making measurements of the brightness variability within the corona
(see Section 6.3.3).
The resultant images produced, following Burnham’s recommendations, recorded coronal
wing extensions as far as 135ʹ and 165ʹ from the Sun’s limb. This is significantly farther than the
previous maximum coronal extension recorded at 50ʹ and solar diameter of 30ʹ, which provided
substantial evidence that the corona originated from the Sun (Holden 1889f).
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Another set of images was made of the partial phases with the 40 foot horizontal photoheliograph at the LO. These images were used for precise positional measurements.
What was learned about the photographic process from the first expedition is
summarized below (Barnard 1889: 73; Holden 1889f).
1. Inspection of the January 1889 plates revealed that images made with cameras not
tracking the diurnal motion of the Sun suffered a loss of some detail. Especially
effected were the longer exposures and those made with the longer focal length lenses.
2. It is best to use the most sensitive plates.
3. Proper exposures are secondary to proper plate development.
4. It is critical to keep the image perfectly stationary for the recording of fine detail. This
implied using tracking cameras.
5. The future use of drawings would provide little to nothing in coronal information that
could not be taken from a series of properly-made photographic plates.
6. The photographic plate is capable, even with simple cameras, of recording more detail
than the human eye.
7.

A corrected exposure range with present day cameras and emulsions to record the entire
coronal range of detail was 2s to 10 seconds. This assumed a light ratio of 20 : 25.

6.2.3.2

Photography of the Eclipse of December 1889

Holden (18891b: 1) decided to “… take advantage of the photographic experience then gained,
and to observe the total eclipse of 21 December in the same manner.” Schaeberle and Burnham
designed the all photographic program, yet they were constrained by Holden who gave rigid
orders of a preset program of the number of exposures to be made, the camera aperture settings
and the exposure times. As a basis for his orders, Holden used the fact that Burnham’s
photographic program from the January 1889 eclipse had some 20 seconds of time remaining
after the fixed program. This extra time permitted leeway in exposure adjustment, but failed to
secure the proper timings. To push his point further, Holden declared that the effect of totality on
a first-time viewer prevented them from making sound decisions about the correct settings of
their cameras.
From inspection of the January plates, it was decided to extend the exposure range maximum
from 4½s to as much as 7 seconds. The longer exposures were deemed to possess the most
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scientific value (Holden 1891a: 15). Holden made an additional correction by adjusting the
shortest exposure for the longest focal length camera (Clark refractor) upwards to 2 seconds. The
particular negative made at his last setting turned out highly overexposed.
Holden’s rigid exposure program, that he demanded be followed explicitly, was as follows:
1. Clark 6 1/2ʺ refractor stopped to 3ʺ.

Plates 1 to 5, exposures *2s, 5s, 7s, *10s, 25s.

2. U.S.N.O. Dallmeyer camera.

Plates 1 to 5, exposures *5s, *10s, 15s, 20s, 23s.

*Negatives were standardized for photometry.
Holden (1890i) was adamant that he had instructed that the Dallmeyer camera aperture be
reduced to 4 inches. He redressed Schaeberle for a full aperture setting:
It is not necessary for you to say that the statement in my note of Sept. 15 is or is not
“true”. I understand what you say in your letter today. Namely that I gave you to
understand that you were at liberty to use the full aperture of the Dallmeyer lens. I
never gave you such a liberty, tho I haven’t the slightest doubt that you thought I think
so. The facts are these – If you readily recall them, one by another. When the
instructions were first written, I did not know the aperture or the time used by
Chamoppin with his same unit. I had a beautiful picture taken by him Jan. 1. I wrote to
him and asked for the data as to aperture and time. He wrote me, a = 5 inch, t =
20s…that 10s and 12s gave good results and 30s gave him good results at his station but
that he feared it would fog the plates if the sky was clear. His letter is on file dated Aug.
17. The instructions are dated July 26 & the aperture & time are not fixed in these. It
was not even known that we could have the U.S.N.O. lens. P. Chamoppiu’s letter
arrived here Aug. 25. That night I wrote the additional instructions & dated it Aug. 26.
– Chamoppiu’s letter was all I was waiting for. I said ‘If the aperture is not reduced
below 4 inches the exposures should be 10s, 15s, 20s, 25s – if it is found best to reduce
the aperture below 4, then the exposure times should be increased accordingly’. Please
notice that there is not a single word said about increasing the aperture, nor about
correspondingly reducing the time. Sometime within a day or so of Aug. 26 I took
Chamoppiu’s letter to your office (I think) with his picture of 20s exposure. You
admired the picture & we spoke of our good fortune in securing the U.S.N.O. lens by
which it was taken. We also spoke of your instructions & of reducing the aperture. I
came away from that interview supposing it absolutely certain that you would use an
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aperture of 4 in. or less (at your judgment) & that I had plainly instructed you to be use
no more, & that I had fully explained to you why. Chamoppiu’s a = 5 with exposures
10s – 30s was covered by my a = 4 exposures 10 – 25 leaving his long exposure by his
advice because he thought the plate would fog. If you will carefully think of this as I
have written it, dates & all, & if you will remember that my last instructions (Aug 26)
were held back to get those very data – you will see that it is certain that there was no
ambiguity in my mind. I was sure that the aperture should be 4 inches or less – I was
sure it ought not to be more. I have no doubt whatever (now) that you did not
understand me. But the facts are as above. Hence some of the things you say in your
letter ought to be recalled. If you will think this over, & then come in & go over the
letters copied & on file – you will see plainly that what I say as to myself is not only
exactly covered – ‘true’ – but that I have the written proof of it here in my office. When
you returned you told me you had used the full aperture – & my first talk with you about
the Eclipse was to bring the instructions & to read them to you to prove to you that 4
inches was prescribed. You spoke then & you speak now of an ambiguity in the
instructions. I see now even on their face – & without any conversation. I spoke of 4
inches or less – & there is not even a suggestion of your liberty to use more. It was
impossible that I should suggest this knowingly for I had made up my mind on receiving
Chamoppiu’s letter. You did not understand me so – & next time I will try to have no
possibility of – mistake. Very truly yours, E.S. Holden
Holden’s (1889a) draft of the instructions dated 26 July 1889, addressed to both men, contained
no such instruction.
The next day, after the previous memo had been received by Burnham and Schaeberle,
Holden (1889h) had to apologize in writing:
… I have spoken to Mr. Schaeberle about this & have examined the instructions of
Aug. 26 & I now see that they were ambiguous, as he says. I also think that I made
a mistake in saying that his instructions verbal or otherwise were explicit on the
operations of the aperture to be used & I wish to correct my error at once in position
to him & to myself.
The Observatory’s 6½ inch Clark refractor telescope was used photographically. The
aperture to focal length ratio was, a2/f2 = 0.0014 (ibid.). The first plate was partially spoiled due
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to jarring while replacing the slide. The last plate was spoiled because of the Sun reappearing
before the shutter was closed.
The U.S.N.O. Dallmeyer 6-in. aperture, 33-in f/l camera (one of two originally prepared by
Harkness for the 1878 solar eclipse) was assigned to record the corona to the furthest extent
possible (Dick 2007:204, 389). To gather as much faint light as possible, the camera was
operated at full aperture with relative long exposures of 5s, 10s, 15s and 23 seconds. All plates
were highly overexposed.
Schaeberle erected his 18 inch aperture Newtonian telescope to produce the largest LO
image-scale photographs to date. Weather conditions prevented the final alignment and crude
focusing of the reflector until the morning of the eclipse. It took three volunteers to operate the
instrument. Rockwell turned the drive screw while counting the time for the whole party on the
chronometer, Burke changed the plate-holders and pulled the slides, while L’Hote withdrew and
replaced a black cloth covered hoop serving as the exposure shutter. Timings were 1s, 5s, 10s and
15 seconds. All slides were affected by the instrument’s crude construction and their movement
caused during the slide changing process (Burnham and Schaeberle 1891: 29).
Holden (1891a: 16) established minimum lens specifications for producing photographs that
were useful for examination of inner coronal structure detail. He set the minimum focal length at
50 inches. For outer coronal form, he specified 30 inches. To record the fainter outer coronal
form, it was necessary to severely over-expose the inner corona obliterating any fine structure.
This is what they learned from the December 1889 eclipse images:
1. The shortest exposure with the Clark telescope of 1/2s or 1s would have been better.
2. Burnham’s hinge flap-shutter on the Clark instrument performed in an excellent manner.
3. There was a possibility that the plates used at both eclipses might have varied in sensitivity.
The December plates were specially manufactured, while those used in January had been
bought on the open market. The latter may have lost sensitivity due to storage issues.
4. Holden suspected that the highly clear and dry air at the higher altitude of the Mina Bronces
station might alone have caused the overexposing of the negatives with settings that had
worked so well at Bartlett Springs.
5. The Dallmeyer camera’s aperture should have been reduced to 4 inches. A short ½s to 1s
exposure would have also been desirable.
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6.

Considering the state of the over-exposed plates, it was believed to properly record the innermost coronal detail with a fast lens like the Dallmeyer, a rapid-instantaneous shutter should
be used (Burnham and Schaeberle 1891c: 32-34). The designation ‘rapid-instantaneous’
described the type of shutters that produced exposures of a fraction of a second duration. The
shutter speed should have been short enough that the surrounding sky would not record on the
plate and this portion of the plate would appear as clear glass.

7. Those who advocated long exposures had overlooked the fact that the luminous background
sky would fog a highly-sensitive plate.
8. Those who had decided that recording the corona was like that of a faint nebula were proved
wrong. A fainter nebula represented a situation where it was the only luminous object to be
recorded with the black sky not recording (ibid.).
9.

Deferring to the over-exposed negatives, Burnham and Schaeberle proposed that professional
photographers work the cameras in the future (Holden 1891a: 16). At one point of totality,
they were to make a visual inspection of the corona and then use their professional judgment
to set proper exposures and aperture stops. Burnham and Schaeberle’s (1891: 34) reasoning:
If an expert in landscape photography should decide to make a picture at a fixed
hour and minute on a given future day, of an ordinary outdoor subject, and should
bind himself beforehand to give the plates an unchangeable time of exposure, it
would certainly be regarded by all practical photographers as absurd ..jm n.

They suggested that an expert photographer with a portable camera could be sent to a remote
eclipse site that might not be suitable for a larger expedition and record the corona in such a
manner as to provide useful scientific information.
Holden soundly disagreed with Burnham and Schaeberle. He took the unyielding position
that the program must only use pre-determined exposures and aperture settings. He stood his
ground in his belief that an unskilled eclipse observer would be likely to be confused in the
excitement of the moment. He argued that Burnham’s last exposure was 20 times too long with
the Sun reappearing before the closing of the shutter. If there was any time left, the photographer
may add exposures. In actual practice, totality ended with no time for additional exposures.
6.2.3.3

Photography at the Eclipse of April 1893

Holden (1892) again gave his specific guidelines to Schaeberle as to the conduct of the
photographic program. Holden relented, yielding more of the determination of exposures to
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Schaeberle that would permit him to make adjustments to accommodate changing sky conditions.
According to Holden:
As the plans for the expedition and observations are mainly your own, and as I fully
approve of them, the present memorandum for your guidance will be brief and will
touch only on the most essential points.
1. Make at least two short exposures within the sequence with the 40 foot photoheliograph.
2. With the Clark telescope, aperture reduced to three inches (the photographic focus is 12/100
of an inch outside of the visual): Make at least one 1s exposure and at least one of 2 seconds.
The best results will probably follow exposures of 5s to 7 seconds.
3. The aperture of the Dallmeyer camera should be reduced to 4 inches if the instrument is
clock-driven for diurnal motion. At least one short exposure should be 1s or less, and one
long exposure should be not <10s but <15 seconds. If the camera remains fixed in position,
all exposures should be as short as possible. One of the plates of short 1s or 2s exposure and
one longer exposure plate should be standardized with the Carcel oil lamp.
4. The other three points are based on Seed 26X plates being used and if the skies are clear. If
these two conditions are not present, then you will have to make changes at your discretion.
5. It is highly worthwhile to expose on one to two slow plates with your instrument of choice.
Curiously, especially after the events of the December 1889 eclipse, Holden had not specified
if Schaeberle was allowed to use the Dallmeyer camera at full aperture if it was fixed in position.
Having concluded that the finer details of the corona were lost on small-scale coronal images,
Schaeberle used his 40 foot Camera for the first time at a site promising near-perfect seeing
conditions under clear dry skies at an altitude of 6,500 feet. Schaeberle (1895) found the daytime
seeing among the finest he had ever witnessed and eloquently described the seeing conditions:
The stellar disks were unusually steady, and the sun’s image formed by the 6 inch
Clark lens (and later on the 40 foot telescope) was so sharply outlined on the white
cardboard used for projection, that it appeared more like an engraving than an optical
image. The sun-spots, faculae, and the mottled surface were revealed with great
distinctness.
Again, the Clark 6½ inch refractor was used for medium-field coronal photography. The
short list of other wide-field cameras, included Pierson’s 6 inch lens mounted to a box along with
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an 8 x 10 inch plate-holder, a 5 x 7 inch plate camera and a 4 x 5 inch plate camera. The chief
mission remained focused on coronal studies and the sky surrounding the eclipsed Sun.
Schaeberle (1895: 40) was meticulous in his preparation of the photographic program, yet he
still worried and reflected on his feelings:
While I had taken every precaution against avoidable errors, the outlook seemed so
very favorable that I was forced to feel that if the best results were not obtained the
fault would still by my own, and a somewhat disquieting feeling once or twice
asserted itself. I have lived long enough to know that even the most careful observer
and computer will at times repeatedly make the same mistake, without being able to
detect the error at once, or indeed to recognize that an error has been committed.
Despite all the practice sessions, all did not go well with the Clark refractor. But it must be
kept in mind that at least one of the operators, Mr. Walker, had never used a telescope before.
When the first exposure was made by removing and replacing the lens cap, the instrument was
jarred, placing the Sun near the edge of the field. The clock-drive also had become disengaged.
Schaeberle had made a point of asking both gentlemen to recheck the pointing of the telescope
after each exposure using the finder scope, which apparently they failed to do. The longer
exposures all suffered greatly due to the lack of tracking.
Only shorter exposures were made with the Dallmeyer camera, as it was affixed to a pier with
no diurnal motion provision. With an aperture stop of 3 inches, exposures of 0.2s to 4s were
made. Then at the full aperture, 0.2s to 2s exposures were made. The 40 Foot Schaeberle
Camera, its installation, and operation at eclipse time are discussed in Chapter 3.
This is what Schaeberle (1895: 48-102) learned from the 1893 results:
1. The aperture of the Dallmeyer camera should have been reduced from 3 inches with the same
exposures. This reduction would have resulted in further detail being recorded near the limb.
2. Exposures made with each camera for the establishment of correct focus at the LO were again
made at the eclipse station. This test procedure was beneficial and insured accurate focus.
3. The Dallmeyer camera is best suited for recording the general form of the corona and the
furthest extent of the coronal appendages.
4. The image-scale of the smaller 4 x 5 and 5 x 7 inch plate landscape cameras yielded nothing
of value over the images produced from the larger image-scale cameras.
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5. The faintest extensions of the corona are fainter than the 1s light standardization squares.
6. Schaeberle’s large image-scale plates led to significant gains in observable coronal detail.
Holden (1894b) summarized the two 1889 eclipses and 1893 eclipse saying, “The
meager photographic equipment of the Observatory did not promise the excellent results
which were, in fact, obtained in this department.”
6.2.3.4

Photography at the Eclipse of August 1898

While there was a shift towards spectrographic observations, direct coronal photography
continued with the regular complement of cameras with the addition of the Floyd camera. This
instrument was considered fine for medium-field coronal eclipse photography. Schaeberle,
Acting Director (1897) listed the required exposures, but left the overall plan of eclipse
observations entirely up to W.W. Campbell. Campbell was warned to identify each plate and to
expose extra plates to fix the parallel but advised to “Please take care however …”:
1. To make at least one short exposure with the 40 Foot Camera.
2. To make at least one short exposure, not to exceed 1s with the Dallmeyer lens.
3. To make one exposure of about 5s to 7s with the Dallmeyer lens.
4. To make one exposure of about 3s and one exposure of about 10s with the Floyd telescope, on
Seed 26 or Seed No. 27 plates which had been previously standardized at the Observatory.
6.2.3.5

Photography at the Eclipse of May 1900

Short focal length cameras were used in a test of the best emulsions and optimum exposures
needed to produce images of the faint streamers. The results as predicted, showed that slow
plates given a normal exposure and complete development produced the furthest extensions with
a ratio of aperture to focal length of 1 : 3½. The innermost corona was overexposed (Campbell
and Perrine 1900: 181).
Campbell achieved mixed results due to a host of equipment glitches and operator error. The
coronal photographic program suffered problems that affected a number of the plates except for
the 40 Foot Camera plates which were all fine in quality. The Dallmeyer Camera’s plates were
out of focus. A manual focus shift of 1/20 inch was made, as required from previous fine-focus
testing, from the visual setting. The only conceivable explanation was that there was a loose lens
element in the Dallmeyer doublet combination. Some of the plates of the Floyd camera showed
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the effects of jarring by the excited operators, yet the overall coronal form effects were good.
Another disappointment was the lack of coronal features due to a quiet Sun. In reflection,
Campbell wrote Keeler:
These disappointments are regretted in the extreme by me, and I do not know how I
could have taken further precautions. I am blaming no one, and wish to take the full
responsibility upon my own shoulders. Mr. Perrine is an ideal eclipse man, and so is
Curtis … no one could have done more than they …
Despite the disappointments, Campbell (1900g) declared to Keeler, upon comparison of the
coronal images with those of the Smithsonian and the Naval Observatory:
Our photographs, both large and small, are far superior to any we have seen, in many
ways. Langley’s telescope was 135 ft. in length, but our 40 ft. show at least as many
details as his.
6.2.3.6

Photography at the Eclipse of May 1901

The direct photographic program was expanded to include a search for intra-Mercurial planets
and polarization measurements of the entire corona. New cameras were developed with these
goals in mind. The dry-plate photographic era had now matured sufficiently with faster
emulsions and finer image resolution to warrant the intra-mercurial planet search using four
purpose-built cameras of 3 inch aperture with a focal length of 11 feet and 4 inches. They were
assembled together on a common mount that was clock-driven. This camera arrangement
produced useful coronal images with their long exposures and large size plates. The
polarigraphic camera consisted of a short focal length camera of 20.75 inches with a rotatable
Nicol prism mounted in front of the objective lens (Perrine 1901d: 58). A number of the plates
suffered effects of the haze and cloudiness but otherwise were deemed better than expected.
6.2.3.7

Photography at the Eclipse of August 1905

The three site direct photographic program remained the same as used for the 1901 eclipse. The
distribution of the cameras was as follows: Labrador – 40 foot camera and a set of four intraMercurial cameras. Egypt – the same as used for Labrador. Spain – 40 foot camera, set of four
intra-mercurial cameras, and a polarigraphic camera (Campbell 1904c: 1-2). The Labrador
station was clouded out.
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The daytime seeing conditions at the Egypt station were poor because of temperatures that
ran over 100º F that caused turbulence from ground areas near the low altitude of totality. Hussey
(1906: 41) said, “At no time, with the photographic tests, was I able to secure clear definition.”
Black cloth was wrapped around the plate-holders while they were carried to the cameras.
The photographic operations at the Spanish station remained the same as for 1901, except for
a reduced field of coverage for the intra-mercurial cameras, an adjustment of plate sizes (18 x 22
inches) and an adjusted sequence of the duplicate exposure time. A reduced field was necessary
due to the shortness of totality. According to Campbell and Perrine (1906: 19; 1907a: 122), the
time sequencing of the duplicate exposure was done to simplify the operation of the cameras.
Seeing was rated ‘good’ with the coronal plates being of ‘splendid’ and excellent in quality.
6.2.3.8

Photography at the January 1908 Eclipse

The coronal imaging program was as it had been earlier. A lensless photometer was erected and
was a staple of future expeditions (Campbell 1908b: 76-83; Campbell et. al. 1908: 1-14).
Two four camera sets were applied to the intra-Mercurial search. Campbell hoped to make
the definitive search by recording stars down to the magnitude of the smallest body that could
cause orbit deviation in Venus and Mercury. Over 300 stars were recorded to magnitude 9 with
no planet to magnitude 7 found. Upon Perrine’s analysis of the plates after the eclipse, Campbell
declared the search over. Time would find Campbell wrong concerning the ending of the search.
Despite rain only seconds before totality, the seeing was rated as splendid. The lunar
diameter on the 40 foot Camera plates was 4.75 inches. The Floyd camera received its light from
a 12 inch clock-driven coelostat mirror that also served the moving-plate spectrograph. All
instruments and drive clocks performed extremely well. The photographic plates from the
instruments were rated excellent possessing exquisite coronal detail. Concern of damage to the
plates, from rain-water seeping into the cameras, was found to be groundless upon the processing
of the plates (ibid.).
6.2.3.9

Photography at the June 1918 Eclipse

The direct photographic instruments were set up under conditions described by Campbell
(1918c): “Here were all the elements for an eclipse experience de luxe.” The direct coronal
photographic program included a 40 foot camera for large-scale imaging and two small-image
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scale cameras of 11 inch and 48 inch focal length for recording the furthest extent of the corona.
The regular complement of instruments was still safely stored in Russia.
A camera system for the Einstein test was assembled from one 3 inch aperture lens of the
original intra-mercurial apparatus that had not been sent to Russia in 1914. A 4¼ inch aperture
lens of 15 foot focal length and two 4 inch aperture and 15 foot focal length lenses made by
Brashear were loaned from the Chabot Observatory (ibid.). Despite Campbell’s end of the intraMercurial search in 1908, Curtis searched the Einstein plates, not finding any suspicious objects
to magnitude 8.5 (Curtis 1918: 234-235).
Campbell (1908: 240) reported that due to the war, any report of the analysis of the eclipse
photographs would be delayed with no known release date (ibid. 240).
6.2.3.10

Photography at the September 1922 Eclipse

The LO sent an expedition to Wallal, Australia, with its chief objective being to make the
definitive Einstein test. They used 4 new special purpose direct photographic cameras for the test
that would also prove highly beneficial to high resolution coronal photography. These cameras
were of increased aperture over the former intra-Mercurial lenses (Refer to the Appendices for the
range of lenses used).
The program of direct coronal photography was continued as in previous eclipses with the
original instruments, now home from Russia. Plates from all of the coronal cameras were
selected for standardization for photometry (Campbell 1922c: 121-125; Campbell 1922d: 186190).
Trumpler again searched for intra-mercurial planets, inspecting the plates obtained with the
pair of shorter focal length Einstein cameras. Over 550 stars to magnitude 10.2 were recorded
(Campbell and Trumpler 1923b: 214-216; Campbell and Trumpler 1928: 130-160).
The station, instruments, darkroom, and observers were constantly subjected to fine dust
during the period of their stay (Campbell 1923a: 29, 33).
6.2.3.11

Photography at the April 1930 Eclipse

The Observatory, not wanting to miss a unique opportunity presented by the shortness of totality,
put together an ambitious program of direct coronal and partial phase photography. Hoping to
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have at least one station in the path of totality, three stations were placed. Coronal cameras were
assigned to each site. One of the two precision Ross lenses of 60 inches focal length and the
Willard Camera were placed at the central station. A single plate was exposed with each camera
for ¼s during totality. The second Ross lens and a Goetz lens of 2 inches aperture of 10 inches
focal length was placed at the second station. A single 1/2s exposure was made with each camera.
The third station received the Floyd camera for a single 1/2s exposure. A planned air flight for
the making of a coronal snapshot was cancelled (Moore 1930b: 135-136).
A series of 11 partial phase plates were made with the 36 inch refractor for the purpose of
making an accurate determination of the Sun’s diameter. A series of plates for this purpose had
been made at the 1922 eclipse. The 1922 images were unsuitable for the calculations because the
angular diameter of the Moon was too large in relation to the Sun. Upon inspection of the plates,
all but 3 were found to be spoiled by fogging. The computed solar diameter was 15ʹ 59ʺ.3, which
agreed well with the value of Auwers, 15ʹ 59ʺ.6 (Wright 1930: 146-147; Wright 1934: 62-63).
6.2.3.12

Photography at the August 1932 Eclipse

The direct coronal photographic program was one of three specific areas of the intended
chromospheric-coronal investigations. The 40 foot Camera was taken out of service at the sole
discretion of Wright and replaced by a pair of 15 foot Hastings-Brashear lens cameras. The
superb optical resolution of these former Einstein cameras and advances in the photographic
emulsions, chemical processing, and image enlargement capabilities, yielded high resolution
images that were the equal of if not superior to those made with the Schaeberle Camera. Another
change was the use of spectral bandwidth selective color filters during the production of direct
coronal images. The filters were used with one of the 4 inch aperture, 5 foot focal length RossBrashear lens cameras (Moore 1932: 344-346).
Wright broke an astronomer’s tradition of continuously seeking out longer-focal instruments
to secure even larger images of the inner corona. He reasoned that commonly practiced nonastronomical photographic procedures would produce images of equal scientific value. Wright
had promised to discuss this subject further in a technical dissertation but failed to do so. The 15
foot camera lenses offered the advantage of a light speed gain ratio of 5 : 1 over the Schaeberle
Camera. This faster ratio permitted shorter exposures to be made in order to produce the same
amount of emulsion darkening, resulting in an increased number of exposures that could be
secured. Generally, the shorter exposures gave sharper images while avoiding some of the image
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degradations caused by atmospheric disturbance. Because of the light clouds present during
totality, there was time for a number of exceptionally long exposures to be made which would not
have been possible with the Schaeberle Camera. Plate-holders were designed to permit the
changing of plates in less than one second’s time by pushing a plunger. Eighteen exposures were
made with fourteen being exposed during totality. All plates were in fine focus with fine detail
being recorded over the broad range of exposure times (Aitken 1932a: 317; Wright 1932: 352355).
6.2.4

Coronal Faint Extension Photography

The Royal Astronomical Society denied that the Lick Observatory had photographed the coronal
streamers and questioned that the streamers even existed. To support their line of reasoning, they
referred to the findings of Captain Abney (Holden 1891a: 18; Turner 1889a: 4):
The failure of exposures of say three minutes to give a sensible greater extension
than one minute was adduced by Captain Abney as a reason for believing the
evidence to be, on the whole, against the reality of coronal streamers.
Holden (1891a: 18-19) came back with his assumption that photography of the outer
reaches of the corona is similar to that of photographing light clouds in the vicinity of the
Sun or even a star during daytime. Other observers claimed that the comparison of a
nebula against a dark sky, was a valid test. Holden mentioned it was not the same thing
and reported on Burnham’s test which he had photographed fleecy clouds near a totally
obscured Sun using a fixed aperture and then varying the exposure from ¼s, 1/8s, 1/16s
and 1/32 second. The shortest exposure gave the best recording of the clouds against the
sky and 1/64s would have been better yet. The actinic light was reported as bright nearly
one-tenth as bright as the polar rays of January 1889. A camera of large lfocal-ratio
using longer exposures would lose the contrast between the sky and fainter parts of the
corona.
The coronal direct photographic program for 1900 was influenced by the recommendations of
the American Astronomical Society’s eclipse committee, of which two Lick astronomers were
members. The committee (1900) called for three classes of camera lenses for coronal imaging.
Class one: To record the details of the outer general coronal form and extensions.
-Aperture to focal length ratio (a/f) > = 1/6. (Some photographers call for a/f << than 1/6)
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-Exposure range of 1/100s and up.
-Use long exposures on very slow plates with full development.
Class two: To record the details of the middle corona.
-a/f ≈ 1/15. The rear lens of a doublet combination may be used for long focus imaging.
-Use Rapid plates, exposures of 1/60s will record prominences, 1/10s – 1/5s will record the inner
corona. Use longer exposures to record the middle corona.
Class three: To record the structure of the inner corona.
-a/f = 196. Use very long focal length lenses either direct or by the use of a heliostat.
-Use slow plates. Recommend 1/4s exposure to record prominences,
-Use of revolving diaphragms, concentric with the Moon placed in front of plate will reduce
exposure further.
6.2.5

Determination of the Amount of Photographic Rays of Light Absorbed by the Earth’s

Atmosphere
Holden was aware of the spectral sensitivity of different wavelengths being absorbed by the
Earth’s atmosphere, which could lead to implications of the varying capability of an emulsion to
record faint coronal information. Holden
referenced G. Mueller’s table (see Table 17) for
atmospheric absorption at a wave-length of
434nu, mentioning the findings of Scheiner,
who had determined by observations that other
wavelengths could be extrapolated with ‘great
accuracy’.
Table 17 Mueller’s atmospheric absorption results by altitude for a wave-length of 434nu (Holden
1890l: 251).

A continuous nightly program was initiated at the 1893 eclipse station by Schaeberle (1895:
33) to obtain a range of values of light absorption by the Earth’s atmosphere. Whether the tests
included testing of the spectral sensitivity of different emulsions is not mentioned. Sirius, in the
constellation Canis Major, was photographed with the Dallmeyer camera at timed intervals as it
transited the meridian to a point just above a nearby mountain range. Several plates were
exposed each night with each receiving exposures for comparison of magnitude variations with
declination.
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6.2.6

Photographic Emulsion Characteristics, Darkroom Processing, Storage Procedures
and Issues

For the January 1889 eclipse, the plate-holders were loaded at the Observatory under wellcontrolled conditions. Processing was delayed for nearly a month and fortunately it was observed
that no deterioration had occurred with respect to the emulsion itself (Barnard 1889: 57). For this
particular eclipse, the plates were not subjected to temperature extremes that might have occurred
under tropical or very high altitude conditions. The plates were in a fairly narrow and moderate
temperature range over the period from being removed from their sealed factory box to the time
of development. The range of humidity conditions was not recorded and remains unknown.
For the December 1889 eclipse, Seed No. 26 plates were again used. They were the staple of
the Observatory’s general photographic program. This emulsion was noted for its freedom from
defects seemingly to have a long shelf-life without the loss of sensitivity or changing of the
quality of the image. These plates produced a strong image over a short time and were
considered of high sensitivity, conditions not all found in other plates.
Development was done at the eclipse station over a three to four day period. It was of upmost
importance not to rush the processing, which would result in image defects or loss of image
information. The special developer formula was determined by Burnham after years of use and
later became the standard developer recommended by the Seed plate manufacturer (Burnham and
Schaeberle 1891c: 31-32). This two part process was given,
No. 1 bath = Water (16 ounces), pyro (1 ounce), and sulphite of soda (3 ounces).
No. 2 bath = Water (32 ounces), sulphite of soda (3 ounces), carbonate of soda (4 ounces).
Despite adjustment of the developer to compensate for image intensity, nearly all of the plates
were so over-exposed that they yielded dark images, with nearly all fine detail of the innermost
corona being obliterated. To record the faintest possible coronal extension, the developer should
have been highly diluted in strength but still use a higher ratio of the alkaline part.
At the 1893 eclipse, processing of the 52 Seed No. 26 plates commenced at the eclipse
station. Additionally, a duplicate copy of each plate was made on glass. The water used for the
mixing of the processing chemicals was full of suspended particles. Initially, silt was removed
from test plates with a camelhair brush, putting the plates at greater risk of being scratched. A
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unique solution was found, a credit to the resourcefulness of Schaeberle, who collected distilled
water from steam leaks on a boiler at the mining camp (ibid. 38, 54).
The two-part developer was the same one used on Mt. Hamilton for daily operations. The
two-part developer chemicals were dissolved in water warmed to the boiling point.
Solution A: Water, 60 oz., hydrochinon, 1 oz., sulphite of Soda, 5 oz. (crystals), bromide of
potassium, 5 grains.
Solution B: Water, 16 oz., caustic potash, ¾ oz. Developer = 8 A + B.
The large plates of the 40 Foot Camera required 70 ounces of developer. The plates were
fsoaked in water for a matter of seconds and then transferred immediately to the developer bath.
The chosen procedure for recording the range of coronal intensity was utilizing a number of
exposures over a graduated exposure sequence. This method was found to yield the better results
than using single exposure times. Varying the concentration of the developer and time in the
solution was preformed as required.
Holden (1892b) gave specific instructions as to transport of the photographic plates back to
Mt. Hamilton. The originals should be packed and sent home on one ship. The glass copies were
to be packed and be sent by a different ship.
For the 1898 eclipse in India, a more sensitive Seed No.7 plate emulsion was used in addition
to the Seed No. 6 plates. It was previously determined that the processing formulae used on Mt.
Hamilton would not work in India, with its high heat in the daytimes and near freezing
temperatures at night. It was not until one in the morning before it was cool enough to process
the plates, where processing went exactly as planned (Campbell 1898a: 139). There is no other
specific published information as to the processing chemicals used or their concentrations.
For the 1900 eclipse in Georgia, three different emulsions–slow, medium, and fast–were used
from three different manufacturers. The plates were either single or triple-coated. Keeler (1900c)
approached the M.A. Seed Dry Plate Co. to acquire triple-coated versions of their most sensitive
emulsion or ask them to recommend another vendor if they could not produce them. The Seed
No. 7 plate emulsion which was single-coated and backed, replaced the Seed No. 6 plates for use
with the 40 foot Camera. Some of these (isochromatic Crammer plate and Carbutts plates) were
triple coated. The Carbutts plates had a special Columbian backing process and could be used
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with a set of Carbutts color screens. The plates were backed and loaded the night before the
eclipse. Processing of the plates occurred over several days with chemicals cooled and adjusted
to yield coronal negatives that were thin and transparent as per the American Astronomical
Society eclipse committee guidelines. Campbell described the darkroom conditions as
overheated during use which was generally over the time period of 10:00 P.M. to daylight
(Campbell and Perrine 1900: 177-181). Daytime darkroom temperatures were in the 80s F
making it uninhabitable. At night using ice, temperatures were kept in the low to middle 70s F.
For the 1901 eclipse in Sumatra, the same three emulsions were again used, but on a more
restricted basis. All plates were backed to prevent ‘halation.’ This backing consisted of waterbased lampblack made into a paste consistency. The 40 foot Camera used Seed 27 plates for all
but the two shortest ½s exposures. For these, the slower more fine-grained Carbutt B plates were
selected. This would effectively reduce the exposure for less than ½s if the Seed 27 plates had
been used. All exposures for the Floyd camera were Seed 27 except the longest exposure of 60s
which was made on a Carbutt B plate. The same applied to the Dallmeyer camera where the
longest exposures of 30s and 60s were made on the Carbutt B. The intra-Mercurial cameras used
the Seed 27 plates exclusively. The polarigraph cameras utilized the Cramer Crown plates and
these were also used with the spectrographs (Perrine 1901b: 58-60).
Again, darkroom processing was possible only at night due to the daytime tropical heat
conditions, which soared to 90º F on a regular basis. Even the nighttime temperatures were near
80º F with dew present. The only suitable time for processing was at night, during cloudy
weather, or when the temperatures fell to the low 70s F. According to Campell (1901), the
chemicals remained the same as those used at the 1893 eclipse and were adjusted and cooled with
ice and alum. Satisfactory results were obtained only with fresh plates from hermetically soldersealed metal storage boxes. Regular sealed cardboard factory plate boxes were not adequate to
prevent plate sensitivity deterioration and image degradation. The plates arrived at the station in
two lots. One group was used for testing and focusing the cameras, and the other group was kept
sealed until they were loaded the night before the eclipse (Perrine 1901c: 192-193). According to
Perrine (1901c), “Plates which I carried along in my trunk, for viewing purposes, had so
deteriorated, even before reaching Padang, as to be useless.”
At the 1905 eclipse station in Egypt, the darkroom processing conditions were bad, with high
temperatures and a high humidity of over 50%. With no running water, distilled water and ice
were brought by train from Cairo on a daily basis. There was a fair amount of anxiety over the
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effect of high night temperatures on the developing chemicals; however, the finished plates
appeared good and were then packed in their original boxes with paper placed between each
plate. The boxes were then sealed in the tin containers which were in turn placed in heavy
wooden boxes. These boxes were placed inside another set of wooden boxes and labeled in three
languages for the trip home (Hussey 1906: 45). All of the intra-Mercurial plates processed in
Spain suffered from “… many defects.” The nature or sources of the defects were not
mentioned. Exposing duplicate plates permitted the identification of these errors (Perrine 1905:
116).
For the 1908 eclipse, the usual precautions were made in the preparation and handling of the
photographic plates in a hot-humid tropical climate. Additional care was taken to water-proof the
plates for they had to survive two trips through a rough surf landing and departure, which almost
ended in a complete drenching of the materials. Then copious rain arrived, continuing up to
seconds before totality, and threatened the plates with yet another soaking. Although the plates
were secured in watertight containers right up until they were used, some water got past the
safeguards. As the shutters were opened, the rain water that had collected on the back sides of the
shutter cloth liberally sprayed the instruments. Some water seeped into the cameras and streaked
the plates themselves. Fortunately, nothing of scientific value was lost (Perrine 1908d: 95-98).
For the 1922 eclipse, Seed No. 30 plates with a ¼ inch thickness were selected for the 40 foot
Camera. The two shorter Einstein Cameras used Seed No. 23 plates, which were slow and
provided fine grained images. Three plates were exposed on each of the two cameras. The two
longer Einstein Cameras used Seed No. 30 plates which did not fog as badly as those used with
the shorter focal length cameras. The comparison test plates made in Tahiti were developed with
Rodinal developer diluted in a ratio of 1 : 50 with water, and held at a temperature of 70º F to 75º
F. Similar processing techniques were used on the eclipse plates made at Wallal with mention
made of varying the amount of potassium bromide. Two of the plates were held for processing at
Broome under better conditions, and the availability of ice. Upon analysis of the plates, it was
noticed that deformations of the photographic film had occurred on the edge region of several of
the plates. It was necessary to provide some adjustment in the calculations of star deviations due
to the slight changing of the equivalent focal length in the cameras due to the changing
temperatures of the plate-holders and camera tubes (Campbell and Trumpler 1928: 131-145).
The conditions were not good for the processing of the plates. Always present was the
constant fine dust and high uncontrollable night-time temperatures. High humidity prevented the
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plates from drying in a reasonable amount of time. The processing chemicals used for the plates
at the Cordillo Downs station consisted of Parkhurst’s hydrokinone-potash developer refined by
Trumpler to consist of a two-part developer mixed equally (Dodwell and Davidson 1924: 155):
Solution A. 2 ¼ oz. hydokinone, 2 oz. dry sodium sulphite, ¼ oz. sulphuric acid, 64 oz. water.
Solution B. 8 oz. potassium carbonate, 2 oz. dry sodium sulphite, ½ oz. potassium bromide.
64 oz. water.
The processing proceeded for a couple of days until a strong dust storm arrived. The plates
were stored to be processed later in Broome, where there was ice available. The plates processed
at Wallal showed the effects of high heat and dust. However, their scientific value was not
diminished (Campbell 1923a: 36-40).
The 1923 Eclipse at Ensenada was clouded out, preventing the photographic operations.
The 1932 Eclipse saw a wide range in photographic emulsions applied. The former Einstein
cameras were now exclusively applied to coronal photography. Under careful development,
Wright found the Eastman 33 plates to have ample latitude for recording the broad range of
coronal intensities and the plates produced images noted for their brilliance and freedom from
graininess. Careful darkroom printing techniques were applied to the making of a coronal print
for a half-tone rendition necessary for publication. Dodging was applied to the brightest part of
the inner corona so as to allow the detail in this region not to be obliterated by over-exposure.
Cloudiness at the time of totality affected portions of the coronal image’s appearance. A print of
prominences made on a Process plate produced less image detail than its Eastman 33 counterpart
(Moore 1932: 354-357). A special electromagnetic shutter, which swung pendulum-like, opened
and closed each exposure. The electric contacts of the shutter were connected to a clock which
governed the shutter while the plates were being changed.

6.2.7

General Sensitivity Issues and Advances in Emulsions

It was not uncommon for the LO to receive plates of varying sensitivity because of deterioration
from overly long storage at the vendor or manufacturer. The LO tested each shipment of plates
and more than once, returned entire orders (Campbell 191l).
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Max Wolf (1893: 182-183) of Heidelberg University found in 1893 that fresh plates from a
manufacturer seemed less sensitive than ones stored for a period of time. He reported a three-fold
increase in sensitivity with his older plates to long exposure images. He used Lumiére plates,
which seemed to reach peak sensitivity after five to seven months of storage. He warned
astronomers not to assume the same emulsion would produce the same sensitivity over time.
S.E. Sheppard (1926: 245-246) explained different ways of discerning photographic
sensitivity. One way was to refer to sensitivity in the production of visible images by chemical
development. Sensitivity also pertains to the wavelength of light or bandwidth of an emulsion.
Also plate sensitivity is different than silver halide grain sensitivity.
The overall sensitivity of emulsions for astronomical purposes was found to be unchanged
over a 30 year period as measured by E.S. King (1926: 239-240). However his tests found that
the efficiency of newer films and developers increased results in a 0.8 magnitude gain. The gain
was attributed to the ability of the newer emulsions to withstand prolonged developer times at a
time increase of 40 minutes up from 20 minutes.
Vogel discovered that dyes of different colors could be added to silver bromide to regulate
the spectral sensitivity of the emulsions. A pinacyanol class of dyes were developed in 1904 that
would cover the entire visual spectrum to overall and became known as ‘panchromatic’
emulsions. Other dyes that pushed the emulsions into the infra-red and to the extreme ultra-violet
range came in later years (ibid.). Likewise, dyes could also be used to desensitize an emulsion in
a particular portion of the spectrum (Sheppard 1926: 245-246).
6.2.8

Photography in Damp, Hot Tropical Climates

Burnham and Schaeberle adhered to the recommendations of the emulsion manufacturer’s
warning of storing plates in a dry and cool place. Yet, they did not understand just how extreme
tropical conditions could be. They became very concerned that the plates might have suffered the
effects of heat and moisture. Had they known beforehand, they would without a doubt have
completely sealed the plate storage boxes from any outside air contact except for the actual time
of their use.
A test was performed to study variations in image intensity due to changing plate sensitivity
over time once the plate box was unsealed, and the period of time that elapsed between exposure
and development. A second set of ten plates was standardized in order to study the effects of
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delayed chemical processing on image intensity. Four of these plates traveled with the eclipse
expedition, two of which were processed the day after the eclipse. The other two were processed
after they were returned home. Of the remaining four plates left at the Observatory, two were
developed near the eclipse date, and the remaining two, with the other plates upon return to the
Observatory. The density measurements revealed a significant variance in image intensity from
the period of exposure to the time of processing. The developer and processing times were kept
as constant as possible. The changes were noted by (Holden 1891a: 11-13):
1. For the test plates left at the Observatory, once the plate box was unsealed, plates that were
exposed with standard squares differed 30% in intensity among themselves. When the other
two plates were processed at the time of the return of the expedition to the Observatory, a
72% variance was found.
2. The rest of the plates were processed upon return home. The plates varied approximately
22% in intensity over the ones processed at the eclipse site the day after the totality.
According to Holden (1890e: 69-70), “… the practical result of this interesting experiment is
to show that plates which are exposed in a damp climate should be hermetically sealed until they
are exposed, and again sealed immediately afterwards.”
Burnham and Schaeberle tested the processing chemicals for heat and moisture effects and
found severe deterioration. The sulphite of soda which was still sealed in the original bottles and
carbonate of soda in its sealed paper packages had turned from a fine powder to a solid mass by
the absorption of water. The solid mass was retrieved by breaking the bottles. The fixer solution
of hyposulphite of soda sat in a partial liquid state due to the extreme absorption of water.
A new problem became apparent with the water-logged processing chemicals. The developer
and fixer baths were normally prepared by weighing the chemical components in a dry powder
state. Burnham and Schaeberle were faced with having no way to accurately weigh the correct
proportions of the solutions. They quickly began making numerous test exposures throughout
Cayenne. They then adjusted the proportions of the mixtures by inspecting the test prints.
What they learned on expedition can be summarized (Burnham and Schaeberle, 1891: 44):
1. Chemicals in bottles need to be sealed with wax or other suitable method to be air-tight.
2. The hyposulphite of soda bottles should be hermetically sealed and bulk packed.
3. Chemicals and plates should never be packed in the same box.
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4. They needed to take extra amounts of chemicals.
5. The plates should be developed as soon as possible, on the spot, after exposure.
6. An unexposed plate is subject to far more damage than a processed negative. In this last case
Burnham and Schaeberle (ibid.) commented:
To say the least, it is dangerous not to do it; and no one would pretend to say, after
developing a flat and weak negative, which had been transported a long distance after
exposure, that the result would not have been entirely satisfactory if carefully
developed at the first.
6.2.9

Photographic Processing Issues and Their Resolution at the Lick Observatory

6.2.9.1

The Photographic Darkroom

When the Observatory began operations in 1888, it did not possess a darkroom nor were
there any plans for one. No cameras were included in the original list of instruments. The
initial programs of the LO were to be done entirely by visual observation and drawing.
With the upcoming eclipse of 1889, and the beginning of Barnard’s Milky Way and comet
photography, primitive darkroom arrangements were provided that were far from adequate.
The only alternative solution was to take the plates off Mt. Hamilton by horse to the city of
San Jose for processing. It was some years before the Observatory possessed a car for trips
up and down the mountain. By 1902, there were three darkrooms at the Observatory and
Campbell (1902c) urged the erection of a separate building for photographic processing
with fire-proof storage. This structure was never built. When the small Crocker camera
dome and Crossley reflector buildings were erected, processing rooms were included in the
structures (Aitken 1928b: 152).
On expedition, darkrooms were often improvised on the spot and where possible, offered the
same basic features of their Observatory counterparts. A bench was needed for the processing
trays, shelving for the storage of the chemical bottles and boxes, and running water was highly
desirable. For the 1900 eclipse, the 6 foot by 10 foot darkroom was complete and had running
water and drainage. By 1923, there was mention of a portable darkroom that Wright (1923: 284)
felt was ideally suitable for expedition travel. It could be used with a good deal of convenience
normally not associated with expedition darkrooms. The walls were constructed of light
wallboard in 4 x 8 foot sheets attached to a light wooden framework and the cracks between the
lathed panels were filled. Uniquely, the attaching nails were placed between adjacent panels so
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as not to damage the panels, so that they could be reused. There was no door, with the entrance
passageway doubling back on itself. Shelves, counters and a plate-processing and washing sink
were fitted as needed. The photographic safe-lights operated by battery power.
6.2.9.2

Fixing and Washing Negatives

Significant deterioration was observed in the quality of the images on earlier plates made at the
Observatory which included some of the eclipse plates taken in 1889. Barnard made the general
observation that photographers who received their photographic training back in the wet process
era tended to not fix and wash their negatives for a sufficient period of time. The wet era
processing required much less time for the soaking of the plates in the fixing and washing baths
as opposed to the currently-used dry process imaging. Not fixing a negative completely as well
as not completely washing off the fixer, resulted in severe image deterioration. Unfortunately,
some of this degradation did not manifest itself for periods of up to several years later. The
damage from insufficiently fixing was permanent and irreversible while under-washed negatives
could be washed thoroughly at a later date (Barnard 1913: 14-15). Barnard gave his personal
recommendations as to what constituted a properly-fixed negative:
It is not safe to assume that the negative is fixed as soon as it is cleared in the hypo.
To remove a plate from the fixing bath under such conditions is almost certain to
insure its ultimate destruction. It should remain in the hypo at least fifteen minutes
after it is apparently fixed. A thorough washing is also necessary to remove the hypo
from the gelatin.
6.2.9.3

Varnishing Negatives

Barnard (1919a: 524, 1919b: 487-489) found that the complete varnishing of negatives protected
them from image degradation and damage for several reasons:
1.

Deterioration due to the atmosphere.

2.

Deterioration due to insufficient fixing in the hypo.

3.

Deterioration due to insufficient washing.

4. The hard varnish surface provided a barrier of protection from rubbing and scratching.
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His findings were borne out after he had inspected plates that had been varnished over a
period of 25 years and even some old wet-process negatives that were fifty years old. His
varnishing technique is summarized:
a.

Select a varnish designated for photographic negatives – ‘Adamantin’ is a good choice.

b.

Carefully dust the negative with a broad camel’s-hair brush.

c.

Hold the negative, emulsion side up, between the thumb and forefinger.

d.

Pass the negative rapidly over a source of heat to heat it uniformly until very warm to ensure
all moisture is removed from the plate and to allow the varnish to dry quicker with a more
brilliant surface.

e.

When the plate is warm to the touch, hold the plate horizontally.

f.

Pour an ounce or of varnish from its bottle onto the furthest right hand corner and then incline
the plate so that the varnish flows to the other side. Manipulate the plate so the varnish flows
in an even path across the plate and flows off the corner into a bottle near the one where the
varnish was initially poured. Keep a continuous movement in the flow of the varnish.

g. After the varnish stops dripping from the plate, reheat the plate for a minute to dry the
varnish. Spread heat evenly to prevent plate breakage. Use care not to set the varnish on fire.
h. Set plate aside on a drying-rack for the varnish to set.
i.

If emulsion expansion is a problem for measurements, then varnish a cool plate.

j.

If varnish is placed on the wrong side, it can be removed with alcohol on a cotton swab.

k. Varnishing a narrow spectrogram is accomplished with a ½ inch wide camelhair brush. Take
only one swipe with the brush. A small electric drying surface can be used to set the finish.
6.2.9.4

Curing Some Defects in Negatives

Barnard proposed original cures for certain defects found on the negatives which he had known
about back in his LO days. According to Barnard (1909a: 606-609; 1913):
I make mention of these facts because the simple remedy does not seem to be generally
known even among those who have had a great experience in photographic work.
If a dry negative became wet again, marks appeared with some appearing as ‘tears.’ These
markings, see Figure 108, usually appeared as semi-transparent in nature. Barnard eliminated
these markings by resoaking the negative in water. His method of preventing this type of defect
was to carefully dab the negative with cotton before laying it out to air dry.
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Figure 108 December 1889 eclipse silver print from
the 18 inch Newtonian with water marking defects
(Shaeberle 1891, Plate V).

Negatives that were accidently lightly scratched or
subject to abrasion could also be repaired by soaking
the negative in water. This process worked only if
the damage had not penetrated too far into the
emulsion layers. Long soaking periods were also
found beneficial in this process.
6.2.9.5

Negative film shrinkage and Systematic Distortion of Images

Holden was concerned about the possibility of film shrinkage that might occur from the
processing and aging over time. Shrinkage was primarily a concern for the measurement of
stellar separation and the precise measurement of the position of spectral lines, which became
important when Campbell began his spectrographic studies on the eclipse exhibitions. Holden
had special calibration grids made by H.C. Vogel and J. Scheiner of the Potsdam Observatory to
detect any shrinkage (Holden 1890h: 154).
The problem of film distortion was brought up again upon the inspection of Einstein test
plates obtained at the 1922 eclipse at Wallal (Campbell and Trumpler 1923: 41). Ross (1920)
determined that the blackened area of the corona on a plate dried more rapidly, resulting in the
contraction of the film toward the inner corona. This shrinkage condition was to be expected in
tropical countries when processing in high temperatures was expected to affect precision
measurements.
6.2.9.6

Backing the Plates

Backing was a necessary process to prevent light halation effects on the image. The LO backed
their plates used ‘Columbian Backing’ from Carbutt that came in a can (Keeler 1900), which was
a similar process as supplied to Barnard (1909a), who first used it at the 1900 eclipse, by the
Cramer Dry Plate Company. The process was to be done shortly before the plates were to be
used:
Cook two pounds of granulated sugar in a sauce-pan, with-out the addition of any
water, until it is nearly in the caramel stage. Then stir in one pound of burnt sienna
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and cook a little longer, stirring well. Do not let the backing reach the candy stage
or it will be sticky and disagreeable to handle, and will not soften as readily when
being removed from the plate. Finally add about a half ounce of alcohol to each pint
as a dryer. Put away in a wide mouthed stoppered bottle or jar. When needed for
use, dilute a little of this with water to the consistency of a thick but not too wet
paste. Apply (not wet enough to run) to the back of the plate with a wide camel’s
hair brush. It is not necessary to back heavily … Before developing, remove the
backing with a moist piece of absorbent cotton.
6.2.9.7

Archiving the Eclipse Expeditions Plates

The plates from the two 1889 eclipse expeditions were not always stored safely or handled with
care (see Figure 109). Barnard’s plates were taken with him as his personal property and are now
in the plate vault of the Yerkes Observatory. A plate vault was established on Mt. Hamilton

Figure 109 (left) Mis-handled 1889 eclipse image
(Misch 2008).
Figure 110 (right) Plate storage room of the plate
vault as it appears today (Misch 2008).

and the eclipse expedition plates were kept safely stored where they remain today – see Figure
110 (Misch 2008: 22-24).
6.2.9.8

Plate Viewing Techniques to Reveal Maximum Coronal Information

After the January 1889 eclipse, a positive was made from Barnard’s best images taken with the
water reservoir telescope. The positive was carefully and closely inspected. Often times this
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method revealed subtle coronal shadings and detail that were not apparent on the original
negative.
Another account of viewing an image to reveal maximum extremely subtle coronal detail was
mentioned by Holden (1889f: 349), “If the pictures are held obliquely in a strong soft light, or
moved gently in front of such a light, these limits are very much extended …”
6.2.9.9

Printing the Maximum Coronal Detail from the Photographic Plates

The making of a print directly from the negative resulted in the loss of nearly all of the inner
coronal detail. The most common printing practice was to place a negative in direct contact with a
negative or positive image to make a contact print.
Special techniques were continually developed over the period of the eclipse expeditions in
an often futile attempt to reproduce the fine structure of the inner corona for publication. For the
first expedition’s results, the making of a wood cut or metal engraving was considered inpractical.
Instead, a series of negatives was made on an 8 x 10 inch plate directly from a positive contact
plate made from one of the original plates. First, a series of positives was made using various
exposures and development in order to bring out a full range of coronal detail. Then two 8 x 10
inch negatives were made, with sixteen different exposures placed on each. Masking of the plates
for the different exposures permitted the marking and identification of each exposure. Sixty-three
8 x 10 inch prints were made yielding nearly 1,000 small prints. These prints were trimmed,
soaked in water and surfaced on a ferrotype plate. Then the prints were pasted on the backside
and backed with stiff paper while still on the ferrotype plate. After ten to fifteen minutes, the
prints dropped from the ferrotype plate being according to Barnard, beautifully burnished for
release in the Observatory’s eclipse report (Barnard 1889: 71-72).
6.2.9.10

Printing Methods and Issues for Producing Images for Publication

Before the period of the Schaeberle camera, the preferred method of transferring image detail to
print form was to hand trace the features of the corona. For the first time, Barnard’s negatives of
the January 1889 eclipse were of sufficient quality to permit the tracing of structure within the
wide equatorial ‘wings’ of the corona (Holden 1894b: 249). For the study of the plates, Holden
insisted that a positive glass plate must be made from the original negative to obtain complete
image data.
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The viewer should inspect both the negative and
positive plates independently because each
‘presents a different set of contrasts’. Holden
also described a method that Barnard was
utilizing with some success. This involved
copying a large plate to a smaller one in order to
reveal and enhance image features (Holden
1889i: 75-76).
Figure 111. Direct contact print 1893 eclipse
(Contributions of the Lick Observatory, No. 3).

While tracing of coronal structure was
retained for the 1893 eclipse images,
Schaeberle described other processes
used. Photographic prints were made
while changing the image density during
development. This method will bring out
some detail that would have been lost
with just one standard printing. Positive
contact glass plates of the portion of the
image for study, continued to be the
preferred method (see Figure 111).
Detail would be lost by each level of
continued contact making. In regards to
publishing his best image, Schaeberle
(1895b: 84-85) pointed out, “… nearly all
the finer markings are lost in the
illustration here given, which represents the best results so far obtainable with printer’s ink
…”
From the 1905 eclipse images, a print was made using the heliogravure process for
publication in a journal article in the PASP. According to Campbell and Perrine (1906: 23), the
print revealed a great prominence, “… though with serious loss in sharpness … the rich details of
coronal structure are completely lost. It seems impossible to reproduce coronas by mechanical
processes, with any approach to justice to the subject.”
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Campbell (1908c: 232-233), in preparing the 1908 eclipse coronal images for the PASP,
published a short comment on the state of making coronal prints.
There is perhaps no astronomical subject more difficult to reproduce by mechanical
process than the solar corona, and it is necessary to recognize that in the best halftone reproductions the delicate details of structure and minute differences of
intensity are almost wholly lost. In view of the great injustice done to the merits of
the original negatives and the correspondingly erroneous impressions conveyed by
the prints on paper, it is a question whether an attempt to publish the coronal
photographs by such methods is not a mistake.
In another article in the PASP, Campbell (1908i: 185) expressed concern over the quality of
the reproductions from the printer: “The engraver’s printer has been the means of sadly
misrepresenting this section of the expedition’s work.”
Ten years later, for the 1918 eclipse images, a half-tone process was again used to print a
section of one of the plates in hopes of showing the exquisite fine detail of large prominences
and sharply curved coronal streamers which hooded the prominences. According to Campbell
1918c: 228-229), “Unfortunately … an adequate method of reproducing solar coronas in print has
never been found. One must go to the original negatives or to photographic copies on glass.”
Again, after reviewing the prints of the 1922 eclipse, Campbell (1923a: 38) remarked,
“Unfortunately, the half-tone reproduction sacrifices most of the details.”
6.2.9.11

The Half-tone Process for the Making of Prints for Publication

The half-tone printing process of the eclipse period remained a poor method of producing coronal
images for publication. Campbell (1908) commented in the strongest language used yet after
receiving back images from a well-known Eastern engraver and printer:
Positive plates were specifically made for the half-tone printing process for publication
although great loss of coronal detail resulted. Half-tones are made by making individual plates of
detail and features to create layers. Each layer is run through the press as a separate plate forming
a final print representing the total number of layers. It was found that each time a contact reversal
positive plate was produced, there was a continued loss of detail. In 1893, it was deemed best to
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make copy negatives of some of the large 18 x 22 inch plates from the 40 Foot Camera which did
not suffer as much image degradation (Schaeberle 1895: 84).
In 1908, Pang (1997: 182) reported that Barnard corresponded with Campbell on the results
of his ‘steam’ press prints of comet Morehouse for an upcoming journal article. Apparently the
press had been misadjusted, ruining the scientific value of the images, which were considered a
“… great disappointment ...” by Barnard (Barnard 1909b).
It turned out that faint subtle detail within the corona was one of the most difficult objects to
be successfully printed, partly due the tremendous dynamic range of light values within a coronal
image. Parts of an image would have to be sacrificed to single out other features, even with the
making of positives, careful development and stacking images. Pang (1997: 193) reported from
his review of Lick Observatory papers that Campbell reported that the “… corona’s outermost
regions were a thousand times fainter than its inner …”
6.2.9.12

The Collotype Process for the Making of Superior Prints for Publication

The half-tone printing process, which was the standard process for preparing images for
publication as previously mentioned, was unsatisfactory because of the loss of image detail. This
affected not only eclipse images but other Lick Observatory projects as well. Barnard first
attempted to prepare his Milky Way images for publication using the half-tone process in 189596, but abandoned the process because of the poor quality of the reproductions. Thirteen years
later, Barnard learned that the collotype process yielded far better results among other users. This
process, first experimented with in the mid to late nineteenth century, enabled a print to be made
from a positive by the hardening of a gelatin emulsion surface. At a later time, it was found that
the gelatin printing surface on a ground glass plate was suitable for use in ink printing on an
ordinary press.
Barnard was able to enlist the help of the chief ‘collotype’ expert, A.B. Brunk, of the Chicago
Photogravure Company located in Chicago. The process enabled printer’s ink to be transferred to
a gelatin emulsion using a difficult-to-master set of procedures.
The process was capable of producing prints from un-fogged plates that were able to bring
out most of the fine subtle detail of the original. In fact, due to the buildup qualities of the
process, some images were purported to be better than the original negatives (Barnard 1913: 10).
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6.2.9.13

The Heliogravure Process for the Making of Prints for Publication

This process was selected for the publication of one of the 40 Foot Camera’s 1s coronal
exposures. According to Campbell and Perrine (1906: 23-24), a giant sized prominence was
reproduced. But there was a serious loss in sharpness, and the intricate detail within the corona
was lost. Likewise, the reproduction of one of the negatives from the Floyd camera suffered the
same fate.
6.3

Long Focal Length – Large Image Scale Solar Eclipse Cameras

6.3.1

Lenses versus Mirrors for Long Focal Length Eclipse Cameras

Schaeberle (1897b) conducted a study of the quality of an image produced by a parabolic
reflecting telescope mirror. According to Schaeberle:
I have recently discovered a most remarkable defect in the images formed by a
parabolic reflector which makes it geometrically (and hence physically) impossible for
the different concentric surface zones of a theoretically perfect paraboloid of
revolution to form, by reflections, equal images of any celestial area subtending a
measurable angle.
This defect results from the fact that the focal point is not the center of curvature of the
reflecting surface (Schaeberle 1897c).
6.3.2

Horizontal Cameras versus Direct Viewing Long Focal length Cameras

The most common type of long focal length camera in expedition use, until at least the first
decade of the twentieth-century, remained the horizontal mounted cameras with either a siderostat
or coelostat configuration, providing the image to the telescope, which remained fixed in place.
While the simple one mirror photo-heliograph had existed for some years, J. Winlock of the
Harvard College Observatory, is credited by S.I. Bailey (1931: 53-54) with being the first one to
use it at the solar eclipse of 1870 to photograph the corona. At the 1886 eclipse, Winlock again
set up a 38 foot focal length photo-heliograph for coronal photography. Both attempts failed, no
doubt due to the extremely slow wet photographic process used in the case of the 1870 eclipse.
The siderostat, a form of heliostat, used a flat mirror that made the image appear to rotate as
the mirror followed the diurnal motion of the Sun. When Schaeberle made his selection of the
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direct view refractor design, the coelostat with its fixed image capability, was for a period of time
forgotten. A rotating image would have caused a smeared corona, obliterating fine structure.
The coelostat, also a form of heliostat, was reinvented in 1895 by Mons. G. Lippmann
(Lippmann 1895: 301-303. The coelostat mirror rotates around a polar axis fixed parallel to the
Earth’s N–S axis. Lippmann found that if the mirror is pointing to the pole and moving with half
the diurnal rotation (one complete revolution in 48 hrs.), it would not only give an image of the
Sun in a definite azimuth, but would also give no rotation of the field. A long focal length
telescope for temporary field eclipse imaging, is normally mounted horizontally and fixed in
position pointing at the mirror. However, the horizontal instrument must be turned in the
direction in which the Sun would rise or set. The horizontal telescope would be fixed by the
declination of the Sun, and the initial position of the mirror depended on the hour-angle at eclipse
time. As the mirror tracks, the Sun’s image would remain centered in the field of the telescope
with no rotation (Pasachoff and Livingston 1984: 2803-2808).
One critical requirement for the coelostat mirror to keep the image precisely positioned on the
photographic plate was that the surface of the mirror must be precisely parallel to the axis of
rotation. A shelf-bought coelostatic mirror and mount would need some additional refinement in
this area. The failure to achieve this alignment resulted in a star image making an eclipse about a
common point, instead of remaining stationary (Turner 1896: 417).
Traditional long focal length telescopes of the direct view variety were equatorially mounted
on a polar axis of immense size and weight. Even if disassembled, a large equatorial mount’s
components were not suitable for travel, as the largest pieces were just too bulky and too heavy to
be handled, and would prove too expensive to ship due to the immense weight and bulk.
By the year 1902, at least one prominent astronomer, Bigelow of the Smithsonian Institution,
remained skeptical of the ability of Schaeberle’s Camera as being suitable to produce sharp
images. Upon reading Bigelow’s book Eclipse Meteorology and Allied Problems Campbell
(1902d) wrote to Bigelow on mounting long-focus instruments:
… you say that the action of the wind and weather on the tube will spoil the results.
We guard against this by having the lens and moving plate-holder completely
independent of the canvas tube so that although the tube is violently disturbed by the
wind, it does not affect the plate-holder whatever. The plate-holder frame is rigidly
attached to the ground and does not in any way touch the tube. The tower
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supporting the lens has no other work to it, and it is enclosed in a surrounding
covered tower, completely shutting off the effect of the wind from the lens.
Advantages of the Direct View Tower Camera (Campbell 1908e: 8; Campbell 1908b: 75-76):
1. The tower camera can be easily pointed to the zenith if required.
2. The objective lens is kept high above heat radiating from the ground. The resulting seeing
should be better than the horizontally mounted version.
3. The towers are easily assembled, and can be made from locally-available materials.
4. The towers are easily heat ventilated unlike the supporting structures of the horizontal
camera.
5. The optical configuration of the tower camera is simpler without the addition of the heliostat
or coelostat mirrors. There was general consensus that additional optical surfaces provided a
possible source of image degradation.
6. The focus of the tower camera will remain more stable than the coelostat or heliostat systems
where the glass mirror surfaces can expand with heat and then fall rapidly at the time of the
eclipse, changing the focus.
7.

Driving-clock errors and other irregularities are not magnified by the tower camera. The
same problems are amplified by a coelostat long focus camera.

8. The fixed optical configuration with moving-plate arrangement does not require a heavy
clock-driven equatorial mount.
9. The instrument is cheap and easy to manage.
Advantages of a coelostat and horizontally mounted camera:
1.

It was believed that the horizontal camera was more convenient because of its simplicity.

2. The operator can observe from a convenient position.
3.

It is easier to build a camera of precision due to the uncomplicated nature of its components.

4. Tube flexure of a large equatorial telescope could be easily avoided with the lighter weight
coelostat mirror mounted on a small axis leading to greater stability.
5.

Not eclipse related, coelostatic cameras had advantages for photographing bright bodies near
the celestial equator.

6.

Multiple instruments can be served by a single coelostat mirror.

7. The instrument’s components can be more easily safe guarded from rain and winds by the
use of protecting structures and that the components were relatively close to the ground.
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8.

Each of the components could be mounted on heavy rigid supporting structures, easily built
on-site using substantial materials of bricks, mortar, cement or even cast iron and steel.

9. The coelostat mirror comes as an integral assembly with its clock-driven polar-axis mount.
10. Simple plate-holders can be used requiring no elaborate moving-plate carriage to manipulate.
11. The complex moving plate-holder of the tower camera induces a separate source of possible
vibration or irregular movement due to inaccurately-made parts. Generally a larger number
of moving parts induces more errors than a simpler mechanism of fewer parts.
On a final note, even in the case of the coelostat instruments Hale noted that “A comparison
of results obtained with the tower and horizontal form of the coelostat telescopes at the Solar
Observatory, Mt. Wilson in 1907, is confirmatory of this advantage.” (Hale 1906; 1907b).
6.3.3

Focal length and aperture considerations

The image size of the eclipsing Moon and Sun is dependent only on the focal length of the
camera. The aperture is not a factor. Keeler (1900b), referring to Langley’s question about the
use of even longer focal length cameras than Schaeberle’s 40 foot Camera, commented:
I am inclined to doubt whether larger apparatus than used in India would give better
results. The ratio of focal length to aperture is such as to give full photographic
resolution by a 5-inch aperture, and in 99 cases out of 100, the resolution would be
determined by the atmospheric conditions at the time of the eclipse.
6.4

The Refinement of Analytical Techniques for Coronal Feature Mapping and
Photometry over the Period of the Expeditions

6.4.1

Coronal Photometric Technique at the Lick Observatory

The Lick Observatory initiated coronal brightness studies of the corona applying three methods at
the January 1889 eclipse:
1. The ordinary candle was standardized to the Carcel oil standard lamp in order to compare
results with the Harvard Observatory’s images (Holden 1889b: 83-87).
2. The comparison was made of coronal brightness with a standard light source and a Brashear
wheel-photometer.
3. A comparison of coronal brightness using standardized light squares exposed on photographic
plates was made using a standard light source.
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Holden and Staff Astronomer J.E. Keeler devised the first method of comparing the light of
the corona with that of an ordinary wax candle used in conjunction with a wheel-photometer
especially ordered from Brashear for this purpose. Doctor of Philosophy candidate Armin O.
Leuschner determined the light output of the corona using procedures stipulated by Keeler.
Through deductive work after the eclipse, it was hoped to eliminate the candle and express
coronal light in terms of the full Moon as was done by E.C. Pickering of the Harvard College
Observatory at the 1886 eclipse (Keeler 1889: 32-83).
Leuschner (1889: 81) described the layout of the apparatus. Two pieces of white cardboard
A and B, which would serve as a common diffusing medium, were affixed to same-sized wooden
plates. The coronal light would reach A and the light from the standard candle, passing through
the photometer, would reach B. The reflected light from A and B would pass through one inch
diameter holes into a dark box reaching two silvered mirrors a and b that were inclined to each
other at a 90º angle. The reflected light from both a and b is directed out of the box, through a 1
inch hole, towards the observer. Interior box surfaces were painted black to eliminate unwanted
stray light. Then the wheel-photometer was placed between B and the box hole for mirror b.
Aligned at a 45º angle to screen B, outside the box, was a 12.5 foot black-painted board. On this
board would be placed the standard light source which consisted of a wax candle lantern. Light
output could be adjusted in two ways: 1. The wheel-photometer could be adjusted to the desired
output. 2. The candle-lantern could be moved closer or further from B along the board.
On eclipse day, the whole arrangement mounted on a table was turned so that the coronal
light would reach A and in turn then be reflected to mirror a and then on to the observer. The
table should remain stationary for the observations as it took ten minutes for the Sun to move
across the useful viewing range of the apparatus. A standard candle and photometer were
provided with suitable coronal and stray-light blocking screens. The observer varied the rate of
the wheel-photometer in order to match the standard brightness, with than from the observed
coronal brightness during totality. Problems with the setup were noted upon analysis of the
results:
1. Background sky light mixed with the coronal light.
2. Some stray sky light did reach B, despite the light-traps, affecting the results.
After the eclipse, the candle was standardized against the Carcel oil standard lamp. It was
determined that the candle flame would provide a steady light for about five minutes. While
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success was achieved in separating coronal light from the general background light of the sky,
significant problems remained. Despite extensive light-shielding within the apparatus, stray sky
light still affected the readings in an uneven manner. It was determined that there should have
been no light traps so that the sky light would have affected the overall illumination on A and B.
A simple measurement of the background sky could be made and subtracted from both
measurements made from the corona and calibration source. Candlelight also crept into the light
readings from the photometer. Problems with calculations led to uncertainties, so that this
method was discontinued (Keeler 1889: 82-101).
6.4.2 Refining the photometric Calibration Standards of the Photographic Plates
6.4.2.1 Captain Abney and His Standard Light Squares
Captain Abney found that (Holden 1890h: 155; Holden 1894b):
The deposit of silver made by different intensities of light, varies in density directly
as the intensity of light acting – this, of course, within such limits that the reversal of
the image is not commenced, and that the film is not in any part exhausted of the
silver salt that can be reduced.
He had to clarify the phase ‘varies as density’ as meaning ‘varies in opacity.’ He also
suggested that “… for any ordinary light, intensity and exposure are interchangeable.”
Captain Abney, R.E., F.R.S., was the first to suggest the placing of light squares on
photographic plates that had been calibrated against a standard light source (Holden 1891a: 5).
Pickering (1895: 17-18) at Harvard College was also independently working on the same method.
The portion of the plate with the standard squares had black paper placed over it during exposure
made at the eclipse. The light source was placed at a known distance over a known time from the
negative. Units of light were expressed in terms of the lamp in units, or 1 lamp unit would equal
the amount of light from a one millimeter aperture on the lamp at the distance of 1 meter (Holden
1891: 5-6). The standard exposure values were 1s, 2s, 4s, 8s, 16s, 32s, and 64 seconds.
By 1890, Holden began to notice discrepancies in Abney’s rule. Upon first beginning studies
of plate density during exposure time, Holden (1890h: 155; 1894c: 67-68) found that the results
seemed to follow the rule but in a somewhat less general way. For very short exposures, the staff
logged results that indicated the density of the emulsion increases faster than directly with time.
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There was a general range of exposures where the density did vary proportional with time as
called for by Abney’s rule. For longer exposures, the proportion of density to time decreased long
before the halation stage was reached.
Likewise in their tests, Burnham (1891: 35) and Leuschncer (1890: 7-14) stated what other
photographers already knew that Abney’s rule of exposures and plate density only held for a very
narrow range of brightness and exposure settings. Burnham (1891: 35) claimed, “In the first
place, as every practical photographer knows from his own experience, the density of a
photographic plate is not proportional to the time.”
Holden (1894, his italics) heard back from Abney that his new experiments yielded the
same results as found at the LO:
… that the chemical action is not, generally, proportional to the exposure for a
constant light (on bromide plates); or, to take a special case, that … the sum of a large
number of small (short) exposures was not equal to the same exposure given at one
time.
Another problematic source of error was the changing light values of the standard squares
over time. Originally the squares were exposed at the Observatory well before the eclipse. This
procedure was changed to the placing of the standard squares in the field shortly before totality.
6.4.2.2 Holden Sets Conditions That Must be Satisfied by a Standard Light Source.
Holden (1891a: 6-7) set forth three conditions for a hypothetical standard light source:
1. The light output should be exactly stable and constant over the half-hour that it takes to
standardize a set of plates (number of plates not specified). To obtain light measurements of
value, all compared plates must be of the same formula and spectral sensitivity, and the law
(Captain Abney’s law) known for the darkening of the emulsion over an exposure set.
2. The absolute light output should be repeatable at any time for any number of days to years.
This stability over time permits the comparison of photometric coronal brightness
measurements from eclipse to eclipse.
3. The spectrum of the light should have the same law in energy distribution as the object
photographed.
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Holden realized that the last condition could not be exactly met with any known standard
flame. This introduced an error source into coronal light measurement. He knew of no solution
or methodology of correction for comparing the light from different spectral energy outputs. For
condition number 2 to work, the emulsion needed to be the same at all eclipses. In practice,
astronomers leaned towards new emulsions as they were introduced, thus requiring a method of
calibrating new emulsions against the old ones. The emulsions themselves, even if of the same
type and number, were subject to variations in manufacture, storage, and climate effects. By the
year 1900, E.C. Pickering (1900: 1-5) was still addressing the same spectral sensitivity issues.
Holden (1891a: 7) fully understood the importance for establishing exacting procedures for
the operation of a standard lamp under very specific conditions:
Such, I conceive, are the general principles according to which we must strive for any
numerical measures of the brightness of celestial objects which can be photographed,
as the Moon and planets, the nebulae, comets, and the corona. And it appears to be of
importance to endeavor to obtain such measures.
6.4.2.3

The Carcel Oil Standard Lamp Debacle at the Lick Observatory

The first one to put Abney’s suggestion to use was W.H. Pickering of the Harvard College
Observatory at the 1886 eclipse. Pickering (1895: 17-18) applied standard light squares on his
plates exposed by a Carcel oil lamp burning pure Colza oil. Holden chose the Carcel oil lamp in
order to replicate the procedures set in place by Pickering. Pickering supplied Holden with an
exact copy of the lamp and a quantity of their Colza oil. Pickering also supplied an unprocessed
standard calibration plate made with Harvard’s lamp. Barnard exposed this plate with the LO
lamp so that Leuschner could evaluate the results. What Leuschner determined from his tests for
the Seed No. 26 plates was disturbing. The exposures from 2s to 8s yielded image blackening that
followed Abney’s law of proportionality. The longer exposures to 64s did not (Holden 1891a: 89).

Oddly, as Holden began using the Carcel lamp in 1889, the Harvard College Observatory was
discontinuing its use in favor of a pentane lamp that was more stable in light output. Problems
with the Carcel oil lamp began immediately after the lamp’s first use at the January 1889 eclipse;
these problems would still be present for the December 1889 eclipse. The Carcel oil lamp’s
output stability was dependent on the curves of a specially made glass chimney. The LO lamp’s
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chimney was broken in an accident and a
new one would have to come from Europe.
Holden insisted on its use anyway for both
eclipses in 1889, and 1893 (Figure 112)
resulting in a sometime bitter confrontation
between Burnham and Schaeberle with
Holden. Burnham and Schaeberle could not
achieve repeatable results because of
continued instability of the lamp’s output and
became frustrated.

Figure 112 Plate standardized with the Carcel
oil lamp (Mary Lea Shane Archives).

Holden (1890i) sent out a memorandum to them regarding the wording of their December 1889
eclipse report:
… to take a case-in speaking of the standard lamp which this Observatory adopted in
1888, in order that our results might be comparable with those of the Harvard College
Observatory which was then and is now using such a lamp, you refer to it as “the socalled standard lamp” … The defects of the lamp are known to Professor Pickering
and to me … the question cannot be disposed of by a sneer. If treated at all, it must
be treated seriously & scientifically … There is no question as to your perfect right to
express any scientific opinions you may reach. The point is that if you differ with the
principles laid down in your instructions, you are bound to discuss the subject in full,
or not at all. A mere expression of your belief as a mere epithet is not enough–so it
seems to me …
Burnham, Schaeberle and Leuschner put the Carcel oil standard lamp through a series of tests
as doubt was growing about its reliability for the use of making precise coronal brightness
measurements. Burnham and Schaeberle (1891: 36) worked together and concluded to Holden’s
bitter disagreement:
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In the second place, the lamp itself has too many elements of uncertainly to make even
this kind of comparison reliable for any scientific purpose … so many weak points in
its construction and management were noticed … the lamp was used precisely as it
had been before, and was managed in the most careful, painstaking manner … the
result, briefly stated, was that the corresponding squares made with the lamp showed
decided differences, and occasionally large differences; and it appeared further that the
common candle, as well as the ordinary lamps, could be more safely relied upon to
give consistent results.
Leuschner tested the stability of the Carcel oil lamp as part of his Ph.D. thesis. His findings
were not good news and hinted at having a high level of unstable light output from the lamp.
According to Leuschner, “… enormous variations occur between the results of different days (so
that no results can be drawn from a comparison of plates standardized at different times).”
(Holden 1891a: 9). Leuschner ultimately found that the light was approximately uniform over a
half-hour to one-hour period. He soon abandoned his thesis and would always be in a state of
constant argument with Holden.
And as if there were not problems enough, Barnard (1892) sent Holden a lengthy memo
refusing to standardize the 1893 eclipse plates with the standard Carcel oil lamp as he did not
want to be blamed for the failure of an expedition’s results:
Sir: In as much as you have put on the records of the Lick Observatory a statement to
the effect that I refused to standardize the plates for the Eclipse Expedition to South
America, have the kindness to copy in the same records my reasons for not wishing to
do the work. I do not wish here to make any question as to the value which the
method of standardization the plates here may have had in the two previous eclipses
expeditions sent out from the Lick Observatory. It was simply a matter of personal
safety that prompted me to decline the work. To standardize the plates it is necessary
to take them from their original box and to repeatedly handle them and to repeatedly
expose a certain portion of their surfaces to the light of a lamp. If the slightest portion
of this light should but one instant touch the plate where the image of the corona must
fall, then the eclipse expedition so far as that plate is concerned is a failure.
It is perhaps possible to standardize the plates without injuring them, but it is none
the less a very great risk–especially when the person is not regularly doing such work.
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If the plates should at anytime previous to this, or subsequently, be fogged by light, no
man can tell whether it happened at the time of standardizing or not. There is
therefore danger that the plates may be injured or spoiled during the process of
standardizing or by accident after they leave the observatory and the entire
photographic work of the expedition prove a failure entirely.
My declining to do the work therefore, was simply thought a desire to protect
myself in reference to any accident of this nature. I am sure it might be a very great
risk on my part, and just now, for reasons too well known, all the blame might revert
to me. EE Barnard
The standard Carcel oil lamp was not replaced until 1905 with the Heffner standard
lamp of which there are no complaints on record for stability issues.
The Lick Observatory’s photometric coronal measurements through the 1901 eclipse were
subject to significant error due to the unpredictability and misuse of the standard Carcel oil lamp.
6.4.2.4

Hefner Amyl-Acetate Standard Lamp

The 1905 eclipse plates were standardized with a Hefner amyl-acetate lamp borrowed from the
Department of Physics of the University of California at Berkeley. The plates were standardized
on Mt. Hamilton three months prior to totality (Campbell and Perrine 1906: 22-23). The Hefner
lamp was taken to the 1908 eclipse station for standardization of the plates before the eclipse.
6.4.2.5

Photometry for the 1923 eclipse

Campbell decided to completely review photometric procedures that had not changed
significantly since Abney’s standard squares calibrated by standard lamp technique had been
implemented. The former process had always been a difficult and exacting task for the Lick
astronomers and was always at risk as a source of error. It was pointed out that the
standardization of the plates at the station prior to the eclipse took a great deal of time that was
needed for other preparations that were of a critical necessity.
The staff instituted a new procedure that greatly reduced the time needed to put the squares
on the plates and would prove far more reliable. No data were obtained as the 1923 eclipse was
clouded out. The new process took only one hour to standardize the plates instead of an entire
night. A technique developed by Parkhust for stellar photometry was completely revamped by
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the staff for coronal photometry. The new plate standardization apparatus was referred to as an
aperture photometer or ‘sensitometer’ box (Wright 1923: 282-284).
The sensitometer box appeared as a long narrow 2½ foot black box that was easily
transported to eclipse sites. It contained a source lamp with glass a opal diffuser, a plate with
calibrated light openings, and provisions for fitting the plates to be standardized. The test
‘squares’ (now round) on the plates were made by controlling the amount of incident diffused
light from the source electric lamp passing through a template possessing a series of holes that
graduate in size. Source illumination can also be controlled by sliding the lamp back and forth in
respect to its distance from a selected hole. The source lamp light can be adjusted by changing
the voltage. The electric voltage and current corresponding to the filament light output and
distance from lamp to screen is monitored and calibrated. The light circles from this arrangement
are then compared by the light squares placed on the same plate by Heffner standard lamp placed
at a known distance. According to Wright (ibid.):
The square impressed by the standard lamp can thus be measured in terms of the
sequence of intensities provided by the photometer, and the reciprocal relation gives
the strength of each sensitometer square expressed in Heffner units.
6.4.3

The Making of the Lick Observatory’s First Coronal Index Map

Figure 113 Holden’s composite drawing made from photos and drawings. The
drawing is indexed for reference to coronal structure and form (Holden 1889f: 345).
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The first task was to make a positive plate from the Barnard January 1889 eclipse plates and
drawings along with plates supplied by Messrs. Ireland and Lowden of the Amateur Photographic
Association eclipse expedition (Holden 1889a: 344f). The two gentlemen had followed the
photographic guidelines established by Burnham.
The final drawing was made, carefully, by tracing the projection of the positive image. One
hundred-thirteen individual coronal structural features were assigned a number for indexing
purposes and for later reference (see
Figure 113). Some minor faint features
were excluded so as not to confuse the
closely confined numbering. Difficulty
was expressed upon drawing detail spaced
too close together using the small image
scale of this method (Holden 1889: 344).
This implied that a larger-image scale
would permit more detail to be more
accurately placed.
Figure 114 Schaeberle’s initial log of
protuberances from a plate made with the
Clark 6 inch equatorial (Mary Lea Shane
Archives).

Keeler computed the parallel of declination, ecliptic, and vortex which were added to the
map. According to Holden (1889f: 344; 1889b: 3), Schaeberle produced an initial table, see
Figure 114, listing the positions, inclinations to normal and relative heights of protuberances:
It is necessary to say that in making this diagram no pictorial effect has been sought
for. It is intended to show only the more important features and details exhibited in
the negatives obtained ...
Simple drawings of the basic outer coronal form were made from the negatives made with
‘portrait’ lens cameras by Messrs Ireland and Lowden of the Amateur Photographic Association
using the eclipse photography guidelines by Holden (ibid.)(see Figure 115).
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Figure 115 The coronal form outline sketch from the
amateur photographers, Loweden and Ireland. Both
drawings show the ‘wings’ of the outer coronal form.
The top drawing shows polar ‘streamers’ (Holden
1889).

6.4.4

The 1893 Coronal Map

Schaeberle (1895: 87) drew a skeletal diagram of the
inner and outer corona showing the location of the
most prominent features, see Figure 116. Eight 18 x
22 inch glass plates from the 40 foot Camera were
selected. Each plate was horizontally mounted on a
heavy sheet of glass to provide back support for the
fragile thinner plates. The following procedure was
used for markings:
1.

Another glass was mounted over the negative plate for the actual tracing.

2.

Adequate work light was provided by a mirror reflecting light from a window during the day.
At night a lamp furnished the light.
Figure 116
Schaeberle’s diagram
showing the
locations of the
prominent coronal
features (Schaeberle
1895).
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3. First the desired markings for the drawing were carefully traced onto the back glass side of
the original negative, due to the extreme faintness of part of the coronal structure.
4. The tracing was then made with heavier ink aided by the lines on the image plate.
5. The exact center of the Sun for each plate was determined by tracing the primary features
(lunar outline, prominences, major streamers, etc.). Then lines were drawn tangentially
within the Moon’s outline from the point of 2nd contact and then by drawing the Sun’s outline
using the computed radius of the Sun determined from the plate-image scale of the 40 foot
Camera.
6. Then the shortest exposure plates were aligned and the brightest and innermost features
traced. Next, the longer exposure plates were aligned and the tracing continued outward with
the less brighter extensions of the corona.
7. Each of the prominent coronal features was given a number or letter.
8. All features were carefully measured for position and length and then tabulated and provided
with a physical description. Sixty-two coronal protuberances or aggregates of features
received numbers. Coronal wings were numbered 1-7. Coronal streamers were lettered with
the Greek alphabet. The letter p indicated positional information in degrees, and the h
indicated length in minutes of arc, see Table 18.
The skeleton drawing and log of the features was then used by Schaeberle in his analytical
investigations for his Mechanical Theory of the Solar Corona.

Table 18 Indentifying and tabulation of the numbered indexed 1893 coronal features followed by
positions, and descriptions of the 1893 corona (Schaeberle 1895).
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6.4.5

Photometric Coronal Brightness Mapping by the Plotting of Contour Lines

Barnard, upon inspection of the January 1889 eclipse plates, found himself faced with a difficult
task. The small image size of the lunar disk and corona made it impossible to compare large
areas of the corona to the standard squares. He devised the following procedure to permit the
comparisons (Barnard 1890: 62-64):
1. He placed one pinhole (1/50 inch) in a card and another pinhole in a second card.
2. He would view a standard square through one pinhole while moving the second pinhole over
the coronal image until he found a brightness match.
3. A circular mask was prepared and affixed to the photographic plate with the Moon precisely
centered.
4. A measuring device consisted of a pointer at one end of a card. The other end had a viewing
hole and a scale in minutes of arc. The zero point was set in the center of the viewing hole.
5. The measuring-viewing card was then placed so that a line through the scale, the viewing hole
and pointer were centered to the Moon’s disk.
6. The card was then moved radially outward until the coronal light compared to the light of the
standard square. This procedure was repeated with the range of standard squares. The
distances of the matching points on the corona were read from the scale, recorded, and
marked at the pointer onto the mask. A complete rotation of the coronal image was made in
this fashion, plotting some 400 points in all.
7. A coronal image was then made with the mask and concentric circles drawn every 5 arcminutes from the lunar limb. The recorded points from all the standard squares were then
transferred generating a coronal image.
On the execution of the procedure, according to Barnard (ibid.),
The method while laborious, is, I think, entirely free from prejudice, and it has the
great advantage that the intensity of the Corona is directly compared with standard
squares on the same gelatin film.
The much smaller coronal images, made with the Clark back-focus camera, were too small to
use all of the standard squares, so just two squares were utilized. A good amount of estimation
was required to mark the compared brightness points. Some of the estimated points were
indicated with a dotted line, see Figure 117, Plate III (ibid. 63).
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Figure 117 The coronal
brightness contour drawings
made from the 1 January
eclipse plates made with the
water reservoir telescope
and the Clark back-focus
lens (Lick Publications).

For the December 1889 eclipse, Barnard’s new procedure of making a contour map of
coronal brightness changed to a far simpler one than that for the January 1889 drawing (Burnham
and Schaeberle 1891: 36). Five positives were made from the best negative obtained with the
Clark telescope using a range of exposures of 1s, 2s, 4s, and 8 seconds. Each of the positives, in
turn, was projected onto a screen and the lines of equal illumination drawn, a process described as
being simple and accurate to produce the contour diagram (See Figure 118).
Figure 118 C.D. Perrine’s 1893 eclipse actinic coronal drawing
using 1,000 plotted points (Schaeberle 1895).

For future eclipses, it was determined that it was beneficial to
photograph the general sky with standardized plates so that an
accurate determination of sky brightness could be made. Not
considered in these first attempts to measure brightness, was to
factor in the background light reflected from the Earth which
would in turn be picked up by the photographic plates (ibid.).
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The standardized plates from the 1893 eclipse
were again used for contour mapping of the
corona in a similar manner as in 1889. Charles D.
Perrine made over 1,000 comparisons at 5º
intervals around the lunar disk, from seven
standardization squares on each of the two
negatives, see Figure 119 (ibid. 86).
Figure 119 Barnard’s brightness contour diagram
for the December 1889 corona with the 1 second
through 8 second exposure lines (Barnard 1891).

6.4.6 Photometric Coronal Brightness Mapping
by the Weighing Method
Weighing was a crude method employed to gain
an approximate brightness ratio of the coronal
light for the results from the two eclipses of 1889.
The contour diagrams were produced on a larger
scale. Each segment of equal brightness was cut and individually transferred to pasteboard for
weighing and recording. The weighing gave a crude indication of the percentage of brightness
distribution that was present within the corona.
6.4.7

The Hefner Amyl-acetate Standard Lamp

For the 1905 eclipse the standard Carcel oil lamp was replaced with the Hefner amyl-acetate
standard lamp of which there are no published complaints from the Observatory regarding
stability issues. Three plates (1s, 8s, and 64s) were standardized for each of the three eclipse
stations at Mt. Hamilton beforehand. The overall coronal brightness was again compared to the
brightness of the full Moon by a different method than that used at the January 1889 eclipse. A
lensless camera, covering a circular 4º field-of-view, imaged the corona and surrounding sky with
lunar intensity-squares exposed on the plates. Using two of the standardized plates, one was
exposed to the full Moon and the other was exposed to the corona during totality. This procedure
yielded a light integrated set of plates. Coronal intensity was subdued by a thin layer of clouds
and the measurements were considered of little value (Campbell and Perrine 1906: 23).
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6.4.8

Photometry by Lensless Camera

The lensless camera was applied to coronal photometry first in 1905. Coronal light would be
compared to the light of the Moon. Integrated light from the Moon and corona was thus recorded
on the plate during the eclipse. A series of standard squares was applied in the normal manner to
the ends of two dry plates. No suitable plate-measuring device existed in 1905, so the plates were
standardized for later analysis. Two exposures to the light of the corona were made for 14s and
50s respectively. It was found necessary to measure the
effect of clouds and general sky illumination before
useful results could be obtained. Additionally, the low
declination from the Moon and clouds rendered the
results valueless (ibid. 32; Perrine 1908c: 98-99).
Figure 120 Intensity contour diagram of the corona from
the 1908 plates. Lower set of numbers indicate brightness
% numbers (Young 1911: 171).

For 1908, the procedure was changed. The light of the
Moon and the light of the corona were independently compared with the light of the Hefner lamp
which enabled lunar light to be determined under controllable conditions. Young (1911)
produced Intensity Contour diagrams of the corona (see Figure 120).
6.4.9

Photometry by Direct Coronal Photography and Spectral Specific Plates

At the last Lick Observatory eclipse expedition, in 1932, Wright photographed the corona using
different emulsions that were sensitive to four colors: violet, green, red, and infrared covering the
band-width of 4000 Å to 9000 Å. The exposure for each plate was set to be the same as if the
color of the corona was the same as for an incandescent tungsten lamp. The infrared plate
recorded only a bare trace of the coronal image, while the violet plate images were badly
exposed. Coronal energy was strongest in the shorter-wavelengths as was predicted – sunlight
scattered by small particles. This had been known from the spectrographic results for some time.
This new practice yielded a precise method of coronal photometry (Aitken 1933a: 135-136).
6.5

Summary

Photographic technique evolved on a continuous basis from 1889 to 1932. Fortunately, eclipse
images could be adjusted during the chemical development stage. This permitted the astronomers
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to obtain the required coronal detail from a subject whose light brightness levels far exceeded
what could be recorded with a single exposure on a photographic plate.
The Lick Observatory staff possessed the resourcefulness needed to come up with original
techniques and improve existing procedures in order to gain the desired results. This
resourcefulness carried over to the making of the final images and then working with the printers
for publication of the images in the Lick Publications and scientific journals.
Barnard was indeed a resourceful individual in creating the technique of generating the
brightness contour programs. Credit must be given to his ability to make small-scale
comparisons of the corona to the standard light squares. Only an experienced observer with years
of practice at discerning fine planetary detail could have seen such subtle shadings in such small
images, prior to the 1893 Schaeberle Camera images becoming available.
The photometric techniques and results initiated at the LO demonstrated that this area of
investigation was fairly complicated and also was an evolving process being improved on, right
up to the end of the LO expeditions.
Photometry did not produce reliable results until the standard Carcel oil lamp was replaced in
1905. Unfortunately nothing was done with the standardized plates until Young prepared his
dissertation in 1911 using the 1905 and 1908 plates and there was no expressed interest in
continuing this line of study on record. There were no photometric determinations after 1908
outside of the polarigraphic and spectrographic studies, yet plates from the direct view coronal
cameras continued to be standardized at all future eclipses.
A certain level of knowledge and ability to learn was required to solve the numerous
problems and challenges in the field of eclipse photography and the publication of the images.
The analysis of the images to gain the intended science was a complicated process at many levels.
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CHAPTER 7 PUBLICATION OF THE LICK OBSERVATORY ECLIPSE
EXPEDITION RESULTS
7.1

The 1889 Eclipse Booklet and the Founding of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific

A significant eclipse contribution to the general public and amateur groups appeared as a 21 page
booklet, Suggestions for Observing the Total Eclipse of the Sun on January 1, 1889, published by
the LO (Holden 1889m: 1-21). The contents included a description of what to expect, what to
look for at an eclipse, predicted times of the 4 contacts, how to select an appropriate observing
site, and special precautions in viewing. The science recommendations covered how to precisely
time the contacts, conducting spectroscopic observations, recording the meteorological
conditions, how to draw the corona, as well as specific phenomena to look for. The observational
technique section covered proper exposures and technique for eclipse photography, how to
process the negatives, and how to correctly document drawings, photos, and visual observations.
One outcome of Holden’s coordination of the local parties and the publishing of the eclipse
booklet resulted in the founding of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP) in February
1889. Its membership consisted of amateur and professional astronomers (Holden 1889e: 1-22).
The LO staff would dominate this organization for the next four decades, controlling its meetings.
The ASP established guidelines for uniform observing standards while developing guidelines for
working with the public and amateur groups. To this day the society remains the largest amateurprofessional astronomical society in America. Holden was appointed as chair, and Schaeberle as
one of the secretaries. The society’s journal, Publications of the Astronomical Society of the
Pacific (PASP) became ‘the voice of the Observatory.’ The LO research dominated the ASP’s
publications. As a direct result of Observatory’s control over the PASP, the eclipse expeditions
reports and results after the 1896 eclipse were published early replacing the practice of releasing a
quarto volume for each eclipse. In fact, eclipse reports would often precede peer journal articles
by a good amount of time. The mailing list for the society and journal contained 47 international
observatories, societies, and organizations.
E.P. Lewis (1923: 6) recognized the importance of the Society’s outreach to keep the public
informed via its Adolfo Stahl lecture series which in part covered earlier eclipse expeditions.
This series began in 1917 and ran for three years, after which time, a permanent endowment for
the support of a lecture series had been obtained. Holden was chairman of the Publications
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Committee for nearly a decade where he kept strict control over what was published by the
Society. Aitken treated the society as his favorite hobby via which he gave countless lectures.
He served as President for two years, was Vice President for six different terms, served as
Secretary for thirteen years, and a Publications Committee member for 50 years (ibid.;
Osterbrock et. al.: 1997: 100).
7.2

Lick Observatory Publications

The Observatory’s publications, which included the eclipse expedition’s reports and results were
printed by the State Printing Office in Sacramento, a department of the State of California
Government. By the end of 1901, the volume of published material and that awaiting publication
was so large, that Campbell (1901m) initiated correspondence with the Chairman of the Editorial
Committee, C.M. Bakewell, of the University of California at Berkeley. At this point he
expressed his concerns over the titling of the publications, hoping for the establishment of
uniform standards, and his desire to retain the initiation of new publications:
Our wants would not be fully met by having only the Bulletin and the Publications of
the Lick Observatory. The difference between the content capacities of these two
series is so great that we need an intermediate medium to contain memoirs too large
for the Bulletin and too small for the Publications. The Contributions from the Lick
Observatory, octavo, have met our needs so well that I should like to continue them …
7.2.1

An Eclipse ‘Quarto’ Volume

After Keeler’s publication of galaxy and nebula images, Campbell (1901n) had expressed a
strong desire to publish the full results of the expeditions from 1898 to 1901. In 1902, the subject
came up again, in a letter to Rees. Campbell (1902e) planned to print the eclipse results in a
separate volume at the same time as the Keeler’s volume of his epic photography with the
Crossley reflector. Still not published by 1910, he had added the expeditions of 1905 and 1908.
The ‘quarto volume’ was to consist of high quality reproductions of a unique series of
photographs of solar coronas, coronal and chromospheric spectra, etc.
In mid-late 1902 the subject of the eclipse volume came up again in a direct request for
publication to President Wheeler of the University of California. Campbell (1902f) was to have
the manuscript ready in one year; it would contain large scale photographs of inner and middle
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corona, small scale photographs of the outer corona, spectra of the corona, reversing layer,
polarigrams and views of instruments used.
The year 1904 found Campbell asking W.W. Law Esq., of New York for gift funds to
produce the eclipse volume. Campbell (1904g) was not shy in his praise of the eclipse
achievements of the Lick Observatory. Refer to Chapter 8 for his actual comments. His specifics
for the volume were updated:
There should be published for each eclipse, a short exposure showing the inner
corona on a large scale; a long exposure showing the details of the corona farther
out; and a still longer exposure showing the streamer of great extent. There should
also be published photographs of the corona secured with smaller instruments to
show the general outline forms of the various coronas, and also photographs of the
coronal spectra secured at three eclipses, copies of the double-image photographs
obtained to determine the quality of the coronal light; photographs of special
instruments; and photographs of the four eclipse camps. Thirty images would be
required … Total cost is $2250.
By the year 1910 Campbell was still awaiting funding. According to Campbell (1910: 217),
“A state appropriation for this purpose was requested by the Board of Regents and favorably
reported upon by the last Legislature, but the appropriation was not made effective.”
7.2.2

The Lick Observatory Bulletin

Campbell (1900m), realized that the important eclipse and other research results were not
reaching outside of the Observatory in a timely fashion. Delays of months and years became the
norm. He also pointed out that delays of three and four months were typical for the journals. In
one case, a discovery was independently made in England three months after it had been made at
the LO but the credit was divided. The work of the Observatory was being rendered moot. He
proposed to initiate a new publication the Lick Observatory Bulletin for which he commented:
In my opinion the bulletin should not be the medium of publication in its final and
detailed form: but that it should be limited to announcements of discoveries, etc.; to
results whose usefulness depends upon prompt distribution; and to results unsuitable
for journal publication, and which cannot await publication in volume form.
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Bulletin No. 2 was subjected to the same delays at the State Printer that befell the other
pending publications, the 1900 and 1901 eclipse reports being among the content. Campbell
(1901o) addressed B.I. Wheeler, President of the University of California, in an attempt to speed
up what was already a 7 week delay. Campbell had at hand material for at least 5 additional
releases with no publication date in sight.
Campbell set the length of the publication to two to four quarto sheets of one to eight pages.
It was to be issued very promptly with 225 copies mailed from a specific list. It was proof read
by an Observatory Fellow in Astronomy.
What Campbell (1901p) had not counted on was the demand for the Bulletin and the creation
of a level of negative impact on the astronomical journals caused by releasing information,
including the eclipse material, before it could appear in the journals. In a letter to Hale at the
Yerkes Observatory, he mentioned:
I regret that their issue should appear to bear unfavorable upon the interests of
astronomical journals, and especially in the case of the Astrophysical Journal ….
The Bulletin seems to have met a long felt want, both here and elsewhere, its
demand had vastly exceeded my expectations.
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CHAPTER 8

8.1

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Astronomy and Observatories

As an organization an observatory could provide the following functions: it can collect and catalog
observations of astronomical objects and occurrences; the observatory may fix, with increasing
precision, numerical values on already-documented objects or occurrences; the observatory can
conduct cutting-edge research, to advance what we know about astronomical subjects and the
fundamental science that governs their actions. A review of the world’s observatories shows that
some fulfill all of these tasks while others focus on one or two of them.
It was generally believed abroad that the United States’ educational institutions were not
suited for scientific research. Then in 1834-38, the Hopkins Observatory was built at Williams
College to become America’s first. A 7-inch Clark refractor was added in 1852 (Pasachoff 1998:
61-78).
Then on 9 November 1843, John Quincy Adams placed the cornerstone of the Cincinnati
Observatory. This facility would house the second largest telescope in the world. The observatory
was constantly in need of funding. For the first year of operation, telescope viewing time was sold
to the general public, with only one night a week designated to scientific research. After two
years, three nights were set aside for research.
The situation would soon improve for American astronomers. The Harvard College
Observatory installed a 15 inch refractor in 1847 to become the next institution with the world’s
largest telescope. This instrument was efficiently put to use for visual planetary observation and
photometry of solar system members, including asteroids and the planet’s moons. Eclipses of
Jupiter’s Satellites received important emphasis as a program. The HCO excelled in the range of
visual photometry beginning at mid-nineteenth century (Baily 1931: 86-88).
American astronomy gained significant influence internationally when in 1876, the United
States Naval Observatory installed a 26 inch Clark refractor, which remained the world’s largest
for several years. They soon discovered the moons of Mars in 1877. Afterwards, this visual
instrument was used for micrometric measurements of the satellites of Mars, Saturn, Uranus, and
Neptune. During the 1870’s and 1880’s, the USNO successfully applied photography to the
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studies of the transits of Venus in 1874 and 1882, daily solar photography and solar eclipses
during the same period of time (Dick 2007 : 381-387).
8.2

The Lick Observatory

The founding of the Lick Observatory, with the largest refractor in the world seeing first light in
1888, had a high impact on the international perception of American astronomy, not only with the
large instrument but with its unique placement and efficient usage for research. At this time,
observatories were usually located on university grounds where seeing conditions were far from
optimum. Lick set a new bench-mark by locating the Observatory on a mountaintop, clear of city
lights and pollution.
The Lick Observatory has indeed been fortunate in its external relationships with the partial
exception of Holden’s tenure. At the very beginning, it was cordially welcomed to a place in the
astronomical community, and it has in time had the opportunity and pleasure of welcoming others.
“If the Lick Observatory has in fact fulfilled the desire of its founder that it is “… useful in
promoting science …” it is largely because of its hospitable reception by the scientific world
(Moore 1938: 203).
Those empowered to fund the science departments and operations at the University of
California, no doubt noticed the good local perception of the Observatory through its public hours,
lectures and expeditions. The governing Board of Regents of the UC system was made up of
influential citizens who responded favorably to the Lick Observatory. Individual Regent members
endowed the astronomical community on Mount Hamilton with gifts of instruments, field
expeditions, Fellowships, and other enhancements to the Observatory.
It is a wonder, with Holden’s contentious staff relations, serious disagreements with the Board
of Regents, and a lengthy period of negative San Franciscan press, that productive research was
done during his tenure. It remains unexplained, why the Board of Regents allowed Holden to
retain his Director’s position as long as they did.
The Lick Observatory was exclusively the home of old school positional astronomers, which
included its Directors with the exception of Keeler. Keeler’s untimely passing, deprived the
astronomical community of his keen insight on astrophysical processes, at the height of his career.
American graduate schools produced few astrophysicists, with the Lick Fellows program and UC
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Berkeley graduate program producing next to none. Menzel’s arrival at the LO in 1926 was an
aberration in the hiring of astronomers at the LO.
Relations with the instrument makers, Brashear and Clark, were at times contentious. To
make matters more difficult, both of them were on the opposite end of the country from Mt.
Hamilton, increasing communication difficulties and posing shipping challenges for delicate parts
and instruments. Obtaining instrumental components on timely bases rarely occurred with J.
Brashear. It was quite common to need changes in optical components for instruments shortly
before departure on an eclipse expedition. Delays would certainly impact the fine tuning and
testing of these instruments. After reading countless correspondence between the Directors and
Brashear, I think an exasperated Campbell (1901) summed things up best in a letter to G.E. Hale
after finding a several months old order for prisms that had been neglected, after promises of quick
turn-around,
… owing to certain business methods with which you are perhaps familiar, I have just learned
that nothing has been done about them, and they have written to ascertain what angles I want
the prisms to have. I shall have to begin all over again, so far as the instructions to them are
concerned. Have you tried anyone else in this country for prism work?
The 6 inch aperture eclipse lens was an object of extreme frustration to the Lick astronomers
and to its makers, Hastings and Brashear. After years of repeated testing and transport of the lens
back and forth across the country, all parties failed to get the lens to perform its intended function
of producing fine coronal images.
In 1902 Brashear broke the 36 inch mirror intended for the D.O. Mills Southern station of the
Lick Observatory, delaying the expedition for a lengthy period of time. Brashear’s replacement
optics were sent to the LO where Campbell (1902l) quickly discovered “… to our complete
surprise the mirrors were found to be so imperfect that their use is out of the question.” In part, the
commotion caused by the faulty optics side-tracked Campbell and the Lick staff away from
writing and publishing the final 1900 and 1901 solar eclipse reports.
The level of funding for the Observatory during the eclipse expeditions was always well
below the level of East Coast Ivy League observatories and the U.S.N.O. (Holden 1896e; 1897d).
For the year of 1897 the LO received an annual allotment of $20,551.69, the Harvard College
Observatory received $56,360.00 and the U.S.N.O. received the highest allotment at $56,748.00.
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The Directors of the LO realized that their income was dependent on the financial health of
the California State Government, which was cyclic in its ups and downs. The Observatory
needed to retain a highly visible presence with the UC Board of Regents. During his one year
tenure as Director, Keeler recruited the Chair of the Observatory Committee, Regent Phelps, who
highly favored the LO, to represent the Observatory’s priorities. The Observatory Committee had
to distribute the funds, according to their perceived needs for the overall educational program of
the University. Phelps was also a highly connected political figure. Unfortunately, Phelps died in
an accident at the same time California suffered a severe budget crisis. A Berkeley faculty
committee took over to parsimoniously divide up the budget, wanting to curb the Observatory’s
finances in a drastic fashion. Being isolated on the mountain, Keeler missed important budget
meetings, but the problem resolved itself when Keeler accepted a Berkeley professor’s student as
a Fellow. The student was referred to as a “… capable ass.” (Osterbrock 2002e: 310-311).
Campbell (1901r) had no qualms about approaching Andrew Carnegie, for funding of 1
million dollars to fund endowed positions, for specific research positions (the original Lick
endowment was $700,000 for the science programs of the Observatory). Already underfunded to
maintain just daily operations, Campbell was informed by the University of California that the LO
needed to seek private funding. Campbell informed Carnegie that the “Other great observatories
of this country and Europe have incomes two or three times this amount, enabling them to employ
larger staff.” Campbell pointed out that LO research and results were first in quantity and quality.
Campbell pitched several testimonials of other top respected men of astronomy:
1.

Dr. Pritchett, President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, writes, “The erection of
the Lick Observatory was, to my thinking, one of the greatest things in Science in this or any
other country.”

2.

Professor Pickering, Director of the Harvard College Observatory, says, “I regard your
position as the most important one in the entire astronomical world.”

3.

Professor Simon Newcomb, important to the founding of the LO, in reviewing the
astronomical progress made in the past century wrote, “The establishment of the Lick
Observatory was one of the greatest astronomical events of the 19th century whose work had
been epoch-making.”
The Lick Observatory salaries were low compared to other top institutions in the United

States. It is wondered how many brilliant scientific minds bypassed the opportunity to work at the
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LO because of the need to pursue a livable wage that would insure a quality education for their
children and a comfortable lifestyle for themselves. Fellow O.G. Dall resigned his status as
Assistant in 1901 because (Campbell 1901t):
… he has decided to get out of astronomical work, principally for the reason that salaries
of young astronomers are too low to justify the spending of three additional years in
study … .
A highly contributing factor in the Observatory’s success, lay in its location at a higher
altitude and possessing fine steady seeing conditions, that were available for a high percentage of
year’s nights. However this did not hold true for daytime solar observations, as reported in a letter
to Campbell from Hale (1903b), “… with what I understand are poor daytime conditions on Mt.
Hamilton.” This is a sound reason why there was not an ambitious daytime solar program.
If we judge an institution in part by the books that it keeps, the Observatory would fare rather
well. Campbell (1912: 240) reported that he considered the library to be excellent in the areas of
their lines of research. As there was no budget line for the library, Campbell wished for a time in
which the library would be regularly funded. In setting up the library, Holden excelled in his
ability to organize and catalog material collections. Previous to his tenure at the LO, Holden
helped librarians organize the U.S.N.O. holdings by preparing catalogs and publishing indexes of
astronomical materials (Campbell 1914: 79-80).
In setting up the LO library, Holden (1891e: 6) realized and commented:
I wish to point out that the isolated position of the Lick Observatory renders it essential
that a large library of reference should be available to the astronomers, whose work is,
and will always be, related to many different departments … The equipment of the
institution requires to be strengthened in this direction perhaps more than in any other.
With only limited funds for books, Holden regularly published requests for wanted books and
advertised duplicate copies for sale (Holden 1891f; Holden 1891g: 142-143).
Holden (1891e: 7-121) completed the first catalog of the LO holdings in 1886. He updated
the catalog in 1891 and published it as the Catalogue of the Library of the Lick Observatory of the
University of California. This catalog was comprehensive in its content and organization. He
included lists of books, pamphlets, professional journals, Government publications, dictionaries,
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encyclopedias, framed photographs and pictures, and volumes published by the Observatory. He
cross-referenced as needed. He deferred complete bibliographic information on the materials to
the great astronomical library at Pulkowa or other sources. He arranged the bound books on the
shelves, by subject, using 18 subject headings. Pamphlets and unbound books were stored in
drawers using 48 subject headings. Periodicals were shelved in open pigeon holes and in racks.
By 1902 the library had grown substantially, expanding at a fast rate, by the buying of old
and recent books. The library contained 5000 volumes and 4800 pamphlets, overflowing the
original library room (Campbell 1902c).
The earliest of the eclipse plates show breakage and surface deterioration due to improper
handling, environmental and storage issues. A plate vault and archives of four rooms were added
to the main building on Mt. Hamilton. It was and still is well organized (Misch 2008: 22-24).
The Observatory community on Mt Hamilton, for the first decade, was an isolated selfsufficient facility in many aspects. Transportation up and down the hill was limited, with a car not
being acquired until some years had passed. All personnel and their families lived in close
proximity to each other in tight quarters. Meals were taken in a common mess. Work quarters
were often shared as office space was limited. The eclipse expeditions offered, the lucky few, a
real ‘escape’ from the everyday routine. The same community was isolated from the everyday
science and cultural environment found at the Stanford and the UC Berkeley campuses. Ideas
were often left on the mountain, not having the chance to be aired with the teaching and research
faculties. Letters and correspondence from the staff were often brief, lacking in enough detail to
generate a useful discussion and were subject to the slow delivery of the mail system.
8.3

The Eclipse Expeditions

The Lick Observatory’s coronal research program, through field excursions, came at the time
when there was a paradigm shift in the way solar astronomy was studied. Astronomy practice was
on applying the laws of thermodynamics, gravitation and mechanics in equilibrium to determine
the characteristics of the Sun’s layers. There were numerous attempts, to refine investigative
techniques in order to yield more precise orbit and motion determinations, sizes, and positions of
coronal features. The developing astronomy would open new fields. The field of spectroscopy
was advancing boldly and had determined that the Universe was made of the same elements found
on Earth. The use of the spectroscope enabled the birth of the field of solar astrophysics.
Investigations spread beyond the visual bandwidth, to the visual-photographic, infrared, and ultra-
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violet bandwidths. The ionization process led to the laws of thermodynamics involving pressure
and temperature, being applied to astronomical problems, which progressed to studying the Sun
where local conditions outside of equilibrium were found to exist. Additionally, the electrical and
magnetic forces were predicted and then studied. Photography replaced drawing as the principle
method of making permanent records of a total eclipse.
The LO approached their eclipse science and the management of the eclipse expeditions with
high standards of scientific and organizational ethics. Likewise, they extended this
professionalism to their contacts with foreign governments, foreign institutions and the local
populace, that they encountered en route and at the eclipse stations. Success was measured in
terms of obtaining useful observations from the instruments. Campbell (1901s) pointed out how
one non-LO eclipse expedition judged its success:
The Eastern astronomer, that you mentioned, got absolutely nothing, except some very
much out of focus coronas with his instrument of 8' focal length. For him, however,
the eclipse was a success, because the social side of it went through all right. As you
know, that is not the strong side of the Lick expeditions.
How did the Campbell, third Director of the Observatory, rate the eclipse expedition program
progress? His answer was given, paying tribute to the results from the 40 Foot Schaeberle
Camera. He is quoted (1904g) in a request for gift funds:
It is not stating the case too strongly to say that the eclipse work of the Lick
Observatory has been on a much larger scale and more successfully conducted than
that of any other institution. The first large-scale photographs of the solar corona were
made by our expedition to Chile in 1893, and the results secured were far in advance
of any astronomer’s expectation. The series of photographs at the three succeeding
eclipses were equally successful. These results have now led nearly all eclipse
observers to plan for the taking of large scale photographs; but we made the start, and
no other institution has an archive of coronal photographs at all comparable with ours.
Yet, it was highly unfortunate that the scientific results of the eclipse expeditions of 1898,
1900, 1901, the three expeditions of 1905, and 1908, were not reported in detail or completeness
as was done for the two 1889 eclipses and 1893 eclipse. Apparently a lack of funding was used as
one reason for why this was not done. Highly unfortunate for field spectroscopic investigations,
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Holden ignored the spectrograph in favor of pursuing an entirely direct-photographic program at
the December 1889, 1893, 1896, and 1898 total solar eclipses.
Addressing Hypothesis 1 in the Introduction: The Lick eclipse expedition’s published papers
peaked around the time of each expedition, and all eclipse work seemed swept under the realm of
the principle programs of stellar, planetary, and nebular research that was the Board of Regents
mandated focus of the Observatory. There is no indication of a separate solar science office within
the Observatory. The solar eclipse results received only the briefest mention in the Annual
Reports of the Observatory. Little heed was paid to solar work conducted by leading investigators
and astrophysicists like Bigelow, Scheiner, Russell, Arrhenius, Schwarzschild, Milne, Shuster,
Turner, Störmer, and Nicholson. Campbell avoided addressing Hale’s solar work and discoveries
at the Mt. Wilson Station.
Schaeberle was the first Lick Astronomer to extend his stay in South America after the eclipse
of 1893, for the purpose of sightseeing, meeting the heads of government, dignitaries, and the
visitation of foreign observatories and their staff. The Campbell’s tradition of mixing world
touring with eclipse expedition duties began in earnest with the 1898 eclipse expedition.
Campbell’s spouse, E.B. Campbell, traveled with him and his sons joined the expeditions starting
with the 1914 eclipse. Beginning with the 1918 eclipse, UC dignitaries, host government officials
and those not directly involved with the field work made themselves at home in the camps.
Campbell prioritized his lengthy times away from Mt. Hamilton over his ongoing duties at the
Observatory. As if the expeditions were not significant periods away in themselves, the added
world tours could easily be argued as an excessive time away from scientific research at home.
Yet, the worldwide networking with astronomers had its own value in the promotion of the
LO, its research, and for providing a mechanism, at the personal level, for the exchange of
scientific knowledge.
Hypothesis 6 stated in the Introduction of the thesis–the entire LO eclipse program paralleled
the scientific and administrative careers of E.S. Holden and W.W. Campbell–is borne out in the
execution of the expeditions, caliber of the results, and the Director’s personal careers.
Holden’s lack of expertise, in expedition observational technique and solar astronomy, comes
to the front when he was unable to provide adequate supervision of Leuschner’s thesis, the
continuous badgering of the staff in the misuse of the Carcel oil standard lamp, and his lack of
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flexibility in the adjustment of the eclipse cameras. Holden spent what precious little funding was
available for publication of his lunar atlas instead of more detailed eclipse reports after the eclipses
of 1889.
Campbell’s eclipse results output, parallels the ongoing activities of the Observatory and then
his tenure as an administrator of the University of California system, with an interesting outcome.

Chart 2. Campbell’s published paper output plotted over his career at the LO and the
University of California (Kim Malville 2009).

Campbell’s paper output peaks near the 1898, 1900, 1901, 1905, and 1908 eclipses as
displayed in Chart 2. His papers from 1890 into 1891 concerned a pair of comets. Then through
1895 they covered a broad range of general observations, for the most part not solar related. The
large decline in papers after 1901 until 1905, reflects the considerable effort of nearly two years
taken to establish a permanent stellar radial velocity observatory in South America. Campbell was
personally highly committed to the mission to design the station and see it produce results. He
fully expected to lead the D.O. Mills expedition himself. The mission was considerably delayed
by faulty telescope optics. Then Campbell suffered a serious spinal injury during the testing of the
optics. His injury required weeks of home-resting away from the Observatory (Campbell 1902n,
Campbell 1903a). Campbell’s post 1900-1901 eclipse studies were also sidetracked by the
discovery of the asteroid Eros. The LO launched a serious campaign in tracking Eros and
communicating with the astronomical community on their observations (Campbell 1902m). The
peak in the years 1916-1917, is a result of the general observational work of the Observatory.
Although Campbell supervised the Einstein measurements from the 1918 eclipse, he published no
papers himself on the subject. After appointment as the President of the UC System in 1923, his
published science output dropped and stayed at a low level, even though he retained the Director’s
position of the Observatory.
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8.4

The General Eclipse Expedition Program Findings

As the Lick Observatory came online in 1888, the dry-plate photographic process had become well
established and for all tends and purposes replaced the old era of wet-plate photography. The
potential for astronomical photography, was for the most part unrealized in the research process.
Drawing was still the most utilized process for planetary imaging and solar coronal representation.
Direct photography was just one segment of the overall program of the Observatory’s eclipse
expeditions; with the large-scale images from the 40 Foot Schaeberle Camera representing a
portion of this segment. The overall accomplishments of the eclipse program can be summarized:
1. The development of a portable photographic instrument which, when used in conjunction with
the other Observatory’s fine cameras, would all but replace drawing as a method of making
permanent records of a total solar eclipse. The 40 Foot Camera represented an eclipse
expedition instrumental breakthrough, at a time when other institutions were experimenting
with long focal length horizontal cameras, with very limited success.
2.

The generation of one of the most extensive sets of large-scale coronal images in existence.
These images revealed for the first time the sometimes delicate, complex structure of the
inner corona.

3.

Polariscopic and spectroscopic investigations that have contributed invaluable information
relating to the constitution of the corona and the manner in which its light is emitted.

4.

Campbell’s spectrograms, from fixed-plate and moving-plate spectrographs, were used by
D.H. Menzel in his ground-breaking work, that describes the complex conditions that exist
within the solar chromospheres ushering in a new approach to the study of ionized atoms
under turbulent influences. He was the first to apply non-LTE calculations to the equations
of thermodynamics.

5.

An exhaustive search for small planet-like bodies close to the Sun, inside the orbit of
Mercury. Such a body or bodies could have possibly accounted for the abnormalities in the
orbits of Mercury and Venus.

6.

A definitive positive test, and verification of Eddington’s 1919 eclipse results, of Einstein’s
General Theory of Relativity in 1922, which predicted the bending of starlight in the vicinity
of the Sun caused by the gravitational field of the Sun (Crelinsten 2006).
Reflecting back on the list of findings and accomplishments, Hypothesis 3 of the thesis–The

major scientific results of all of the Lick expeditions was unanticipated–is validated for the two
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events that significantly advanced the understanding of solar physics. The first event was the
verification test of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity by the measurement of the Einstein
shift in starlight. For the 1914, 1918, and 1922 Einstein tests, Campbell was a skeptic that positive
results would be obtained. After the LO 1918 results were in, he was feeling rather vindicated by
the negative findings and hoped the 1922 test would not undo the careful work done by the LO,
and its reputation for being capable of making accurate measurements. Campbell had to swallow
his pride upon the release of 1922 positive results verifying Eddington’s 1919 positive test. The
second unanticipated event was Menzel’s epochal work, using non-LTE calculations to predict
conditions within the layers of the chromosphere.
8.5

The Schaeberle 40 Foot Camera

The Schaeberle Camera served the Lick Observatory as intended, meeting the coronal observer’s
needs, producing the highest resolution images obtainable, for the inspection of coronal structure.
In fact, it was the ‘Mechanical Theory of the Solar Corona’ developed by John M. Schaeberle
which was the driving force behind the creation of the Camera. After reviewing the outstanding
images, first obtained in 1893 with this instrument, other institutions would adopt large imagescale cameras of their own, of which a significant number were of the direct-viewing type.
Schaeberle’s choice of the direct imaging approach was the wisest at the time of its initial use.
It produced excellent images in spite of the fact that volunteers–often with no science or
photographic experience–erected the Camera, helped in its alignment and fine tuning, and were on
occasion the assistants to the operators. At focal lengths of longer than 50-60 feet, the Schaeberle
type tower cameras reached their limits of stability and feasibility of erection. There are two
examples of horizontal cameras that well exceeded the focal length of the Schaeberle Camera, that
produced images that equaled and maybe even had a slight edge on definition of coronal structure.
In both of these cases, these two instruments were installed under ideal conditions very near their
hosts’ institutions. The instruments were not subjected to the rigors of international transport and
installation under hostile environmental conditions. Nearing the end of the LO solar expedition
period, photographic emulsions and darkroom practices had improved to the point that smaller
precision instruments could be substituted for their long focal length counterparts.
What appeared to be finely detailed photographs were in reality of fairly low resolution.
Factors limiting the achieved resolution, of the Camera, can be described as resolution limited due
to ‘seeing conditions’, which were only on a couple of occasions described as being excellent.
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The simple double element optical configuration, of the Clark lens, could not overcome
aberrations and lack of total field-flatness that were to be, in later years, better corrected for by
improved designs such as the Ross four-element objectives in-use at the 1922 eclipse at Wallal.
The Clark lens was adjusted for ‘best’ focus, not perfect focus over its entire field of coverage.
Reviewing Hypothesis 4 in the Introduction of the thesis it can be said: The scientific results in
solar physics came from the chemical and atomic analysis of the spectrograms and not just the
observations of features on the Camera plates. The direct photographic plates were only
occasionally paired with the spectrograms, to match spectral observations with solar features.
As fate would have it, the scientific output, other than general coronal feature and form
descriptions and some motion behavior, was not appreciably advanced by the 40 Foot Camera
plates. Had the Camera not existed, the Lick party would have travelled much lighter and at a
much reduced cost.
8.6

Publication of Results Issues

As covered in Chapter 7, the Observatory regularly reported about the lack of funds, for the
publication of the major research carried out by the staff. Campbell’s (1912: 237-238) biennial
report from 1 July 1910 to 1 July 1912, was a case in point, where in total frustration he
commented that financial difficulties had remained serious for the past six years. The unpublished
results from the last five solar eclipse expeditions, increased to seven expeditions by 1912. The
cumulative total solar eclipse edition, remains unpublished to this day.
8.7

Progress of Solar Physics

A break-through and a paradigm shift for solar physics was the discovery of the Zeeman effect in
sunspots by Hale in 1908. Hale determined that sunspots are huge solar cyclones of electrically
charged gases in the solar atmosphere, creating strong local magnetic fields, thus supporting some
of the ideas of Bigelow in his 1889 theory. Now, solar astronomers such as Kim Malville (2009)
believe Hale’s cyclones “… are magnetic tubes that emerge in the photosphere and are cooler than
the surrounding gas.”
By the end of the Lick observatory solar eclipse expeditions, coronal knowledge remained
elusive and other institutions would continue to send out field expeditions. Lyot’s pioneering
work with his coronagraph was still at its infancy but was a significant shift on how coronal
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research would proceed. While he was able to record the coronal green and red lines and light of
the inner corona, in full sunlight from a high altitude station, the outer coronal light remained
elusive (Aitken 1932: 136-137).
8.8

Finally

The Lick Observatory did not utilize the full potential of the 40 Foot Camera plate archives, but
there is no direct evidence that other institutions put their large-scale plate collections to better use.
Three coronal theories were based on direct measurements of the coronal plates. Two of these, by
Schaeberle and Bigelow, were introduced just before the Schaeberle Camera was placed in service.
The third theory, by Miller, came some years later, with the Camera providing its author with a
good number of plates from several eclipses. The emphasis shift to spectrographic studies at
eclipses progressed continuously and rapidly even as the LO expeditions came to an end.
Astrophysics was becoming the field of focus at leading universities and observatories. As a
result, of the failure of the Lick Observatory to intellectually grow with the field of astronomy, its
future as the center of astronomy on the Pacific Coast was doomed–for at least that decade–
beginning with the departure of Menzel. The power seat of astronomy shifted to the Mount
Wilson Station under the control of the Carnegie Institute of Washington and George Ellery Hale.
In reading letters, documents, memos and other items written more than a century ago, I
noticed parallels between then and the present day. Nearly all of the Lick Directors complained
about sparse funding, yet they coped and managed advancement of astronomical knowledge.
What became of the 40 Foot Camera and its components after its use, by the University of
Michigan, at the 1930 eclipse? There is no evidence that it was returned, in whole or in part, to the
LO. The coelostat of the original heliograph installed in 1882, of which the Clark lens of the
Camera originated, still exists in the City of Santa Cruz stored forgotten in a storage room.
The plate collection of the Camera exists well protected and awaits enterprising astronomers to
again access it for their studies. Still others will view the ‘pretty pictures’, and use them for
exhibitions and even art essays.
Besides the reasons already discussed for Campbell to continue the eclipse expeditions, there
exist the distinct possibility that he needed to stroke his own ego and the astronomical
community’s perception of an Observatory that could mount such international social-scientific
excursions.
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